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President seeks change in activity period
By Nora Lopez

A plan by the administration to move activity period to
mid-afternoon to increase
classroom space during peak
hours has drawn opposition
from students and faculty
allke.
President Miguel Nevarez
proposed the plan during a
discussion In his "Meet the
President'' session last week.
According to Nevarez, the
plan is being considered be
cause the university has a
classroom shortage which
could be remedied by rescheduling activity period In the
afternoon.
Within two days of Nevarez's speech, Keep Activity
Period (KAP) was formed by
UCPC and PAUSA members
in an effort to stop the plan.
More than 1,000 petition
pa
were distributed and

signed by students wanting to
keep activity period in Its present time slot.
UCPC Attorney General
Joe Bailey sent out more than
200 letters to business
students by himself.
The signed papers were
then delivered to Nevarez on
Monday afternoon by PAUSA
President Rico Saldivar and
UCPC President Gloria Rodriguez, who represent two of
the largest organizations on
campus.
"We decided we couldn't
just stand back and do
nothing," said Rodriguez.
She said many of UCPC's
special events take place during activity period and moving
activity period would Jeopardize them.
Upon receiving the petitions, Nevarez said the proposed change was not yet

definite.
"No decision has been
made," he said. "We are looking at all the options . . and
the last option Is activity
period.

"I don't know If you understand the situation • the problem. I don't want to do away
with activity period. On the
other hand I do have 800 students that I need to find places
for."
Nevarez explained that
about 20 classes are scheduled during the peak hours 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. In the Student
Services Building. When
these classes are full, they account for 800 students. However, plans are underway to
remodel the Student Services
Building In order to place all
student services In one building. Therefore, those 20
classes need to be placed

somewhere else, he said.
'We have no space . . . If
you start looking for space I
can already tell you, you're
not going to find It," he said.
Nevarez noted that many
students are reluctant to sign
up for early-morning or lateafternoon classes. Activity
period Is located between the
peak hours; thus, if activity
period is rescheduled, that
time can be used to schedule
additional classes. Since all
classroom~ are empty during
activity period, there would
no longer be a classroom
shortage, he said.
"In general, students don't
sign up beyond two o'clock,"
he said. "Taxpayers can't afford to have empty buildings."
Nevarez said that while rescheduling activity period Is
the last option, It would also
be a temporary solution ,temporary until a new office and

classroom building Is com•
pleted In the fall of 1984.
"We're not going to do It
unless we have no optlon.s,"
he said. "If you have any suggestions let us know."
In spite of the fact that the
solution Is only temporary,
PAUSA and UCPC are both
worried as to what the change
will do to student activities,
Saldivar and Rodriguez'
agreed.
Because PAU Is a commuter school, many organizations schedule their meetings
during activity period. Since
the members are already on
campus It Is easier for them to
meet at that time than to travel
back to PAU In the evenings
or late afternoon, Rodriguez
said.
Other activities scheduled
during activity period Include
interview technlque seminars,
guest speakers. fund-raising

events and for many students
It Is free time to study or ~t
help from tutors or faculty.
PAUSA and UCPC feel
that If activity period Is
rescheduled for the afternoon,
It will no longer serve Its purpose as most students leave by
2p.m.
One alternative brought up
is to schedule required senior
classes In the ~ly morning.
Under this plan, students will
be forced to take the classes In
the morning Instead of waiting
to take them In the peak
hours.
Nevarez said that the
schedule is being studied to
see how many of these classes
can be scheduled In the morning. However, he felt that two
or five classes would not make
much of a difference.
Nevarez said that he was
unsure as to when a final decl•
slon will be made.

Attorney general
candidates speak
Both candidates for Texas
attorney general and a U.S.
Senate party leader will be on
campus Monday to gamer
support for the upcoming
November election.
Democratic candidate Jim
Mattox, the forerunner In the
race, will speak at 9:30 a.m.
In the UC Ballroom.
His opponent, Republican
Bilf Meter, will speak at 2:30
p.m. in the LA Auditorium.
In a show of party unity,
Meier will be accompanied by
Sen. John Tower, the second
most senior Republican in the
Senate.
Mattox, a third term Dallas
congressman, said he will run
an open attorney general's of-

'Candida' opens Oct. 13-Rehearslng a acene from 'Candida' I• Valente Rodriguez H Eugene Marchbanks,
Kimberly Lewi• u Candida Morell and Mark Watson as the Rev. Jamee Morrell. The play opens Wednesday,
Oct. 13 at 8 p.m. In the Fine Arts Auditorium. AdmlHlon I• S3 general and SS reserved. Students are free
th I.D. PAU hoto .

Leadership conjerence slots available
Organizations may still apply to attend the leadership
conference this Saturday, according to Elvie Watson assistant dean for student development.
"Any members from the
campus organizations who
feel they could benefit can apply," Watson said.
There Is a registration fee of
$2 per person. Lunch will be
provided for all conferene participants at no extra cost.
Matt Weinstein, motlviatlonal speaker, will conduct a
three hour Leadership Training session, consisting of
series of growth experiences.
Welnstelns topics will cover;
"How to run a Meeting so It
Never gets Boring, Flexible
Leadership: Theory, Practice,

Education of the Self, and
Elements of Cooperative
Groupwork."
In addition, a series of minworkshops will be presented
by various Pan American University staff and faculty
members.
Dr. Ana Maria Rodriguez,
from the School of Education
will talk on Communication
and Human Relations Aspect
of Leadership Training.
Rosalva Acevedo, from the
high school equlvalency program will cover parliamentary
procedures.
Jimmy Silva and Gloria Ramirez of the learning assistance center will discuss decision making and values clariflcatlon. Assertiveness training
will be covered by Lupita

Cantu-Morse also of the LAC.
Registration will start at 8
a.m. In the LRC Media Theatre lobby followed by the
welcoming from Gloria Rodriguez and Rico Saldivar. Uni-

verslty Center Program Council and Pan American University Student · Association
presidents, respectively.
UCPC and PAUSA are cosponsoring the conference.

'Olympics' draws 20 teams
Second period has been of·
ficially cancelled today so
more students can compete in
the BroncOlympics festivities.
According lo El~lra Cruz,
20 organizations will compete
in the event. scheduled for
9: 15 in the Science Building
Court yard.
Twenty wild and crazy
games will be played including
a scavenger hunt for students
not necessarily competing on
a team.

First, second and third
place trophies will be awarded
to the team with the most
points.
Unlike past years, a $3 fee
per member Is being charged.
However, a sourvenir I-shirt
will be given to each participant at the end of the event.
"We expect it to be a big
success," said Cruz. "We will
be selltng fajitas and Cokes.
KRGV radio will emcee."

flee in which the public and
press will have access to the
action of the government.
Endorsed by five law en;
forcement groups, Including
the statewide Combined Law
Enforcement Association of
Texas (CLEAT), Mattox Is the
only candidate In the race with
prosecutory experience In
law.
He also favors the Idea of
the attorney general's office
representing consumers at
Public Utility Commlsslon rate
hike hearings.
Serving 10 years in the
State Senate, Meier describes

Seepaee 8

Uribe speaks
here today
State Senator Hector Uribe
will be campaigning for reelection on campus today at
1:30 p.m. LA Room 101.
A Brownsville native, Uribe
is currently completing the
unexpired term of Raul
Longoria and was sworn Into
the Texas Senate April 6 of
last year.
Uribe Is also a former
member of the Texas House
of Representatives, serving
during the 65th and 66th
legislative session.
In 1980, he was appointed
by House Speaker Bill Clayton as a Texas member of the
Southern Growth Policies
Board.
He has been a member of
the State Bar of Texas since
1971, receiving his bachelor's
degree and Juris Doctor degree from the University of
Miami in Coral Gables,
Florida.

Jim Mattox

V
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Editorial

activity period
President Nevarez's recent propo7al to move activity
period to mid-afternoon has been met with a considerable
amount of opposition, and rightly so.
It Is our bellef that activity period best serves Its purpose
where It Is right now. Changing activity period to another
time slot would defeat this purpose.
The University has always advoaited In their pamphlets
that student organizations are an Integral part of University
life. At the same time, activity period Is an important time for
these student organizations.
Many organizations use activity period for club meetings,
fund-raising and sponsoring guest speakers. Moving activity
period to mid-afternoon would no longer make this possible.
It Is basically true that most students do not sign up for
classes scheduled later than 2 p.m. If activity period were
scheduled after 2 p .m. , chances are most students would
leave rather than stay for Activity period.
Our students have often been condemned for apathy,
moving activity period would only Increase this apathy.
Activity period, where It Is right now, is convenient to msot
students because they are already on campus. PAU Is a commuter school, therefore students who live as far away as
Harlingen do not want to drive back to Edinburg for a late
afternoon meeting.
President Neavarez has said that active students are a
minority on campus. Yes, we are. However moving activity
period would only mnke the situation worse. It certainly
would not help.
Nevarez has said that moving activity period to the afternoon would free up time that can be used to schedule
classes. This is probably true as activity period falls In the
middle of the peak hours (9 a .m . to 2 p.m.) However,
students can be persuaded Into taking 7:45 classes by
scheduling required courses at this time. Students who are
serious about their education will show up.
Some argue that activity period Interferes with the normal
flow of classes and that the majority of students have no use
for activity period, and It Is only of Interest to organizations.
Organizations are not the only ones who use activity
period. Many non-active students use activity period to
study, get tutoring, attend seminars and get a bite to eat
before heading for a three hour lab. Also faculty have department meetings at this time.
Perhaps classes should be scheduled during activity period
for those students who do not appreciate a little free time.
"Active Students" would have the option of signing up for a
class or leaving activity period free for meetings.
Nevarez suggests that It will only be a temporary change
until a new building is constructed that would solve the problem. We have to wonder if by 1984 the administration will
no longer settle for a mid-afternoon activity period and Instead opt for total removal.
The fact that more than 1,000 students signed petitions
wanting to keep activity period In Its present time slot has got
to account for something. (Maybe students do care).
, Evidently activity pe.riod is Important to many students on
campus, not Just organizations.
President Nevarez, we urge you to keep activity period
where It Is now!
Nora E. Lopez.·

Bee Ptcueotlon Week

Fire Prevention
This week commemorates the 60th anniversary 01 fire
Prevention Week, and judging by the large number of deaths
caused by fires In 1981, enough can not be said on how to
prevent them.

While most fires that have oocurred at PAU have caused
only minor damage, at least on one occasion the fire could
have been wane.
·
Lut spring semester two campus fires totaled $7,000
damage. One fire was II utility shed located near the gymRallum. 1be other fire, an arson, gutted a hallway In the
women's residence haD, where the effects
have been
fatal.
Although anon was the caUN of the dorm fire, campus
flNs ..e too common and are often caused by a lack of
.ewarenas In fire prevention, carelessness and in many
caNS, poor hOUNkeeptng.
1be women's dorm, for example, has rules against hot
plates and toaster ovens, however these rules are rarely enforced. Satngm there_are n o ~-or any other form of
arty fire detection system In the building, It was surprising to

could

An this.
Perhapa this should be PAU's goal for fire prevention week
• lntlalllng adequate mu!U of fire detection In the dormllolta.
.
We rube that lnstalllng sprink)ers at this time would probably be too c:09dy for the unlvenlty. However, three or four
lffl0U detectors would not cost as much and would provide

tha MC

ry pNCautlon,

Letters to the Editor---To the Editor:
I wish to lodge a complaint
about the sloppy coverage the
Unlveslty theatre production
Candida has received in The
Pan American. On two occasions the paper has carried Information that was wrong
about the play, despite the
fact that we have sent news
releases to you. On the first
occasion, the name of the
leading man in the play was
, incorrectly listed as Mark
Schoonover. Mark Watson is
playing the role of Morell. In
that article, Mark Watson's
name was not even listed.
This occurred after I presented
a reporter with a typewritten
copy of the cast list. The second occurrence is in the present issue. For some reason,
the Pan American has decided to change the plot of
Shaw's masterpiece. The article asserts that Candida
chooses the poet. The real
story is quite the opposite! She
chooses her own husband,
the weaker of the two men.
We send regular releases,
written by student publicity
assistants and supervised by
me, to The Pan American. I
understand the necessity of
some editorial license for
space accomodations, etc.
However, I find the omission
of Important names and the
actual changing of Information
unconscionable.
Dr. Doug Cummlna,

Theatre Mauger
The UDlfthlty Theatre
Ue Note: We etand cor•
rected and with ea on our
face_ The correct cutlng

of Candida le •• followe:
Candida Monell, Kimber•
ly Lewie; The Rev. Jamee
Monell, Mark Wat.eon:
Luymlll, Lance Dupul■;
Proeerplne Garnett, Tina
Atldm; Mr. Burgen, Mark
Schoonover and Eugene
Marchbanke, Valente
Rodriguez.
A. for correcting the error concerning the plot,
we already have unwittingly revealed too much, even
ln error. To correct the
mi■take now, would be detrimental to theatergoen.
Again we apologize and
a ..ure the drama ■taff and
■tudenta of more accurate
coverage hereafter.
Letter to the Editor
Grumble or "Grltos?"
Last week's Guest Column
"Dump deiz-y-seis" gave me
pause to consider why Val•
leyltes, Including PAU, would
celebrate Mexican holidays. I
offer several comments.
The Valley is a unique mixture of things Mexican and
American and its close associations with Mexico have
roots which are historical and
cultural as well as demographic.
The local media largely Ignores this fact (picking up a
newspaper I sometimes wear
I'm in Des Moines, Iowa).
Mexico is treated like some
faraway foreign country, like,
say, Mauritania or Bangla•
desh.
Mexico's history is full of
suffering and struggles, with
lessons for us all, much as the
French and American Revolutions had sweeping lmplica-

Last year along 6,823 Americans died in fires. 300,000
civilians as weU as 100,000 firefighters were seriously Injured
In 2,893,500 fires.

In most of these cases, carelessness and forgetfulness were
the cause of the fires. However, smoking, wood and coal
stoves, eledrlcal wiring and appliances, children playing with
matches and gas-fuel cooking and heating were the malr
causes of fire.
PAU was lucky the dorm fire did not claim any lives or
cause an excessive amount of damage. Other universities
have not been so fortunate. At East Texas, for example a
fraternity house burned down twice In one year.
Being alert and taking time to be safe Is very Important in
preventing fires but Installing smoke detectors In dormitories would be a step In that diNction.

Nora E. Lopez

tlons for the struggles
everywhere for justice and
freedom . Yet Americans remdln largely ignorant of these
struggles and of their neighbors' history.
From ignorance or indifference stems chauvinism and
intolerance. From knowledge,
we would hope, comes understanding compassion, and
tolerance of diversity.
One more thing. It's nice to
get U.S. holidays off, but you
must admit that Memorial,
President's and Labor Days
are pretty boring stuff. But
with Deiz y Seis and Cinco de
Mayo comfi! parades, charros,
fireworks and dancing. It's
fun!
So you see, Ms. de los Santos, speaking as one of "the
rest of us," I se no problem
with the celebration of Mexico's Independence Days.

Jim Chapman
Letter to the Editor:

I would like to extend my
congratulations to the Lady
Broncs Volleyball Team, for
their victory last Wednesday
night against Texas Southmost College. I thought it was
a very good game and I was
really Impressed by their comeback victory.
The young ladies certainly
show some good potential to
be a champion team in the

NCAA. I wish them a good
season and will try to be as
supportive as much as possible. I also Invite the rest of the
PAU student body to do the
same.

Richard Sauceda
Dorm Raldent
P .S.: Would you happen to
know number 24's name?

Ed'• Note: We appreciate
your enthu■la■m In the
Lady Bro~• Volleyball
Team and on behalf of the
Pan American ■taff we
wl■h to congratulate the
Lady Bronc■ In .their Victory. In rupon■e to your
queatlon, number 24'■
name I• Sofia Ramirez.
Good Luckl
Letter to the Editor:
In regard to the article written on "Dumping the Dies y
Sies celebration." I would like
to enlighten some Pan Am
students and Valley residents
to become more culturally
aware and tolerant of observed Mexican celebrations, on
"the U.S. side of the border."
First, the fastest growing
minority population In the
United States is the Hispanic
population, a large percentage being of Mexican descent.
See page 3
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Record Review

Crime, corruption in heartland
by Randy KJutts

On the cover of "Nebraska," Bruce Springsteen's first
solo LP, Is the image of dark
clouds rolling on the horizon
of a barren Mid-Western landscape.
Threatening as it looks, it
only hints at the music inside.
"Nebraska" is a series of

disturbing short stories about
the corruption of the American heartland and those who
live, either by choice or by circumstances, outside the law.
And it succeeds because all
but the non-essentials have
been deliberately stripped
away.
Originally recorded as demos for a recording project

1/4 Mlle South Canton Rd .
on South 281
(across from the Sun Palace)

381-9167
rDINIIJICi. n -

"FOR THE COLDEST BEER AROUND"
•
•

KEGS
CASES

•
•

SIX-PACKS
SINGLES ON ICE

THIS WEEKS IMPORT SPECIAL TECATE $3.20 per 6-pk.
• IMPORTED BEER
• ICE
• T-SHIRTS & CAPS
• PARTY SUPPLIES
• GAS

COMPARE OUR PRICES!!

- -- -

that never materialized,
"Nebraska" is perhaps Springsteen's most compelling
statement about America yet.
Springsteen's E Street
band, who have to be the
tightest band touring, are absent from this album. It's just
Springsteen, a guitar, a harmonica and very little else in
the way of accompaniment.
Springsteen apparently
wanted nothing to water
down or ornament the lyrics,
whih are at once emotional
and understated.
The title track, which seems
to be Springsteen's version of
the "Executlonor's Song," is
the story of a young man on a
killing spree across the Bad, lands of Wyoming.
Sung with no trace of regret
or repentance, it brilliantly
sums up the likes of Gary Gilmore and Mark Chapman. If
you can't be a hero, you kill
one.
A man wanted by both sides
of the law is the story in "Atlantic City." Although he
hasn't long to live, he dreams
of a final reunion with a loved
one on the boardwalk.
The hymn-like "Mansion on
the Hill" describes the
childhood of a man wishing
he could be like his wealthy

neighbors, who to all appearances are living In
paradise.
Next is "Johnny 99," the
story about an unemployed
auto worker who turns to
crime because he had "debts
no honest man could pay."
Following "Johnny 99," is
the highlight of the album,
"Highway Patrolman. It is the
story of an honest lawman
who must choose between
protecting his fugitive brother
and doing the "right" thing.
"State Trooper" closes side
one and continues "Patrolman" from the fugitive's point
of view. Driving · alone at
night, he prays the law won't

Generally speaking, this
population has a large affinity
for its heritage.
A rise In the Hispanic population has caused popularity in
the celebrating of El Cinco y El
Oles y Sies all over the United
States.
The other well-known and
nationally recognized holidays
mentioned In the guest column: Mardi Gras, St. Patrick's
Day and April Fools' Day (ex-
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One of the most touching
moments on the album is "My
Father's House," which describes a man's dream of goIng home and resolving differences with his father. He
really can't go home again,
though, because there is no
one to go home to anvmore.

"Nebraska" is an extremely
honest and forthright record,
but don't expect to hear it on
the radio.
It's too raw. You can't
dance to it. It's not nice
background music. It's the
kind of music that demands
your full attention, and
chances are you won't like
what ii has to say.
However, it is a real
creative and stylistic breakthrough for Springsteen coming not a moment too soon. I
had almost given up the idea
that rock'n'roll could still have
something to say.

continued &om page 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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stop him so that he doesn't
have lo kill aqain.
"Open All Night" is a
delightful 12-bar tribute to
Chuck Berry and mindless
teenage fun. Preaching the
virtues of fast cars, girls and
rock'n'roll, It doesn't prepare
you for the fact that this funloving youth Is also a killer.

~

eluding Labor Day) became
popular in the same manner
as the Cinco de Mayo and
Dies y Sies are doing so now.
The waves of a various
ethnic groups that have come
into the U.S. to live have not
forgotten many of their customs and holidays. Many
groups have continued to
observe their traditions in the
U.S. demonstrating their
pride and support of their
heritage.
Due to a group's pride and
festive manner of celebration,
other groups are "usually"
willing to recognize and participate in the act of celebrating the occasion.
Therefore, addressing
UCPC's priorities in choice of
celebrations they can finance;
the decision making process
should be based on the popularity of the event.
Being that Pan Am has a
population of approximately
85 percent students coming
from a Mexican background
the observance of 'El Cinco y
El Dies y Seis' ought to be a
priority.
Furthermore, Pan American's location should not
hinder the importance of a
Mexican holiday's observance, but should enhance it.
The simple fact that our location ls near the Mexican
Border should signify the im-

portance of maintaining a
'good neighbor' relationship.
Remember, Texas was once
under the auspices of the
Mexican government.
These are just a few reasons
in support of the observance
of the Cinco de Mayo and
Dies y Sies celebrations.
Hopefully this will create a little more support and more
awareness of historical events
that have affected "all" ethnic
groups living in Texas.

Salli Landers
Letter to the Editor

Although we recognized
that there are more important
issui,s and that this particular
issue has been addressed before, we would still like to
register our complaints against
the parking policies at PAU.
Our first indictment is against
the $8 increase in parking
fees. Although the Student
Body at PAU requested the
paving of Van Week Street,
the $8 increase used to cover
part of the costs of paving was
not mentioned before hand.
We are constant!v badgered
by the Administration's claim
that at other universities the
fees are higher. Well, let us tell
you something--Pan Am is
not UT.
Our second concern is with
See Page 8
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Just a few steps off Campus
(N.W. Corner of University Dr. & Sugar Rd.)
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And7-8pm

onday .....
Thursday

Country Western Dancing Nightly
(Wednesday thru Saturday)
Open 4 p.m. - 12 a.m. Monday, Tuesday
4 p.m. - 2 p.m. Wednesday - Friday
12 Noon - 2 p.m. Saturday
12:15 - 8 p.m ..Sunday

IS
We Have Special Prices, Video
Games, Football (Cable T.V.),
Dancing.
Happy Hour

Come Check Us Out

(or until the football game is over)
HAPPY HOUR 4-9:30 DAILY

Ladles Are Always Welcomed
Under New Management

~lh"c'
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Mon.-Tbun.
Pill
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Professor bridges autistic communication gap
by Randy klutta
Withdrawn, non-verbal, often displaying erratic, aimless
behavior--autistic children are
trapped by an almost total Inability to communicate.
Research by a Pan American animal behaviorist, however, may have uncovered an
answer to this problem
through her work teaching
sign language to the great
apes.

Dr. Valerie " Wendy"
James, an assistant professor
of behavioral science, became
lnv1tlved In the treatment of
an autistic child quite accidW1tly when she observed
the three-and-a-half-year-old
girl dt a Mental Health/ Mental
Retardation session in Edinburg.
"The first time I saw her,"
James said, "I was just amazed by the similarity between
the way she acted at a therapy
session and the way the
animals did when I was
teaching them sign language."
Treated for about a year by
PAU professor Sherrill Kendrick, the child had come a
long way in learning new behavior but still could not communicate, James said. Her
treatment was at an impasse,
and no one seemed to know
what to do next.

Although James had no
training treating humans--let
alone aulistics--she agreed to
teach the child sign language
using the same techniques she
had used with gorillas and
orangutans at the Gladys
Porter Zoo.
The sessions began with the
most basic of signs--"eat" and
"drink." Sitting face-to-face
with the child, James "molded" the child's fingers in the
form of the sign and rewarded
her with candy or some thing
to drink when she did the sign
correctly.
Teaching the child to sign
proved to be a frustrating process, James said. Session after
session would go by with no
indication that the child was
actually learning the signs, not
simply copying them, she
said. And if the child was
pushed too hard, she often
reacted by getting angry and
refusing to do any more work,
James explained.
At another SP.ssion, however, the child might suddenly
begin to do the signs spontaneously with no prompting
from James.
Since James began treating
the child in late June, the child
has made progress similar to
that of James' animal subjects.
•'She was much faster than
the orangutans were in her initial signings," James said,
"but not as quick as the goOCTOBER SPECIAL
rilla."
Enchilada Plate:
The reason for this, James
claimed is that gorillas are
3 ENCHILADAS TOPPED
social animals and are used to
WITH
more personal interaction
CHEESE /\ND CHILE CON
than either an orangutan or an
CARNE. RIC£. BEANS,
autistic child.
CRACKERS.
"I learned the most about
autistic children from the
orangutans, who are solitary
or semi-solitary animals "
"For faster service
'd
'
J ames sa1 .
c.all In order
Her success with the auti.stic
383-0725
child James says Is due alAaoss &om Pan Am.
most' entirely to her' work with
animals
Eat at El Peto
"Whai it is I think I learned
VALLEY V..'IDE
in working with animals Is to
2 locations/McAllen, Mission
let them run the way things
Harlingen & Browns~
are timed " James said "Like
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RESTAURANT

HAVE A KICK O' A TIME WITH
Lannie Browening's Kountry Band
Sun. live entertainment
from 8- 12 P.M. Sun. 6 - 10 P.M.
Tues. -

EAT voµR LUNCH FOR $3.50
Beer during happy hour
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happy hour 4 - 7 P.M.

autistic's; they have no atten- Animal behaulorfat turned human theroplat··Dr. "Wendy"'
lion span. They have no pa- Jame• In her office with plc:tun!9 of •ome of her animal
tience. You can push then so aubjecta from Glaclye Porter Zoo. The ab.tract painting
far and no further ."
bind Jamee wa• done by a young orangutan, Holly.
James also feels that the
orldng with apa gave Jama ln•lghta Into autlam.
kind of behavior the chllda;.;;.;;,;.:,;;:.,;.;,,:;;;.;;:;,;:;;..:;~.;.;~;;.;;.........:;;.;;..;..-_ _ _ _ _ __
exhibited--marchlng around she will eventually learn to
from Oklahoma State Univerthe room, playing with her speak.
sity, has been leaching at Pan
fingers, biting herself and
"lf she ever figures out what
Am since 1974. James
others--made therapists too the signs are for and that they
teaches basic psychology
cautious to treat the child ef- , are names for things," James
courses and a special animal
fectively.
said, "it will be a very short behavior course in which
students work with animals at
"There is nothing she does, Ieap Into speech ."
no behavior that she displays,
James, who received her
Gladys Porter Zoo. Her work
that I haven't seen carried to a masters degree and doctorate
with apes began In 1977.
far greater extent in animals,"
James said. "While I recognlze it as unusual behavior In
The brother of a Pan Am Ramiro Espinoza, United
humans, it is very familiar to
student
urgently needs ABBlood of McAllen, 682-1314,
me.''
or in the Lower Valley they
blood after suffering a gunshot
should contact Valley Baptist
Teac~ing autistics sign Ian- wound In the chest Monday.
guage _,s still relatively new,
Although AB- Is needed ImMedical Center at 421-1100.
Charles Schoonover of
accordmg to James. There mediately, anyone can donate
Weslaco has AB-, the rarest
have been only five or six blood to help defray costs.
Donors should contact
blood type.
known attempts. to teach sign
language to autistics, but the
results have been encourage.
mg.
Besides treating autistics,
A new program that helps non program, compralsed of
this tec hmque
·
may be even graduate students attain cer45 hours In med-management
more effective with severely tification as school superincourses plus 15 hours focusrd
reta ed children because tendents in Texas is being ofIng speclflcally upon the
the~ are more touch-oriented fered by the department of
superintendency, was reviewth an autistics.
,
school management.
ed, evaluated and revised
As for the child s own proDr. Pulley said the preparaduring the past academic
gress, James is optimistic that
year.
Courses In the revised program for superintendency certification Include "AdministraCOLLEGE GRAD
tion of School Facilities,"
Social-Polltical Problems of
the . superintendency "
The Air Force has im-

AB- blood needed

Education certification

mediate openings for qualified College Grads who are
interested in challenging
careers in Aviation, Engineering and other High
Technology Air Force executive positions. Seniors
should apply now! For more
information, see your Air
Force recuriter:
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Oct. 25-29
Make-up pictures scheduled
Make up days for yearbook
pictures will be Oct. 25
through Oct. 29 In the LRC
Lobby, according to Sandra
Barbosa, El Bronco editor.
Appointment cards are beIng malled to all students who
failed to have their pictures
taken during registration.
Seniors, especially, should
have their pictures taken if
they have not done so. This Is
the last chance for pictures this
year, according to Barbosa.
Hours are from 10 a .m. to
8 p.m. · Monday through
Thursday, but the photographer will break for lunch
from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m., according to Barbosa.
"We took 3,860 pictures at
registration," Barbosa said.
"That's mare than twice what
we took last year and four
times more than the year before. We want as many people as possible to be In this
book because It will probably
be the last one financed by
student service fees."
There Is no cost to have a
picture made for the yearbook. However, students can
order prints from the photographer If they wish, Barbosa
sa·d
·
1
Students who had their pietures taken during registration
should have received their
proofs in the mail by now, according to Joyce Prock yearbook adviser.
'

"Students and faculty who
have received proofs should
mark the pose they prefer to
be in the yearbook and return
the proofs to the photographer," Prock said. "It Is Important to do this so that there
ls no delay in production."
"We're using a different
photographer this year and a
different system to give students better service, but we
need full cooperation.'
Students can request a retake If they are unhappy with
their pictures. If there is a
technical problem such as
eyes closed, there will be no
charge. However, if the student Just doesn't like the pose,
or hair or clothes, there will be
a retake fee of $2.50, according to Prock.

Act1'v1·ty
Conferenee
PAU will again host thesecond annual Student Activities Conference on Oct. 16.
Workshops will be conducted in Prose an Poetry Interpretatton Informative and
Persuasive S peakinJg, Deb_ate,
One-Act Pay,
1
ouma1ism,
Spelling, Ready Writing,
Science, Num~r ~nse and
Calculator Apphcations.
An 8:30 a_. m. assemb~y In
the LRC Media Theatre will be
followed by the sessions which
are in a half da format.

JCPenney
Styling Salon
LA PLAZA MALL

Guys & Gals

Get 15 % Student Discount on any
regular priced services by presenting
your PAU Student I.D. Card.
APPOINTMENTS RECOMMENDED

~

Mon-Sat
- ~
8 am -8 pm.
•· ·
~•
-

686-0321
682-9431
Ex 252 / 251

•*************••···:
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Coples of last year's El
Bronco are still available, but
only 1,300 are left. They can
be picked up In the El Bronco
office, Emilia Hall 100. They
are free to students who were
enrolled fulltlme--9 hours or
more--last spring or fall. Graduate students enrolled for 6
hours or more last year also
get a free book.

Scholarship recipients selected-The Counseling/ Advisement Center has awarded

two scholarships amounting to $200. $100 per semester L to Rare Lupita Cantu, academic adviser; Roel Echevarria, recipient; Ele Domina, academic adviser: Belinda de La Cruz, recipient: and Santiago SIJva, couOHlor.

1980 Nobel Prize writer to speak here
His most recent collection
The 1980 winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature of poetry is published In
Czeslaw Milosz, will visit Pan English as "Bells In Winier.''
Although past the normal
American University Nov. 9
for three public appearances retirement age for university
and meet with students and professors, Milosz continues
to actively teach Russian and
faculty.
Milosz is widely regarded as Polish literature at Berkeley.
Though he Is able to write in
one of the most eminent living
English and French , Mllosz
poets and writers.
His writing is intensively does his serious writing in
read and studied in Poland to- Polish.
"It's probably a question of
day. Official policy did not
allow its publication there until identity," he told one interviewer, "because if one
he won the award.
Milosz, 71, is a professor of changes the language, one
Slavic languages and literature changes the personality, comat the University of California pletely."
After settling at Berkley in
Berkeley.
He was born In 1911 in Li- 1960, after several years of
thuania and became a leader exile In France, he became an
of Poland's avant-garde American citizen,
"I vote and teach in my
poetry movement in the 1930s. During World War II, he home here," he once said.
was active in the Polish "On the other hand, I am a
Resistance and edited an anti- writer in exile, because I write
in a language which is not
Nazi literary publication.
After the war he served with English, which is not Amerithe Polish diplomatic service can. So this is a sort of two
before going into exile in the personalities in one.
West, where in 1953 he wrote
Receiving the Nobel prize in
one of his more widely known
books, "The Captive Mind ," 1980 brought the once obswhich explained his reluctant cure poet and novelist into the
limelight.
defection from Poland.
He became the ninth AmeAlso among his published
works, available in English rii;an citizen to have received
translations, are his autobio- the world's most prestigious
graphical "Native Realm," literary award since ii was
which explores the period of originated in 1901 joining
wars an revolutions he lived Sinclair Lewis (1930), Eugene
through Lithuania, Russia, O'Neill (1936), Pearl Buck
Poland, l!nd France. His no- ( 1938) , William Faulkvels include "Valley of the ner (1949) , Ernest HemIssa," about village life In ingway (1954), John
Lithuania and "Seizure of Steinbeck (1962), Saul
Power," based on his experi- Bellow (1976). and lssaac
Bashevis Sin~r (1978).
ences in Warsaw.

-~~Ii!·-~. -: -,

.

ii I,

Before the award, his audience was international, but
limited for the most part to
circles of intellectuals, a status
he said he was quite happy
with.

"COME AGAIN DOCTOR"

- NO ON.E UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED- ~
SI 00 OFF W/COUPON OR PAU I 0 .

~
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work followed by a question
and answer session, beginning
at 8 p.m., both in the Fine
Arts Auditorium.
Milosz will also be available
to autograph copies of his
books, some of which are
available through the Pan
American University Bookstore, beginning at 4:30 p,m.,
in the University Ballroom.
His vls;t to the Pan American campus was arranged by
the univestty's School of
Humanities as part of the
School's "Living Author
Series."
Previous visitors in the
series include Larry McMurtry, James Dickey, Edward
Albee, and the late John
Gardner.
Tickets that will entitle persons lo attend any one or all
of Milosz' public appearances
on campus wlll cost $3 and
will be available through the
Pan American University
School of Humanities.

Prize Wfnner--Nobel Prize
winner Czelaw Mllosz, a
naturalized American cl·
tlzen. wlll make three
public appearances here
Nov. 9. The lectures are
sponsored by the School
of Humanities as pa.rt of
the "Living Author Series."
"I didn't aspire very much
lo an increased audience " he
said. "I thought of ~yse!f
practically all my life as a
rather hermetic poet with not
a very large audience. I'm
afraid of misunderstandings."
After receiving the award,
his work, previously banned
by the Polish government,
was widely published and
quoted in Poland.
During his visit to Pan
American University on Nov.
9 Mllosz will give a public address beginning at 10:30 a.m.
anda public reading of his

KDP plans
announce
Kappa Delta Pi, an international education honor society, ls looking forward to an
exciting year, according to
Virginia Adair. president,
Adair is planning a lecture
series which the public may
attend. The lectures will range
from schools in Europe to
dealing with gifted and talented children.
KDPi will be involved in
fund-raising activities such as
rummage sales at flea markets
and participating in the upcoming Great Pum kin.

//,/

/.-~,

Oil Change, Lube, & Wash

/.,

,•

$19.95

\

•Compounding & Waxing
•Interior Shampooing
•Detailing

•Lube & Gas
•Engine Cleaning
•Mechanic on Duty

• • • • LATE SHOWS

•

•

"The yearbook pays $1 for
each picture taken," Prock
said. "We've already taken
$3,860 worth of pictures, so
we just simply can't afford to
retake everybody. That would
double our cost."
Anyone wishing retakes
should not return the proofs to
the photographer, but should
bring them to the LRC during
the make up days. But they
should be prepared to pay the
$2.50 retake fee.

Auto Grooming Salons
Specializing In The Cosmetic Care
Of Your Automobile
We pickup
and deliver.

NO DIESEL ENGINES

217 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas 78539
Tel: 381-9140
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PAU f acuity research pr

1

Where ,. the 'on' bunai
bide, Gdbert Guaaa

UN the water ......
temperature, amOUII

t,.

What did this fish Juat eat?-Graduate •tudent Michael
Wood, working under Dr. Robert J. Edwuda weighs,
meuures, and dlsecta •peclmen. Research Involves
Intense data gathering u•lng a luge quantity of fl•h In
thl• case to get a better pro•pectlve on the population.

-

- _____
....,.

There'• .alt In thla here water--Mlchael Wood uaee a nllnlty
meter to check the Nit content In the water - a neceuary
~euure when recording fl•h habitat.
I can't remember--Hugo Garcia and Monica Sanchez
research aul■tanta working with Dr. Aldridge stud;
phonetic memory In •peech perception and production. Edwudo Olivarez and Ed Garza (bottom photo)
Use the biofeedback machine to collect data on
headaches and bruxl•m-related pain.

Gotcha--Graduate reeearch u•l•tant Mary Gucla
pleb QP a mouse lnnoculated with 'Streptobaclllu•
monlllforml•' to check the growth rate of the
bacteria.
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~ects promote growth
-Dr. Robert Edwuda. Eddie Arramand an lntereeted youth prepare to
meter which ~ water pH.
dlNohed oanen and conductlwl-

Photos b Ella de los Santos and Delcla ltzel Lopez

....

---

by

-

Come on, I kow you're In there-Jaynl Chapa atracta 'Streptobaclllua monlllformla' In order to tran-'er the bacteria to
another teat tube.

Ella de los Santos

Presently there are 14 research programs underway at
PAU all of which fall under
the direction of the School of
Science and Mathematics.
Since PAU Is concerned
with higher education, several
of the faculty and staff of the
School of Science and Mathematics as well as some professors from the School of
Humanities are furthering
their education in related
fields.
In a recent newsletter to the
faculty, Dr. Ron Applbaum,
vice-president for Academic
Affairs emphasized the importance of research.
"Research is critical," Applbaum said. "It Is the lifeblood of any university. Faculty members must conduct research to remain alive in their
professional area. The conducting of research must be a
critical concern at this unlver·
slty. It must go hand-in-hand
with teaching," Applbaum
said.
Applbaum added that facul- ·
ty members should be thought t
of as teacher/scholars and not I
merely as teachers or resear-r
chers.
"A teacher/scholar is an individual who carries out the
research necessary to keep
alive and informed In his or
her field-so he or she can take
those Ideas and share them
with students in the class·
room" Applbaum said.
Perhaps the largest research
program falls under the category of the minority Biomedical Services, Program, which
funds 10 individual research
projects. These projer•· include studies In the ch• cal

and biological sciences as well
as behavlorial sciences, statistics, and mathematics. There
Is presently one opening for a
research assistant in the MBS
research project deadline with
Conditioned Autonomic Response Chains and Psychosomatic Disorders, under the
direction of Dr. Roy Caln.
Cain said that any interested
sophomore or Junior with
knowledge In the areas of·
algebra and computers may,
apply for the research assistantship. The position will
pay $3.64 an hour for 12-15
hours of work per week. Dr.
Caln can be reached at the
department of behavlorlal,
science.
Four other projects dealing
with the behaviorlal sciences
are also underway.
Dr. James W. Aldridge is
studying "Phonetic Memory In
Speech Perception and Production.'' His research will
emphasize the specification of
the manner In which environmental stressors interact with
the processes In the system to
disrupt speech and other motor performance; the examination of the roll played by long
term memory in producing
speech sounds and other precise movements; and finally
he will attempt to determine
whether the system can reasonably be said lo be located
in the cerebral hemisphere
dominant for speech production.
Dr. Robert Trotter is researching the "Risk Assessment of
the Home Treatment of Illnesses." His studies will establish the existing patterns of
the home treatment of ill-

nesses In the Valley; linking
the use of home remedies,
over the counter drugs and
prescription medicines with
the basic demographic characteristics of the population.
Dr. Mark Wtnkel's research
deals with the "Social-psychophysiologlcal determinants
of arousal In a health care
context." The series of investigations presently being
done Is proposed as a means
of giving the minority students
al PAU the opportunity to
gain experience in all phases
of the research process as it
pertains to biomedical questions. Students will participate
in a series of.experiments with
three major categories: (1)
psychosomatic disorders, (2)
microcomputer technology In
health care settings, and (3)
social-psychophysiology in
health care settings.
"Psychophyslological characteristics of headache and
bruxlst subjects" is the title of
the research project headed
by Dr. Gary Montgomery, Dr.
John Huber and Norman
Burandt. They propose to collect demographic data on in·
cldence of headache and
bruxism-related head pain In
sophomore high school students, college freshmen, and
re-sample the high school
students in three years as
some are entering their spring
semester in college.
Multiple psychophysiologlcal response characteristics of
the subjects Identified in this
project will be further studied.
They will use this and other
data previously collected lo
analyze the concepts of psychophysiol()!:Jy and blofeed-

back examples of which are
autonomic balance and Individual response specificity.
In the biology department,
Dr. Norman L. Savage Is conducting research on "Streptobacillus monillformis Infection and arthritis In mice." The
objective of the study Is to
determine the mechanisms by
which the bacterium Induces a
disease In mice that Is characterized by an acute phase with
diarrhea, conjunctivls, anemia, spontaneous amputation
of extremities and possible
death, and polyarthrltis In the
choronlc phase In survivors.
Dr. Savage and Dr. Frank
W. Judd are also doing a collaborative study dealing with
the effects of pentavalent
arsenlcal compounds on the
resistance of albino mice to infection with "salmonella
typhimurlum." This study Is
funded by the Environmental
Protection Agency and does
provide for a research assisantshtp
An opening is anticipated In
January of 1983. Judd says
prospective candidates should
have completed 16 hours In
biology Including a course in
microbiology. For application
forms or further information
contact Dr. Judd or Dr. Savage.
Dr. Judd is also working
under a grant from the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service; his
work is concerned with determining the satus of three spec! es, "siren intermedia,"
"notopthalamus merldionalis"
and "crotaphytus retlculatus,"
and establishing whether or
not these species should be
listed as endangered.

This grant also provides.
funds for a research assistant
and an opening Is also anticipated in January of 1983.
Interested biology majors
should contact Dr. Judd for
further information. Dr. Judd
is also continuing his studies of
the demography of the Texas
tortoise, "gopherus berlandierl." This work Is designed
to provide life history Information necessary for the development of managment strategies for the conservation of
this protected species.
Dr. Robert J. Edwards, resident lcthyologlst In the biology
department, Is working under
a grant from the Department
of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service. His research will
determine the status of the
San Marcos gambusla, "Gambusla georgel" In the San Marcos river and the status of the
Phantom Shiner, "Notropls
orca" in the Lower Rio Grande River. Edwards ls also studying the fish community
structure In South Texas
aquatic ecosystems which is
being funded by the National
Science Foundation, and a
PAU Faculty Research Grant.
Another PAU Faculty Grant is
funding a project on the ecology of Non-tidal wetlands on
South Padre Island. This last
project Is a joint effort by Drs.
Edwards, Lonard, and Allison.
Dr. David S. Marsh Is researching the "Anatomical
Basis of the Functional Organization of the Inferior colliculus In Bats." The aim of
this Investigation is to delineate the anatomical and

histological basis underlying
this functional segregation of
cells within the colllculus. The
results of this Investigation
might have practical Implications not only In future chlropteran auditory research, but
may be more generally applicable to sensory phenomena
where two or more functionally distinct classes of signals
must be analyzed within a.
single sensory modality.
Two chemistry professors
are also doing research. Andres Estrada Is studying the
"Aspects of the Chemistry of
Vision." The alms and objectives of this plan are to study
the chemistry of visual pigments and related compounds. The work, which Is
well suited for undergraduates
teaches the undergraduate to
synthesize compounds and to
use modern Instruments of research and also complete
enough data to see specific
results In one or two semesters.
Dr. Jose Caslrlllon Is researching "Tllerone Analogs."
The substance tllorone Is an
interferon Inductor In the
mouse and rat. The Interferons constitute their first line of
defense of an organism
against viral Infection. The
purpose of his project Is to
prepare new unreported tilerone analogs derived mainly
from sulfur heterocycles.
Since tilorone has a marked
anlllumor effect which Is Independent of Interferon induction, it is hoped that new
anticancer agents may be obtained.
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Speakers program bureau announces topics
The Speakers Program Bureau has announced its topics
of discussion for the 1982-83
season. The Speakers Program Bureau offers a number
of discussions on contemporary issues presented and
prepared by PAU students
and faculty.

"A primary purpose of the
program is to provide communications students with experience in developing and
applying communications
skills IT\ various social communl~ and educational context," said George McLemorA. program coordinaThe speakers present topics tor.
"Another purpose is to prolasting 15 to 20 minutes then
vide
a means by which PAU
answer questions or discuss
the topic informally with the students can become more involved in the community and
audience.
use their education in a more

ALONE&
PREGNANT?

Need someone to talk to?
Call
Catholic
Charities
787-0033

Ask for Vicky.
Our service is free and
cohfidential.

relevant method in the community," Mclemore said.
"Although students are not
paid for their programs, they
do receive one hour of credit
per semester for their program, " Mclemore said.
"Even if the programs do not
fit the needs of the requesting
organization, some students
can prepare specialized prorams for groups on special
topics."
Any Rio Grande Valley Organization, club, school or
group may request a program
from the Pan American University Student Speakers
Bureau (travel reimbursement
necessary if program location
exceeds 15 miles from Edinburg.)
Requests should be made at
least two weeks in advance
and should be directed to
George Mclemore, Program
Coordinator; Communications Department, Pan American University, Edinburg,
Texas.
Speakers and their top!~
for this year are: Dana Garza,
"Advertising: What does It
mean In the Valley?"; Mary
Boledo, "Traffic Safety

Eklund, "Is Marriage Train.
Ing a Good Idea?"
PAU 'Uieatre Students,
"The PAlf Theatre Program:
Shows for You"; Rubio Salinas, "lnterculteral conflict
and Resolution"; Heidi Martin, "Alcoholism in the Family:
Bad Problem and Getting
Worse"; Jay Lugo, "Power in
Washington: Who really has
it?"; Anna Martinez, "Lyndon
Johnson and American Education"; Phyllis Kerr, "Your
Eyes and Non-verbal Communication."
Also, George Bennack, "Problems in lntercultural Communication."
Matilde Vasquez, "Communicating In Organizations
for Success"; Anna de
Haro,"; Departmental Faculty
Programs, presented by
members of the Communications Department faculty
Courtney, Cummins, Davis,
Hawley, McGovern, Mclemore, Monta, Prock, Rieke,
Stanley) are available on a
limited basis to present programs on selected topics.

the lack of student parking.
We wish Nevarez and the rest
of the Board would try to find
a parking space in the Business Administration parking
lot at 8:30 a.m. Furthermore,
instead of the Administration
creating more student parking
spaces closer to campus, they
instead intend to "crack
down" on parking violators. It
was reported In the Sept. 30
issue of "The Pan American"
that traffic citations were
averaging 1800 a month. We
doubt it very much whether
1800 persons like to violate
traffic rules. What we propose
is that a traffic security officer
cannot give a parking citation
lf he is not able lo find a parking space in the student parking lot hlmself.
This should eliminate some
of the 1,800 yellow slips being
handed-out.
May we also pose a question?
Are we paying for a parking
space or a parking sticker? ·
For those of us who have
two cars, is it not reasonable
to be issued a "floating" sticker
like some staff members are? If
we pay for two stickers and bring only one car at a time then
does that entitle us to take up

two parking spaces?
Finally, we thank the Administration for allowing us
the opportunity to park at the
Gym and pay only $12 for it.
If you agree with any of our
comments, please show your
support.

David c..ttllo
David Martinez
Ralph Garcia
Saul Ortega
Johnny Medrano
Roclrlgo Garcia
Carlo. Rio.

Cont'd Page 1 - - - himself as a "crystal clear conservative" and hopes to bring
a business like and professional atmosphere to the attorney general's office.
In one session of the Senate, Meier authored 10 anticrime bills--inlcuding a blU to
re-establish the death penalty
for murderous crimes.
Meier also established the
world's fillibusterlng record
--43 hours without stopping-to protest legislation which
would close worker's compensation records to the press and
public.

,,1:1;r1;;acccr;i1cr;u;o1;;acc1r.:irc11e1:r;rr;;a1crr;i11;;·1· t;a;r;rr;rcc1r;i1crr;zr;r1;r1c1r;i1r;;1r;.-;a;1c:.1c1r;;isr;:a~.i!c•••E•d•u--ca~ti·~
on": Mary Ann Ek-
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"Take a Break"
At The P.A.U. Snack Bar

COFFEE & BREAKFAST PASTERIES
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75e
Mon. - Fri. 8:30 - 9:30 a.m.
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Have program wlll travel--Members of the Speakers-Program Bureau are available
to spice up meetings of Valley organizations with wide-ranging topics. They are,
front row: Neal Rieke, director of forensics at PAU; Dana Garza, Heidi Martin
and Phyllis Ken. Back row: Mary Bolado, George Mclemore, director of the
Speakers-Program Bureau; Anna de Hano, Jay Lugo, and Rubio Salinas. Other
members Include Mary Ann Eklund, Anna Martinez, and Matilde. Vasquez. To
arrange for a speaker or program organizations can call Mclemore at the communications department of PAU.

Come & Enjoy Brealefast

.
:j
,.
I

J

I

With your Friends & Associates

I\,

i.i-:~

VAL.LEY
Open 24
Hours

Open 24
Hours

COMPUTER
S Y S T E M S . , :C,-,c: .

me-Fourteen Locations to Serve you in Hidalgo County

ECONOMY DRIVE IN IS SUPPORTING
THE BRONCS STRONGER THAN EVER!

1--------------------------------7
:
I
I
:

1 piece chicken, potatoes, roll for 99~
pay 1 ~ more for an additional piece of chicken
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT SUGAR ROAD AT HWY 107
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 13, 1982

I

l
t
I

l
I

II _________________________________
PltaM dip dotted portion of coupon only
II

-

ECONOMY DRIVE IN
SUGAR ROAD AT TEXAS 107
24 hr
Game
Room

Our Name Says It All!
Open Seven Days a Week

24 hr
Game
Room

2ven at twice the price, you
won't find the power of a Commodore 64 in any pcraona1 computer: 'Ibe Commodore 64 has a
built-in memory of 64K.
But there'• more.
At ten times the price, you
• won't find a per1011&1 computer
with a mueical syntheaizcr as
good as profcuional once.
Then add the graphica: tlueedimcnsional objects ma; can
Twin Palm Plaza
1101 H. Cege Blvd. Sutte A· 1

move over, under, and behind
one another. And add the 16 col•
ora and high resolution. And add
the ~key keyboud.
Add all those things and you'll
realize the technological breaktluough that the Commodore 64

rcpresnts.
'Iben check out the cost and
you'll realize maybe even a
greater breakthrough: the price
brcaktluough.

bpwy. 83 at US 281

PHARR, TEXAS
(512) 781-8580

1asn
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Co-op offers job opportunities
By Ruben Moreno
Cooperative education In itself offers another dimension
to the regular course of study.
It offers any student an opportunity to gain valuable
work experience in an area of ·
the student's major.
Antonio Martinez Jr. is just
one example of the many students that co-op has placed In
a job.
Martinez was placed at Randolph Air Force Base in the
summer of 1981.
"I really felt very fortunate ,"
he said "I was treated very
well when I arrived at the
base."
"I got plenty of exposure to
the area relating to my
major," he added," My major
is computer informatio n
systems"

He said one of the bigg~st'
benefits was coming back to
the university and relating
much better to what the professors would discuss in the
computer courses.
Martinez said he became
curious about cooperative
education through the posters
which are put up all over campus, which announced the coop meetings.
"I was able to visualize what
was being discussed because
of the experience I received
on the job," Martinez said," I
think It gave me the upper
hand in class."
According to Martinez his
particular co-op job consisted
of specific training, classroom
work and on the job experience dealing with computer.

Deadline for Carnival Today
Today is the last chance for
organizations to enter a booth
in the Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin.
The carnival, a fund-raising
project for campus organizations is scheduled Oct. 30 and
the applications are due today
In Room 205 of the University
Center.
"Twenty organizations have
signed up so far" said Belinda
Godinez, special events chairman.
Booths will be accepted on
a first-come-first-served basis
and no duplication will be
allowed.
The event draws a variety
of booths such as a haunted
house and a dunking booth;
however , booths selling
alcholic beverages are prohibited.
All organizations are encouraged to turn in applications today," said Godinez.
Enterainment will be provided by Bo Garza and The
South Texas Wailers and
KRGV will be doing a remote
broadcast from the University
Center Parking lot.
As an added attraction
"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" will be shown Oct. 29
and 30 In the Bal.lroom.

The raindate is Nov. 6.
"We want everybody to
participate. It should be a funfilled evening," said Godinez.
There will be contests in the
following three divisions: (1)
Best Booth (2) Best legs (3)
Best (ostume); judging will be
done by a representative from
KRGV.
"The night of the Great
Pumpkin, UCPC will have a
booth set up for those who
wish to sign up for the constume contest," said Godinez.
Best booths will receive $25
for first, $15 for second and
$10 for third.
A pumpkin carving contest
will be offere in the Ballroom
on Oct. 27. Entrants must_
provide their own pumpkin
and at least one representative
must be present to carve the

"I have a better understanding of what my major is all
about," he said," Co-op Is
marvelous."
"These placements require
people that like challenging
jobs," he added. "Co-op really helped me apply what I
learned here."
"Co-op opens the door to
students and enables them to
seek opportunities," he said.
Cooperative eudcation is
available to all students that
meet the necessary requirements.
These requirements are as
follows, (1) the student have
at least 30 hours, (2) have a
2.0 grade point average, (3)
enrolled half time (6 hours)
and meet the specific qalifications set by the employer.

Scholarships. Plaques awarded--Alpha Kappa Psi awarded Roy Russell of
Weslaco, far left, and Deborah Posada of McAllen, fu right, $500 as recipients
pumpkin. The pumpkins will of the Cano Coors scholarship. Eddie Cano, business advisory council member,
then be set in the Learning regent and founder of the scholarship, was presented a plaque In appreciation
Resource Center for the "Pen- for his contributions to Hidalgo and Starr County students. Looking on Is Dr. F.
ney Vote" juding.
J. Brewerton, dean of the school of business.
-----------------------.,

Homecoming Activities Planned Services heal students
A number of activities will
be featured during this year's
homecoming on Dec. 3 and
4 , according to Thomas
Segal, Alumni Association
director.
On Dec. 3, events will include a homecoming parade,
bonfire, pep rally and an appreciation banquet for award
winners at the McAllen Country Club.
Events on Dec. 4 Include an
Alumni Association meeting,
various distinguished service
awards to be presented at a
noon luncheon. homecoming

basketball game, followed by
the traditional homecoming
dance.
Traditionally homecoming
is used to recognize graduates, Segal said. Graduates
come back during this time
and visit their alma mater and
renew old friendships.
"These festivities give our
students and faculty and opportunity to display their accomplishments," Segal added.
"They can display their
spirit by participating in these

A daily rate of 40 to 60 peopie seek medical attention for
minor injuries at Student
Health Services.
"We try to do a medical
histroy write-up on them,"
Dora Castillo, coordinator of
the student health services,
said "then we give them
medication or let them see a
doctor."
Four full-time nurses and
two part-time physicians, Dr
Guerra and Dr. Gandy, take
care of the various com-

plaints. "We ~ to reas~ure
students suffenng from mmor
Injuries," said castillo. "We
give them first-aid . . . and if
we can not take care of it, we
suggest they see their family
doctor."
.
Student Health Services
also informs and approves the
handicap parking permits,
and handles the student acci·
dent injuries.
Office hours are 8 a.m., to
4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

events ,, be said

LUXURIOUS
Palacio Real Apartments
under new ownership & management $50.00 move in deposit one and two Bedroom
Apartments at 1415, West
Freddy Gonzalez, 383-8231 .

STUDENTS
•
P.A.U~
SNACK BAR

-

Wanted: Volunteer Models
male and female
experience preferred.

El Bronco Yearbook needs
you to represent the PAU
student body in the Fashions
for 1983.

NOW OPEN

SUNDAY
4:30 - 8:30 P.M.

-e-

If interested contact Martha
Sauceda or Sandra Barbosa
at Emilia Hall Room 100,
P-hone. 381-2547.
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HPER

Goalie blocks to win game

round-up Is coming

The Health, Physical Education and Recreation Club
will have their annual HPER
Round-up on Wednesday,
from 7 to 10 p.m. at the PE
complex.

really proud of
Miguel for blocking that shot-the percentage is not very
good," said Coach Reggie
Tredaway after one of PAU's
most exciting soccer victories.
Goalie Miguel Hinojosa
blocked a one-on-one penalty
kick with a dive to preserve
PAU's win over Texas Southern University two minutes
before the final whistle.
Jaime Herrera scored the
winning goal with a twisting,
back-of-the-head header
when Ignacio Ortiz assisted
just four minutes before the
finish .
"We're

Mendoza, Rodriguez and Herrera assisted.
Tredaway praised his fullbacks and midfielders for
sharp pa,ssing that enabled the
Broncs Ito keep possession
about $ per cent of the
game.
Jose Vielma, the other
Bronc go~lie, held TSU to one
goal the first half.
Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez,
president of Pan American,
watched Sunday's big victory.
The Bronc soccer players
presented him with an autographed ball.
The Broncs, now 2-1 on
the season after Sunday's
Ruben Ojeda, Abiel Rodri- comeback victory, must traguez and Juan Garza booted vel to Houston to face TSU
the other Bronc goals. Rafael again at 10 a .m. Saturday.

For entertainment, the
Folkloric Dancers and the JllZZ
Dancers will be performing.
The club will also have many
other surprising activities. All
majors and minors are welcome.
HPER sponsored their first
Fun Run of the year last week.
There were 92 participants in
the Fun Run a two mile run

around the campus. The top
four runners In the men's division were: Joe Guajardo
(9: 53), Richard Yracheta
(9:54). Ray Castillo (10:0),
and Vlrg Moreno (10:19).
The top four runners In the
women's division were: Eva
Gutierrez (12:41), Clara Ortiz
(14: 12), Linda Palomo
(14: 15) and Ancelma Beltran
(14:28), The winners received
T-Shirts for prizes.
The HPER club will be having more Fun Runs In the future.
Times and dates will be announced later.

~-··
BARBER

&
HAIRSTYLING
plto,w /or •

.,,,a,,,,,,.,_,

383-9012
Amoldo Ramtrez
Bobby Falcon

Joo falcon

S20 E. UNIVERSl'IY

EDINBURG

Soccer-Bronc player, Noe Hinojosa (13), slips by the
TSU player (15) to run the ball down the field. (Photo
by Deida ltzel Lopez)

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"
Chicken Plates • Fish P l a t e s ~
Shrimp • French Fries •

IC)

IC)

Onion Rings
for your conv•nlence

<=>
<=>
<=>

,0

call orders to go 383-9093

• Gift

Wrappin1
• Enaravinc

.H.i}i.~::1~:::..Ef)~~~
••.-..
With the purchase of hambur11•r &

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

Running hard--Eva Gutlenez strides It out to flnlu

first In the Fun Run.

<=>
I<=>

.c,

fries you w/11 receive a ' ' "
burrito with coupon.

OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 13, 1982

-OQOJlOOOOOOOQQQQQQQ
Yole' s Restaurant

Schlitz Jight Beer

'Nuevo

in the

handy

Sabor

6-Pak,
12-oz.

720 NO<\h CIOIM<
EdlnbYrg, Texu 7M39
311·1823

AMERICAN

Enchlledas

Hamburger S1tak
Chicken Fried Steal!:

Caldo de Flea
Menuoo

Flan

Pt■t•

Hamburgers

cans

ChHse 8uro11s
Double M■•I

Oouble "-l..VDl>I 0 - . .
Frencn F,ies

ANDIN

MEXICAN

Frlecl Clucken
Shnmp

Me11can 01nner

Carne Guluda
Bunilo P11t1
Guacamole
Nachos
Chalupas
F1 1111.s

I hr1C. /1,/"'"° /Jr. n

12-Pak,
12-oz.
cans

.' .'11 1i/, -"''

FREE

TRY the new Schlitz Light - available
how at your local retailer!
Distributed by
Texas Beers, Inc.
Valley - Wide
'-

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242
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Spike ft-~Clndy Munoz
stretchea high to spike the

ball while her teammate.Lupita Fonseca (31), Sofia
Ramirez (24) and Carmen
Hernandez (11)-look on.
Fonseca'• spikes wer e
at.o a very strong part of
the game. Strategy along
with the forceful splka
were the winning facton
of the game.

Lady Broncs
play at home
The Lady Broncs volleyball
team went on a winning rampage last Wednesday night.
Playing the best three out of
five, the Lady Broncs downed
Texas Southmost College in
the second, third and fifth
games to win the bout. Starters were Lupita Fonseca (31),
Sofia Ramirez (24). Cindy
Munoz (14), Rosie Guebara
(12) , and Sarah Solis (32).
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Who's Who deadline
Deadline for Who's Who
applications is Oct. 15.
Nominations may be made
by students, department
heads, faculty, staff and student organization presidents.
Criteria for the nominees
are based on scholarship ability, participation, and leadership in academic and extracurricular activities, citizenship
and service to PAU as well as
potential for future achievement.

Students selected in the
past are not eligible for
nomination but students who
applied but not selected are
eligible to reapply.
Students submitting an application must have a letter of
recommendation accompanying each application.

"The letter of recommendation may be from any PAU faTSC took the first game
culty, administrator, student
despite the hustling efforts of
As a minimum, students or staff member. However, It
the Lady Broncs. The close must have a 3.0 GPA higher is recommended that the letter
game ended 14-16.
and have earned at least 60 • come from a faculty member
hours credit before the fall administrator, or student orPAU won the second and
1982 semester. Graduate stu- ganization officer who knows
third games through agresdents
are also eligible for you well," according to Judy
siveness and by putting the
Vinson, dean of students.
Who's Who.
ball In the weak spots.
Fonseca's pikes were very
strong and stacked up many
valuable points. The second
and third game scores were
15-10.
Not ready to be a parent?

PREGNANT?

Even though the Lady
Broncs received the first four
points In the fourth game, the
streak didn't last long enough
to win that game. TSC took it
with an 8-15 score.
The fifth game was intense
with PAU In control. Again
Fonseca's spikes were a valuable asset. Twice, long and
exciting volleys were set up,
PAU taking both points. The
Lady Broncs won this tight
one 16-14, to finish the match
on top.

(Photo by Delcla ltzel Lopez)

HAPPY HOUR

ADOPTION MIGHT BE
BEST FOR YOU AND THE BABY.
CALL US AT CATHOLIC
CHARITIES ADOPTION
SERVICE
425-3422
Our service is free and
confidential.

3:30 to 5:30 P.M.

ALL SOFT DRINKS HALF OFF
TRY OUR Ham and Cheese Sandwich

Banana splits $1 Oct. 7 through 13
EDINBURG, PHARR, MISSION
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Bio/chem students munch

'El Sol' scholarship applications available
"El Sol" scholarship applications are still avaUable
from the financial aid office.
The selection committee will
meet In October to select the
students.
Applicants must meet the
following criteria:
1. Be actively Involved In
high school or college publications or express desire to
becom actively Involved in
PAU publications.

2. If beginning freshman, they
should be In the top 30 percent of his/her class in the
semester preceding award of
the scholarship.

3. Be recommended by someo11e from the profession,
field or academic discipline of
m~ communication.
4. Be enrolled as a full-time
student (12 hours) at PAU.

5. Contribute to publishing
at least four issues of El Sol
during the semester of the
scholarship.
6. Maintain a 2.0 GPA during the two semesters preceding the award.
An unofficial transcript and
a letter of recommendation
should be attached to the
scholarship application.

--

.

owell, dean of
I of Humanltle•

•tudenu In lA
nday clurlng actl

Truman, Rhodes forms ready
Pan American University
students are eligible to compete for Truman and Rhodes
scholarships.
Harry S Truman scholarships are awarded on the basis
of merit to students who wUI
be college juniors In 1983-84
and who have an outstanding
potential for leadership In any

phase of government.
Each scholarship covers expenses of tuition, fees, books
and room and board to a
maxmium of $5,000 annually
for up to four years. Deadline
for the Truman applications is
Nov. 24, 1982.

Rhodes scholarships pay for
all expenses, including a living

allowance, to attend Oxford
University for two to three
years. Applicants must be
citizens of the United States,
unmarried, between 18 and
23 years of age and must have
graduated with a bachelor's
degree by next August.
Applications should be sent
to the secretary of the State

The second annual biology
chemistry picnic will be held
this Saturday at South Park In
Edinburg, beginning at 11
a.m.
The picnic is being sponsored by Tri-Beta and PreMed/Bio-Med Honor Societies, for all biology and/or
chemistry majors and minors.
"We will be serving fajitas,
rice, beans and other assorted
picnic foods along with soft
drinks, tea, and other beverages," said Frank Rosales,
Bio Med/Pre-Med president.
The picnic Is geared to bring

faculty and students together
and to famillzarize the students, faculty and staf' with
the science oriented o• . ~,1lzatlons.
Students, faculty, and staff
Interested In attending the pie·
nic are asked to sign up and
pay their $3 fee to either the
biology or chemistry department secretanes by 4 p .m.,
today.
Athletically Inclined blolog-.
lsts and chemists will be participating In a volleyball to11rnament and playing softball
and football.

YD's feature speaker today

Committee as early as possible
in October, and not later than
Oct. 31.
For additional information
on the application blanks for
eifher scholarship, students
should contact Dr. Kenneth
Bain, director, Honors Studies Program on LA 356 or at
381-2515.

"You and Campaign '82" Is
the topic of Jim Kochs speech
today during activity period In
the LA 205. Koch, a member
of the Hidalgo County Democratic Headquarters, Is being
presented by the PAU Young
Democrats.
Koch wUI also give details of
how students can learn some

practical political skills by
working In the November
election of the Democratic
party.
The YD's will also conduct
a membership drive to secure
campus organization status.
Students organizing the
meeting are Rick Avila, Jorge
Leal and Richard Garza.

------BURIED
IN
BILLS?

I
I
WE'LL DIG YOU OUT
I THROUGH OUR

Lost a blue wallet (Princess Gard• I
I ner) with many Important papers
There will be a reward for anyone I
I who will return it. Please call (collect) 276-38 In Reynosa Tamps

1Ask for Amelia Zavala. Lost at

I

Pizza Hut or Wendy's on 10th St. I
I In McAllen
I Educational center needs part• I
time staff for 2 nights a week
ICenter located at comer of Jon- I
qui! and 23rd. McAllen. Call Clnldy at 631-2961.

f
I

FREE CUTE FLUFFY KITTENS
need a good home. some with
white and gray spots. Call
383-8814.

I
I

I

I 2 BR unfurnished apt. for couplesl
$340.00 per month. Washer &
I Dryer on premises. ACTIONf
REALTY 682-3131.

I FOR

I

SALE. '81' VW Dasher,
Sun Roof. loaded, only $4.9001
or best offer. Also FOR SALE '77'
Cordoba, gyeat condition. fuUyl
loaded. new tires, only $2,000.
Call after 5:00 p.m. 968-7228.

I
I

I
FOR SALE: SAE amplifier 4
l channel, brand new. BEST OF- I
FER. Call Jeff at 381-2545 or
1381-2541.
I
APARTMENTS FOR RENT, 21
BR/1 1/2 BA, 1711 W. Samano. off Sugar Rd. Cali I
l' 687-9451 after 6 p.m, 682-4463
or 631-1520
I Classified rate Is 25 cents a llneI
with a minimum of $1.25 for each I
I insertion.
payable In advance.
Bring Ad copy to The Pan Amer!- ,
Ican, Emilia Hall, Room 100
f

Deadline is Friday noon prior to

I publication on Thursday. To estl-

mate cost, count 30 letters and
to ll line. For Display
Advertising call The Pan
• "'"'lerican at 381 -2545.

1spaces

I

I
I

. Theres only one thing you can do when you get
Hornitos. Give in. Because when you get Souza Homitos
Tequila, you get the taste of 100% Agave. That means
its the real thing. So the only way to appreciate a
tequila this good Le, to drink it the traditional waystraight up with lemon o:- lime and salt.
So sidle up to a bar and say whats on your mind.
You won't believe how fast you'll get Homilos.
Chances are you'll want to remember the first time
you got Hornitos. And heres the T-shirt that will help
you do it. Sauza Bomitos Tequila.

r---------------------------

1 I love the taste of Souza Homitos. I love your T-shirt, too. It seems
I to reflect my state of mind. So heres my bve bucks. Please hurry
.A_ _1_ _

and send me the T-shirt, since I'm extremely Hornitos.

Os

OM

□L

□ XL

Name
Address

C1ty/State/Z1p
Mail check or money order payable to:
Souza Tequila T-shirt Offer, Dept. C
P.O. Box 2736, Grand Central Station
New York, N.Y. 10017
T-shi" IS while with green tnm and gie,,nand yellow lenenng. The bcxk reads. 1 lil:eit the

trac:bhooot way · Pleose allow ◄-6 weeks lordeLvery. Pnce tncludes pos1Qge. handling and
sales tax Sorry vc.d where prolubtted by law O&r exptres Moy I. I~.

- - - - - - ------~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~---------------------------------
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ACLU moves to holdPAU
in contempt in 'El Sol' suit
By Nora E. Lopez
The American Civil Liberties Union has filed a motion
of contempt against PAU for
failure to pay court costs In a
civil action: however, theattorney general office hassaid
that thecosts In question have
been paid.
While on campus to speak
to student ACLU group, J im
Harrington, local attonrey and
ACLU director, revealed his
intent to file themotion .

Rainy days and Mondays-Leonard Bloom, English in•

structor, unfurls his umbrella for only the second
time this semester. Valley weather changed consld·
erably due to the first cold front which arrived In the
Valley during the weekend bringing rain and low
temperatures. (Photo by Delcla Lopez)

Rec room hours shortened
Opening time will remain
Effective Monday the recreation room on the second the same at 8 a.m. The hours
floor of the University Center were shortened because not
will be closing at 8 p.m. in- enough students were utilizing
stead of 10 p.m.
the facilities.

that there were University
funds which had not been accounted for. The story published by El Sol questioned
some monies spent by the administration.
On the day of publication,
PAU President Ralph Shilling.
ordered Traffic and Security
to confiscate all papers from
the stands.
El Sol filed charges against
the University on the basis that
the action taken by ShiUing
was a violation of the Rrst
Amendment.
Bulletin
The dispute was finally settlThe American Civil
Liberties Union will be ed on Nov. 4. 1981 when El
paid $325 In court cost~ Sol was awarded $362.25 to
after wording In a judg~ replace the confiscated
ment caused some confu- copies, $3,500 to be used for
sion at the state comp• , scholarships, as well as
troller'• office, Mary $3,698 in attorney's fees.
According to Harrington,
Hardestry, assistant for In•
formation, In the attorney however, the unlvesity has
general's office, said late not paid court costs of $325.
yesterday.
On the other hand a judgThis is the latest action in ment filed in U.S. District
-the five-year-old legal battle Court in Brownwville Nov. 4,
between Pan American Uni- 1981, and signed by Harrversity and El Sol, the news- ington stipulates that the
paper of a student organlza• university pay "court costs
and attorney's fees of
tion.
The legal battle dates back $3,698."
Iris Jones. assistant attorney
to 1977 when El Sol alledged

Regents okay construction budget
The Board of Regents
Thursday approved the budget for construction of a new
$8 million classroom and office building and the estimated
costs of nine proposed construction projects included In a
new master plan for the Edinburg campus.
Faculty to be housed in the
new building have been asked
to list their needs in working
with the architects to plan the
building which is in the planning stage.
Dr. Roy Flores, vice president for business affairs, said
the . .estimated budget would

include buildlr.g costs of
$6,606,000, fixed equipment, $250,000; site development, $100,000: movable
equipment, $283,596; architectural fees, $410,404;
contlnugency, $300,000;and
administrative costs, $50,000.
The building is being planned for 93,500 gross square
feet with a cost per square foot
of about $74.40, Dr. Flores
,said.
The regents also approved
proposed budgets and square
footage specifications of three
requests for new construction
that will be submitted to the

68th Legislature· for funding.
The requests will be placed
before the Coordinating
Board, Texas College and
University System, for review
at the board's December
meeting before the proposal
goes to the Legislature.
The three requests include
'total budgets of $11,188,720
for a health and physical
education
complex.
$1,958,040 for an annex to
the School of Business Administration building, and
$1,545,543 for expansion of
the Student Services Building
(old library).

In answer to a request from
the Legislative Budget,
Board, the regents okayed a
list of estimated costs on nine
items of proposed construction in a new master plan for
1986 to 1991
Dr Flores said the estimates
can be revised in the future to
'reflect changing needs and
priorities for educational and
general expenditures.
The projects. listed by rank
and with estimated cost, are:
general storage building,
$210.000: expansion of the
allied health building,
See R entli
3

ftOrlley general Senator blasts
andidatesspeak Republicans
{S_j Randy Klu~
. Both candidates for the ofJice of Texas attorney general
campaigned on campus Monliay speaking out on the issues
and their qualifications for the
job.
Democrat Jim Mattox criti·
clzed Reagan's financial aid
cuts as being "antagonistic
against students, student aid
and student scholarships."
The current economic pollcy, Mattox said, did not
represent "an investment In
Amerlca" as Reagan claims,
but an Investment In a military
buildup of arms.
"The greatest Investment
the government can make In
America," Mattox said, "is an
Investment in the ,:,'ludents of
America."

The problem with the Republicans, Mattox said, is that
they have no understandlng
ol education.
"The Republicans have not
passed a single piece of progressive legislation for students--or for anyone else-since the Civil War," Mattox
said, "In fact, this school
wouldn't be in existance If It
weren't for the Democrats."
As attorney general, Mattox
said that he planned to be the
"people's lawyer," representing the people before the
state of Texas.
"In this job, It Is Important
you have someone who Is
outspoken enough to do the
right thing,"· Mattox said.
"And I am outspoken."
See Attorney generafpg 3

By Ran~y. Klutts
A campaigning state senator said on campus last
week that Ronald Reagan was
a bad actor playing Herbert
Hoover in "A remake of the
Great Depression."
Hector Uribe, speaking to a
gathering of students and
faculty members, joked that
Warner Brothers had offered
Reagan the part and had given him a script containing
Hoover's famous last words:
"Prosperity is right around
the corner.''
Uribe compared this to
Reagan's own statement that
"the recession is bottoming
out."
"The recession has not bottomed out,"Uribe said. "The
bottom has fallen out of the

economy. We know it here in
the Rio Grande Valley as well
as anywhere else."
Uribe also said that he
thought Reagan's nostalgia for
"the good old days" would bring back "the days of the long
unemployment lines and soup
lines of the Great Depression."
Uribe then described Gov•
ernor BUI Clements as being
"instead of overbearing and
overeactive a laid-back individual."
Clements was laid-back.
Uribe, said, because Clements
did nothing when Mexican oil
spills threatened the Texas
coastline.
Another example of this,
Uribe said, was when the
See Uribe pg 3

general, notified theuniversity
Nov. 24, 1981 that apurchase
voucher has been issued to
"cover costs and attorneys'
fee, of $3.698."
Initially, Harrington had
planned to file a motion
against the University for
failure to pay $362.25, the
cost to replace the confiscated
copies.
However, it was later learned that the University had
paid the amount, but had not
notified Harrington, El Sol's
attorney.
According to Harrington,
the University attorney should
have consulted with him prior
to giving the money directly to
El Sol.
"It is unethical," he said.
''The school attorney gave
them (El Sol) the money and
did not tell me about it."
Harrington was not aware
the $362.25 has been paid
until he was notified by
Rodolfo Rocha, El Sol adviser. Rocha talked with Harrington after Harrington had
publically announced his intent to file a motion against
the university.
In a letter to Iris Jones,
assistant attorney general of
Texas. Harrington states that
counsel for one particular party cannot communicate directly with another. adverse party, when represented by

counsel,
without the
attorney's consent.
"Any such communication
would violate Disciplinary
Rule 7-104 of the State Bar
Rules," he said.
According to Rocha, the
motion. if filed, is strictly between Harrington and the
University.
"We (El Sol) have nothing
to do with it," he said. "We
are out of the case in a manner of speaking . . . our part
of the law suit has been taken
care of."
Apparently Harrington did
not notify El Sol of his Intent
to file a motion.
"We did not know he was
going to do that," Rocha said.
"I could have told him that the
money had been paid."
The university, however,
has refused to make any comment until the motion has
been filed. ,
"We have no comment until we see what It is this fellow
says we haven't paid," said
Dr. Roy Flores, vice president
of business affairs. ''We have
not seen any legal papers
yet."
According to Rausch the
university has no comment
because everything has been
taken care of.
"To our knowledge, everything that was supposed to be
paid has been paid according
lo the judgment," she said.

'Candida' kicks
season off

"Candida" the University
Theater's first production of
the fall season will run through
Saturday in the Fine Arts
Auditorium, then will hit the
road.
Peformances begin at 8
p.m. nightly with a 2 p.m.
matinee Oct. 15.
The cast and company of
"Candida" wUI travel to Sam
Houston State University in
Huntsville where they will perform at the American College
Theater Festival Oct. 21.
- "Candida'' was written by
Bernard Shaw, a Nobel Prize
winning author.
"The University Theater's
cast of 'Candida' have all had
previous experience acting In
major productions," said Dr.
Doug Cummins, director.
Playing the role of the wise
and compassionate Candida
is Kimberly Lewis, an Edinburg communications major.
Lewis' experience include her
portrayal of Olivia in "twelfth
Night'' and the magistrate in
"Equus."
Candida's husband, the
Rev. James Morrell is played
by Mark Watson. a graduate
teaching assistant from Armonk, NY., who Is also the
company manager. Watson
holds a bachelor's degree in
communications

Watson played the title role
in "Equus," the Duke in
"Twelfth Night" and appeared
In all four Pan American Summer Stock productions this
summer.
The character of Eugene
Marchbanks. is portrayed by
Valente Rodriguez, a freshman communications major
from Edcouch-Elsa and a
former student of Kent
Smither, PAU drama graduate.
Mark Schoonover, a former
student from Harlingen, portrays the part of Burgess, Candida's vulgar father Schoonover appeared In "Birthday
Party" and "Volpone."
The role of Prosperlne
Garnett, the minister's adoring
secretary, ls played by Tina
Atkins, whose most recent
role was Agnes in "Four
Posters." Atkins, also a
graduate student with a degree in communications, has
worked at Theater Three in
Dallas.
Lance Dupuis, a junior
communications major from
Pearland, Texas, plays the
part of Lexy Mill, the minister's imitative curate Dupuis
has been seen as the boy in
"Equus," Aguecheek in
"Twelth Night" and many
other PAU roles,
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PAUSA Report

iTE~: SESAME STREH'S FIRST
VIEWERS NOW
IN COLLEGE t<

Last week President Nevarez had to decide how to schedule 20 classes that wUI be displaced by the remodeling of the
student services building. President Nevarez was receptive to
student appeals and the Keep Activity Period letters. He
decided on a compromise solution that wUI act in the best interests of the University and the student body. Activity period
will remain in Its pr~nt time slot with the exception that It
will be one hour and 15 minutes long. A maximum of 20
classes will be scheduled during activity period and they must
be multiple listed classes. This schedule will be on a trial basis
of one semester. PAUSA feels that this Is a workable solution. As students of Pan American University we are fortunate to have a president who cares about and listens to the
students.
PAUSA ls here to continue looking after the students' interests. We are the representation of the student body and
we appreciate your Input and continued support.
Joe Balley
PAUSA Attorney General

~

Review

'Candida'- a strong
'little woman'
by Ella de toe Santoe

",J,w KJC6, leTG s,m, AeaJT me /NDc{ERMINAcY
OF1'-IE
7Y ti= SLB-AmtilC PN<TtCLE.S ••. ,,
- --

Letters to the Editor
Letter to the Editor:
Re the articles on activity
period in the Oct. 7 "Pan
American:"
First, I take exception to
Ms. Lopez' classification of
club members as "active"
students and all others as
"non-active." Tutoring, going
to the Ubrary and studying are
vital activities.
Second, by definition, extracurricular activities are
subordinate to scheduling
needs of the entire student
body. The issue is space, not
choice. As Dr. Nevarez said,
taxpayers can't afford empty
classrooms--that includes
10:35 to 11:35 on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. If Ms. Lopei
is concerned about commuters, she should hope that
classes would be offered during the peak hours. We're
here to learn--so class
scheduled are primary.
Third, Ms. Lopez' editorial
implies that "active" studentshould be favored in rescheduling. This cliquish attitude is
precisely why many students
care not to be involved in
campus clubs. AU students are
equally important, and should
be, by leaders' actions (not
words), encouraged to participate.
Other commuter schools do
not have activity period and
their student organizations

have fared well. Student
leaders' pragmatism can overcome the current paranoia.
This a college, not a high
school An artiflcal schedule
doldrum is not an Incentive for
commitment.
John Martin Klein

To the editor:
Why not dump the "Diez y
Seis de Septiembre" and
"Cinco de Mayo" Mexican
Celebrations?, was the strange
and coconut-flavored question asked by Ella Mae de los
Santos. UCPC should spend
more funds celebrating American holidays such as Labor
Day, the 4th of July and the
Flrst Battle of the Bull Run.
Not being a fan of "Coconuts", I automatically did
not like the question. By the
way, a coconut is a darkskinned person who wastes
his/her entire life trying to be
white. My question is "Why
can't these people just be
themselves?"
Getting back to what this
letter is all about, the reasons
for celebrating these Mexican
holidays are very simple. PAU
is our great country's largest,
predominantly Mexican-American university, something us
Mex-Ams should be proud of.
Secondly, it is a matter of
ethnic identity. i.e., knowing
and accepting ourselves. Obviously, not everyone has this

school administrators and lri
the courts. Among those
rights are the right to form student organizations, to Invite
speakers of the students'
choice on campus, to engage
In political activities on campus and to have student
representation on university
policy-making committees.

sense of identity but what
makes it even sadder is that
some folks know who they are
but dislike themselves. Before
anyone accepts us, we· must
accept and love ourselves.
In conclusion, pride and
identity are two of the reasons
why we celebrate "El Diez y
Seis de Septiembre" and
"Cinco de Mayo'', Mexico's
celebrations of independence
from Spain and victory over
France, respectively. There Is
only one thing we ought to
change and that is to further
enliven the celebration with
more quality bands, good
Mexican food, fun games and
interesting speakers.
Isidoro Leon, Jr.

Students often think that
knowing and exercising their
rights does no good, but it can
and does pay off. Last year
PAU students fought to prevent cuts In student financial
aid. Consequer.tly some of
those cuts have now been restored. And an intense campaign has saved Activity
Period.
One purpose of a university
is to prepare students for life in
the-farger ...vmmunity. Students who learn and exercise
their rights here are gaining
valuable experience which will
enable them to enjoy more
successful lives In the larger
community.

To the Editor:
What is going on with the
PAN AMERICAN?!? Jim Harrington was on campus speakIng on student rights and there
was not one word about It in
the next issue of the paper.
Most students tend to be
woefully unaware of their
rights. Consequently, they
often have unfortunate,
frustrating experiences
because they do not know
what their rights are. or the
procedures to follow in invoking and protecting their rights.
Many of these rights were
earned or guaranteed only In
the last 20 years, and then only after long, hard fights with

These are precisely the
issues Jim Harrington was addressing. Not to have reported
on his talk constitutes a major
and inexcusable failure in
responsibility . Someone
should have to write on the
blackboard 500 times "I will
cover major stories."
Samuel Freeman
Anl•tant Profeuor
Political Science

For centuries women have been described as the weaker
sex--but are they?
'Candida,' is a witty drama which disproves the age-old
theory.
How can weakness be truly defined if personality, values,
security, love and morality are each lntegra~ parts In one's
life, yet have different meanings for everyone?
'Candida,' the production, tells the story of a woman who
is asked to choose between her mature minister husband and
a young. poet who falls In love with her.
Upon hearing that she must decide which man will be
hers, she says she must choose the weoker for he needs
her more.
Perhaps what is most Ironic Is that the play is set in the
1890's when women were not even recognized or given the
rights of first class citizens. Yet women, the play illustrates,
actually hold some type of power over men. "It is a drama of
loving Irony and the true power of the Women in a world
supposedly run by men," said Jerry Tallmer of the New York
Post.
Instead of taking advantage of a peculiar situation and try•
Ing to get all she can out of both men (another popular myth
men have about women) she scolds them both like 'silly little
boys.'
Kimberly Lewis does an excellent portrayal of the fair.
wise, and compassinate heroine. She is patronizing yet
gracious weak yet stronger than she appears.
The Rev. James Morell is played by Mark Watson. an expereinced actor who gives such a convincing performance of
a man in complete control yet totally shattered when he
thinks he might have to live without his 'Candida.'
The most refreshing and surprising actor In the University
Theater's production of 'Candida' is Valente Rodriguez, a
freshman student. His portrayal of the wimpish Eugene Marchbanks ·is SQ vivid, exact, and consistent that one cannot
help wonder what this frivolously foolish poet fwill do next.•
Rodriguez truly holds the attention of the audience even
when he is trying to be inconspicuous In a corner of the
room.
The other characters portrayed are Burgess, Candida's
father played by Mark Schoonover; Prosperine Garnett, the
reverand's secretary played by Tina Atkins; and the curate
Lexy Mill played by the ever-consistent and talented Lance
Dupuis. The work is witty, funny, sad and ironic. The
University players surely do justice to Benard Shaw's 'Candida.'
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Editorial

Randy Klutta

Visitation rules or chastity belts?
Last week the Board of Regents liberalized a puritanical
rule concerning visitation rules at the dorms but the change
was, well. puritanical.
Before last week, visitors of the opposite sex could vlsitthe
dorms only every other Sunday from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. Now,
they can visit every Saturday from 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. and
every Sunday from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m.
By the time a person is a student at PAU, he is an adult in
almost every legal respect. At least 18. he can vote. He can
also get tried as an adult (we give that to 17-year-olds,too)
and he can even register to get shipped off to some place he's
never visited but where life promises to be interesting (if not
exciting) for the U.S. armed forces.
But, if he is a dorm resident, he can't have his study part-

ner up in his room on a week night to cram for a early morning exam-if that partner happens lo be female.
Certainly the change In the rules was in the right direction,
but ii still betrays a basic distrust of the students by the administration. If the administration really believes that students
can "handle" the added responsibility of increased visiting
hours,then dorm residents should be given the option of including every day in the visiting schedule.
The university l>hould not be in the business of maintaining
the chastity of its students. which is after all, what the visitation rules are all about.
The university should be in the business of giving its
students choices.
"
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Texas Unemployment Commission began laying off
employees because of a lack
of funds.
Following this incident,
Uribe added, Clements took
credit for reducing the size of
the state governmet1t.
"This could have been
. avoided," Uribe said, "If only

Clements had cared."
During a question-and
answer period following his
opening remarks, Uribe said
that the Idea that Republicans
handled the economy more
responsibly was a myth.
"Republicans do not worship at the altar of the balanced budQet," Uribe said. "They

said," that ship has run
aground."
During the campaign, Uribe
said that he made an· agreement with the Republicans not
to do any more mudslinging in
the campaign.
After making this agreement, however, Uribe said
that he realized that "they

just spend their money differently."
Uribe then quoted Reagan
as saying that "you can't turn
the economy on a dime," and
that the economy was like a
batteship--"you need a lot of
room to turn around."
"But whether that ship is a
battleship or a canoe, "Uribe

couldn't tell any more lies
about us--but we couldn't tell
the truth about them."
Uribe commented on the
policy adopted by the board of
regents last spring, which prohibits the University from cosponsoring any activity with a
politically partisan group, and
said the emphasis should not
be on what he could do, but
what members of the audi-

ence could do.
Since the regents are governor appointed, Uribe said,
one thing the audience could
do is vote out the present
governor.
Uribe went on to say that
the Democrats were the party
of the common man.
"We wUI never have the big
bucks the wheeler-dealer Republican's do," Uribe sa·id,
"but we will have people."

Attorney genera) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mattox then referred to his
opponent, Bill Meier, as "the
waterboy of special interests in
the state."
Quoting newspaper and
magazine editorials, Mattox
said that Meier was "the most
notorious carrier since
Typhoid Mary of anti-consumer bills."
He concluded by saying
that Meier was "to consumers
what the wolf is to sheep."
"These are not my words,"
Mattox said. "They are the
words of objective journalists."
Later that day, the Republican candidate, Bill Meier,
presented his platform at the
Liberal Arts Auditorium.
Meier said that he was out
to protect "The Texas Way,"
which he described as a-strong
belief in the Judeo-Chrlstian
faith and in free enterprise.

Let University Fashions
help you be in style on
campus.
to help you have that new look
University Fashions will give
you $5.00 toward any item in
our Stuffed Collection
when you bring
in your old blouse, shirt or Jeans

I
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Will be recruiting students on
campus--Snack Bar

"The Texas Way is first a
realization on the part of Texans that the Judeo-Christian
faith is the basic building block
of society," Meier said. "The
free enterprise system is the
reason why our state is the
number one growing state in
the country.'
The reason for this growth ,
Meier explained , is that the
state has encouraged business
by not having a state income
tax.
"We are now experiencing
the greatest growth in the
history of out state," he said .
"The opportunity for you is
greater than anyone who proceeded you." .
Meier also said that he
thought Texas has been blessed with great natural resources, but that "the greatest
resource we have as Texan is
the people themselves."

$2,087,250; a marine research and conference center,
$2,561,625; expansion of the
Learning Resource Center,
$3,771,281.
Others are an interAmerican affairs building,
$4,743,790; greenhouse,
$627, 788; academic research
facility, $948,750; a special
events center, $18,405,750;
and a northwest parking lot,
$627,788.
In other business, the regents:
• Approved the soliciting of
bids for a word processing
system at an estimated cost of
$95,000 for use in the administration building.
• Approved a policy regarding the definition and use of
the university seal and logo.
• Renewed Pan American's
lease with the Edinburg Consolidated Independent School

District for use of the Piper
building at the old campus
near downtown Edinburg.
• Approved the hlnng of
two new faculty members,
Frank Munoz, who holds master of arts degrees from Pan
American University in supervision and in health and
physical education to be an instructor in the department of
health, physical education
and recreation, and Marlene
L. Richardson, M.S., St.
Francis College, Fort Wayne,
Inc., as an instructor in the
department of music.
• Approved the promotion
of Dr. Terry Alison of the
biology faculty to full professor
and the appointment of Dr.
Carl Carlan to acting head of
the department of school
management, School of
Education.

*

8:30 a .m. - 4:30 p.m.

IS

Tuesday October 19, 1982
For further information call
Evelyn Ward

At the Placement Office - 4 73-8947
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BroncOlympics: WET & WILD
"Rain, rain go away, come
again another day . . . oh,
heck we'll play anyway."
This was the attitude taken
by most students as the 3rd
Annual BroncOlympics festivities continued in spite of
rain, last Thursday during activity period.
·
"Who cared if my makeup
smeared and l was dripping
wet," said Sandra Lopez, Phi
Kappa Tau little sister. "I had
loads of fun anyway."
The rain certainly did not
put a damper on the HEP
men's team either as they
racked up 495 points to take
first pl~ce at the event. Taking
second place with 473 points
was .Phi Kappa Tau followed
by Phi Kappa Theta with 469
points.
Other honors awarded by
UCPC, who sponsored the
activity were the Best Swingers" to Kappa Sig in the
"honeymooners delight"
game. In this event, contestants had to swing a remon
out of a circle with another
lemon in a hose tied around
their waist.
The Kappa Sig's were also
the "Most Headstrong" in the
"head to head" game, where
the object was to carry a ping
pong ball held by · two team
members with their foreheads

across the finish line.
The "Best Puckers" at the
BroncOlypmpics were the IK's
in the "pic-n-pec lifesave_rs"
game. in this event a toothpick was used to transport a
Lifesaver from one participant
to another without the use of
hands.
The HEP women's team
was awarded the "Best Pouters" In the "pout, pout and
pass card" game. The object
of this game was to place a
card between the nose and
upper lip and pass it along to
the next person again without
the use of hands.
The "Best Poppers" award,
was taken by the Phi Kaps in
the "ouch-balloon" game. In
this game, participants had to
pop as many balloons as possible by sitting on them.
Other events held at BroncOlympics was the "people
weaving" game in which a string was weaved through each
team member. The string
went through the top of the
shirt and out though the bottom of the shorts or jeans.
"BB's in the flour" and
"chew chew train" were two
other events held. In BB's in
the flour," the object was to
find as many bb's as possible
in one minute. Some teams
found as many as 108 bb's,

however, the last teams to try
this event has it harder since
the flour was ready for tortillas
by then.
in chew chew train, contestants chewed a piece of
gum and then stretched it as
far as possible without breaking it. The string of gum was
then connected to the other
teammate's string to try and
create the longest string of
gum possible.
All the events were judged
by UCPC members. BroncOlympics was organized by
the UCPC Diversions committee headed by Elvira Cruz and
Al Arlzmendlz. KRGV discojockeys Bob Perry, Scott
Taylor and Oscar Adame
emceed the event and played
music to have team members
dance for points.
"Even with the rain, the
games turned out great," said
Gloria Rodriguez, UCPC president.
A total of 19 teams participated, among these were
ROTC, CAMP alumni, APO,
Phi Kappa Tau, Phi Kappa
Tau little sisters, ISA I and 11,
HEP men and HEP women.
Other teams were the Jazz
Dancers, !Ks, IK little sisters,
Delta Zeta, Kappa Delta, Kappa Sigs, Phi Kappa Theta and
three teams from HPER.

Swinging in the raln--Rlcky Vlllaneal attempts to swing the lemon out of the circle. (Photo by Delcia Lopez)

Pucker up--Sandra Lopez and Dawn Luna, Phi Kappa Tau little slstere. try to pau

a playing card for one point. (Photo by Delcla Lopez)

Forward march--Ruby Donldson of the Delta Zeta sorority attempts to balance a
sugar cube on her forehead while Vivian Tegardln and Diana Ponce look on.
(Photo by David Ferguson)

Kiss me you foo/--Ricky Villarreal and Tim Harris try to loop the lifesaver for an

extra point.

(Photo by David Ferguson)
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Picture proofs returned to yearbook
Several yearbook proofs at 381-2543," Prock asked.
have been sent to Emilia Hall
"We know that about 16 other
because they were insufficistudents definitely need reently addressed to be mailed,
takes, but we don't have their
according to Joyce Prock, El
names yet. We will call them
Bronco adviser.
as soon as the photographer
The following students can
sends their names.
pick up their proofs in EH 100
Appointment cards are bebetween 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. dally:
ing mailed to all students who
Jerry E. Campos, Romeo have not yet had their pictures
Gonzales, Maria A. Contre- taken, Prock said.
ras, Jesus Vela, Janie CorRetakes and makeup piconado , Romelia Farias,
Gilbert Fonseca, Antonio Gar- · tures for the yearbook will be
cia, Felix Guerra, Kavi Nath, taken from 10 a.m. to 8 p .m.
Lilia Sandoval, Margit A. Vale In the LRC lobby Oct. 25
through Oct. 28.
and Nohem Villareal.
"If you had your picture
"We are also asking that
taken, but have not received faculty also have their pictures
your proofs, please call the taken then if they did not have
student publications secretary their picture taken during

October best time for flu shots
October is the best lime to
take the influenza vaccine
which is available to students,
faculty and staff at student
health services.
The vaccine was developed
to fight B-Singapore and ABrazil strains. This was the
same vaccine developed for
1981-82.
"Both strains were quiet last
year, but they are expected to
be strong this year," Dora
Castillo, student health services coordinator said.
Influenza cases have a!-

ready shown up on campus,
with some students treated in
September.
Flu usually has a 24 to 48hour incubation period. Some
of the symptons are chills,
high temperature, headache,
ru nny nose, backaches,
cough and hoarseness.
"The vaccine stimulates the
body's antibodies to fight the
flu," Castillo said.
This is the month to take
the vaccine because it takes a
few weeks for immunity to develop, Castillo added.

registration," Prock said ,
"because prints will be given
to the public information office
to be used for honors and
publicity."
"Who's Who nominees
should also be sure their picture is made because we may
use these shots for the Who's
Who pages," Prock said.

BSU gives-masquerade party
The Baptist Student Union
is sponsoring a masquerade
party Oct. 23 at 6 :30 p .m . in
the BSU building, according
to Marsha Barrier, BSU publicity chairperson
"Some of the activities during this event include a costume contest and a scavenger
hunt," she said. "This gettogether ls mainly for fun."
"Everyone is invited" she
said.
BSU is also sponsoring a fall
beach retreat on Nov. 12 and

penses but also get an insight'
to work," said Arturo Castillo,
placement officer "The Jobs
also help identify career fields
and. in addition, create the
transition from part-time to
full-time career employment

A U.S . Army expert on the
Soviet Union will speak Oct.
19 during activity period in the
LRC Media Theater.
Major Gilbert A. Barnabe,
an instructor at the U.S. Army
Command and General Staff
College in Fort Leavenworth,
Kan. , will speak on "Understanding the Soviet Union."

upon graduation much easier .11

For information, students
should go to the Office of
Placement and Testing at the
University Center Room 111.

ALMA'S

'His
-nHers'
422 1/2 E. University

Following the lecture,
Barabe will hold a questiona n d-a n swer session with
ROTC cadets in Student Services Building Room 128

The Pan American University Choir will sponsor two
free carwashes In McAllen
Saturday to raise money for a
trip to Mexico City in the
spring.
The carwashes will be held
at the Toro Restaurant on
North 10th Street from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. , and at the Red
Loosier Restaurant on Ex-

Organizations must collect
their mail from their respective
mailboxes on the second floor
of the University Center according to Elvie Watson, assis1ant dean for student development.
"The organizations are not
picking up their mail. "She
said, they are not coming in
regularly and every organiza-

VALLEY
COMPUTER
S Y S T E M S ~ :C,-,c::

~

Visions Art Club members
will exhibit some of their work
Tuesday in conjunction with
the Symphony Orchestra production.
The exhibit will be in the
Fine Arts Auditorium lobby all
day and will include paintings,
drawings, ceramics, etcl-imgs
and sculptures.
The concert will be at 8
p.m. that evening.

MON. - T HURS. 6 PLAYS FOR $1.00

cornrnodol ..
PHARR, T EXAS 78577
EXPWY. 83 AT US 281
(512)781-8560

JCPenney
Styling Salon
LA PLAZA MALL

Guys & Gals

Get 15 % Student Discount on any
regular priced services by presenting'
your PAU Student I.D. Card.

SPORTSWEAR
Nike

T 8 S.
T rcrorn
Kupa
Kedi

West-I

8•

M on~S..1
m •ti p m

682-032 1
682-9431
E.,, 2 52
251

Weekly High Score Winner 1st 2nd, 3rd
All-Time High Score Winners "35"
Tokens.
SUN.•THURS. 12 P.M. - 12 A.M .

Ro,qu<1 Ball

OP

HOME, PERSONAL AND
BUSINESS COMPUTERS
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS.

APPOINTMENTS RECOMMENDED

Tennu Racqu~ts

Nakc
Adl&1
E1onk

tion has a mailbox."
If an organization prefers to
have its mail sent to another
location, it may request that.
The advisers of the various
organizations received memos
regarding the situation.
"The organizations are really missing out on a lot by not
picking up their mall," Watson
said.

Club exhibits art

"Biggest Little Game Room In Town"
- 25 GAMES ~~
521 SOUTH CLOSNER
\.r,N LJ

,l<1..,.: SPORTS WFAA

SHOE.~
Fon< Joy

pressway 83, from 9 a. m. to
4 :30 p .m .
S ponsors have agreed to
pay 10 cents for each car
washed.
"We hope to wash 150 cars
at each location," choir
member Kelly Fitzgerald said.
In case of rain, the carwashes will be scheduled for
another day date.

Clubs must clear mail boxes

'l'B:E

PBO·SBOP

The jobs which are available
Include work for sales help,
waitresses, commercial artists,
secretaries and others.
"By obtaining a job, the student will not onlv defrav ex-

Nov. 13, according to Barrier.
Again this event is mainly
for fun and for students to
meet other students, she said.
Various activities are scheduled for this retreat including
a bonfire on Friday night at
Andy Bowie Park.
There will be a minimul
charge to students.
Barrier said that these and
other activities that the BSU
sponsors are used for students
to meet other students in truly
a fun way.

Soviet expert to speak

Services place about 10 students weekly
Student Part-time Employment Services place an average of about 10 students a
week in jobs in the community.
Usually about 10 to 15 jobs
are available through the service, according to Martha
Minor of the employment office .
Of those students who pursue the job lead and go for the
Interviews, about 65 to 70
percent get hired, Minor said.

Students can still pick up
this year's book in Emilia Hall
100, Prock said. About 20
books a day are being picked
up. Students who were enrolled full time last year have
already paid for the book
when they paid their student
services fee. Only 1,200
books are left.

Choir washes cars for a song

Tatthlnl
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Hang Ten
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Town & Country
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McAllen
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"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Chicken Plates • Fish P l a t e s . , .
Shrimp • French Fries •
Onion Rings
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for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9083
319 East Cano Edlnbui
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Educational Center

(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)
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NOW PLAYING!
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"BABYLONE PINK"
~

"ANNIE SPRINKLE"

•

_NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTEDSI 00 OFF WI COUPON OR PAU I O

• * * * • LATE SHOWS * * * *
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, DOORS
OPEN AT 10:15 SHOWS AT 10:30
"LUSTY PRINCESS"
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" BORN APPETIT"
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burrito with coupon.
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DOORS OPEN 12: 15
SHOWS START AT 12:30 EVERYDAY,

- NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTEDSi 00 OFF WICOUPON OR PAU ID
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TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Not too early to
begin preparation!
call 631-2961
3600 North 23rd
78501

11617 North Central Dallas, Tx 75243

ALONE&
PREGNANT?
Need someone to talk to?
Call
Catholic
Charities
787-0033
Ask for Vicky.
Our service is free and
confidential.
f.&LI &I IM 11 I 11 I 1-iJ I J'.-IX¥¥11-IZIVC I IM IXIX
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Activity period saved 46 booths sign up
Activity _period will remain
In its present time slot was the
decision reached by Presiden1
Miguel Nevarei last Thursday.
In a compromise decision,
no more than 20 classes will
also be offered during activity
period.
"This gives us the flexibility
to still have activity period and
gives a student the option."
Nevarez said. "It is the best of
two things."
However, because classes
will be offered during this time
period, activity period will be
expanded into a full period.
As it is right now, activity
period runs from 10:2511 :25.

"Hopefully this will relieve
some of the presure we
have," Nevarez said.
The new change is scheduled to begin in the spring
semester and will be temporary until a new building is
completed.
"Nothing is written in
stone." Nevarez said. "If it
really disrupts things, then we
will change it again."
The classes to be offered
will all be multiple listings
which will allow students who
are involved in activities to
choose that class at a convenient time to him.

PKT sells cookies, cake
Students are encouraged to
The Phi K appa Tau little sisters will have a bake sale today stop by the Science Building
or Snack Bar for cookies, cake
during activity period.
and brownies.

Forty-six booths have been
reserved for the Carnival of
the Great Pumpkin, a fundraising project for campus
organizations scheduled Oct.
30 "said Belinda Godines,
special events chairman.
By Oct. 20, the organizations may pick up a map in
their mail boxes which will
show where their booths will
be set up for the carnival.
Entertainment will be provided by Bo Garza and the
South Texas Wailers and
KRGV will do a remote broadcast from the University
Center Parking Lot while giving away free prizes.
The best booths, best legs
and best costumes will be
judged by a representative
from KRGV.
"The night of the Great
Pumpkin, UCPC will have a
booth set up for those who
wish to si!'.ln up for the

costume
Godines.

contest ,"

said

A pumpkin-carving contest
will be offered in the Ballroom
on Oct. 27. Entrants must
provide their own pumpkin
and at least one representative
must be present to carve the
pumpkin. The pumpkins then
will be sent to the Learning
Resource Center for the "Penny Vote" judging.
All of the contest winners
will receive $25 for first place,
$15 for second and $10 for
third.
As an added attraction,
"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" will be shown Oct. 29
and Oct. 30 in the Ballroom at
8 p.m., 10 p .m. and at midnight on both nights. Tickets
will be $2.50 for students and
$3.50 for all others.
In case of rain, the carnival
will be held Nov. 6.

Orchestra to
perform Tuesday
The Pan American University Symphony Orchestra will
perform at the Fine Arts
Auditorium Oct. 19 at 8 p.m.
"Tickets for the symphony
orchestra are still available,"
said Ruth Crews, executive
director. Tickets are $9 for
adults and $6 for students.
Tickets for conductor's circle,
the best seats in the house are
$20 and may be purchased by
anyone.
The orchestra will perform
Oct. 26, at Harlingen in the
Municipal Auditorium. Tickets
will be $9 for general admission and $6 for students. The
performance starts at 8 p.m.
On Oct. 28, at 8 p.m., they
will perform in the Jacot>
Auditorium in Brownsville.
Tickets will be $6 for general
admission $4 for students and
$13 for seats in the conductor's circle. On both nights the
orchestra will feature soloists

Wallace Tucker on the trombone and James Rathael on
the p iano.
The November Pops Concert will feature the worldfamous flamenco guitarist,
Carlos Montoya, Nov. 29, at
the McAllen Palmer Pavillion.
Advance tickets will be
$12.50, $10 and $7 according to seat location. Tickets
purchased at the door will be
$15, $12 and $8.
Advance single tickets may
be purchased at the Chamber
of Commerce in McAllen and
Edinburg and at Brownsville's
Information Center.
Admission will remain the
same when Montoya performs Nov. 30 at Harlingen at
Casa de Amistad.
These concerts are presented by the South Texas Symphony Association in cooperation with Pan American
University.

You may know us
WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

OCTOBER SPECIAL
Enchilada Plate:

for our software programming
on the Space Shuttle's
communications system.

•

3 ENCHILADAS TOPPED

wnH
CHU.SE AND CHJU: CON
CARNE. RICE, BEANS.

CRACKERS.

ONLY $1.98
'For faster service
e&ll In order
383-0725

We're Computer Sciences Corporation.

Acrosa from Pan Am.

i (j)~.

Eat at El Pato

VALLEY WJDE

2 locattons/ McAllen. Mission

l!l.:!;:.!:,/--r- -A-1

· a_rlingen & Brownsvll~

If your talents, skills and education encompass the
computer software, hardware or communications
technologies, you should get to know us better.

As the computing partner with NASA, we
programmed and developed the launching of the
Space Shuttle. And we designed Its global
communications network.
We'll create, program and lmpleme,nt the software
and hardware for man's first telescope In space,
carried aboard the Shuttle.

•• ,,
I .....

We handle equally awesome challenges on Earth.
Linking America's defense communications.
Designing business systems for corporate America.
Our clients range from the smallest businesses to
Fortune 500 sized corporations both domestically
and overseas. We're Computer Sciences
Corporation.
We'll be on cempua 10/26, 10/27/ 82
(see your placement office for details)

The problem solvers. Talk to us.
Computer Sciences Corporation, Corp. College
Relations, 650 N. Sepulveda Blvd., El Segundo, CA
90245.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

National Flower
Week
1320 N CLOSN£R
N HWY 281
£D1NBURC
TEXAS
78S39

PTO. TELEPLOaA, AfS
PH. A.C.j512J 38J.412l

csc

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION

Get to know us better.
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"It's unusual to have two
outstanding young men who
play the same position," said
Coach Al Ogletree in announcing the award.
"Tommy Donigan and Kenny Peters both are outstanding
baseball players and team
leaders. It will be hard to fill
the holes they left in our
roster. They are both AllAmericans to me. I'm real
proud of them for what they
did on the field, and also in
the classroom, while they
were here."
Donigan played for the
Broncs for four years and continued Pan American's long
tradition of having a top
player from Edinburg. He hit
right at .300 for his career and
tied one of the hardest to
achieve records when he was
a junior by walking eight consecutive times at bat.
Peters came back from an
arm injury that requirec;I
surgery to reroute nerves. He

PREGNANT?
Not ready to be a parent?
ADOPTION MIGHT BE
BEST FOR YOU AND THE BABY.

CALL US AT CATHOLIC
CHARITIES ADOPTION
SERVICE

and Donigan both earned a
reputation as clutch hitters, as
well as sharp defensive catchers.
Peters is from Moore,
Okla., and now is working as
a commercial artist In Oklahoma City. He drew the
cover illustrations for Pan
American's last two baseball
programs.
Donigan is finishing his
degree work as a business major at Pan American this
semester. Peters graduated
with a degree in commercial
art.
Jody Ramsey, who was
electrocuted In an accident
when opening day was rained
out In 1973, was an inspirational leader who led the
Broncs to the 1972 NCAA
playoffs by collecting 64 hits
and batting .346. After
Ramsey was killed, students
petitioned the Pan American
University Board of Regents
to name the new Bronc
ballpark after him. It has been
Jody Ramsey Stadium since
1973. He was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Ramsey of
Freeport, Tx.
The winner is chosen by the
Bronc coach, assistant coach
and sports information director. Donigan and Peters were
unanimously chosen lo share
the award.

Once a star golfer at Texas
A&M University, Coach Oton
(Tony) Guerrero Jr. of PAU
picks the Aggies, along with
powerful Lamar and New
Mexico, as the teams to beat
in the first Pan American
University Golf Classic.
The 12-team event starts
Thursday at the Harlingen
Country Club. Pan American's Broncs will be locked in
strong competition with top
collegiate golf talent from
Texas, Louisiana and New
Mexico.
Guerrero Is picking PAU's
five-man team through 36

"Three games Friday and
Saturday will be real tough for
us," predicts Coach Reggie
Tredaway.
On of Pan American University's strongest soccer
teams in years has lost just
once in four games-three of
them on the road. Taking a
2-1-1 record into the Houston
Baptist University Tournament, they face the University
of New Orleans at 2 p.m. Friday in Houston, Houston
Baptist at 9 a.m.· Saturday
and a third game will follow
Saturday afternoon.
Houston Baptist will be favored to win its own tourna-

Our service is free and
confidential .
OS & WATCH

JEWELRY

RAll OCCAS

\

I

3-2432
•

discount

GOLD LAI'JCE

Jewelry
and Witch
Repairs

• Gift
Wrappina
• Enaravin1

GIVES YOU

COLLEGE GRAD
The

COLLEGE RINGS

a: RNE QUALITY

Air

holes of qualifying this week,
although the Broncs' home
course advantage was hurt by
rains that interfered with their
practice and qualifying
rounds. Eight Broncs are battling for the five spots on this
week's squad.

Last week in Houston,
when the Broncs finished 10th
in a strong 14-man field won
by the defending national
champion, Houston Cougars,
the Valley players were led by
their two freshmen from
Sweden. Marten Olsson and
Lars Tamen both fired 151
totals for 36 holes

The other Broncs who
competed in the Angelo's Invitational at the plush Bear
Creek course in Houston were
Rolly Ortiz, 160; Pat Leimn,
171 ; and Bait Ramos, 177.
Ortiz and Ramos are juniors
from Lredo. Leimon is a
freshman from Harlingen.
Trying to break into the
Bronc lineup this week are
John Kott and Jim Rumple of
Ohio, and Dean Shaughnessy
of Saskatoon. Canada.
Also competing in Harlingen are University of Texas
at El Paso, Northeast Louisiana, Houston Baptist, Rice,
Baylor, Texas Tech, HardinSimmons and the University
of Dallas.

Soccer team travels to Houston Lady Broncs

425-3422

20%

Edinburg, Texas

Golf team in tough competition

Players elected for award
Two first-class catchers,
Tommy Donigan and Kenny
Peters, have been elected
unanimous co-winners of the
1982 Jody Ramsey Memorial
Award.
Pan American University
presents the award to the
Bronc senior baseball player
who best follows the standards
set by the late Jody Ramsey.
The award is based upon character. leadership, dedication
and ability. Conduct on and
off the field are factors toward
winning the award.
The 15 men who previously
won the award included just
one catcher, Ron Lair in
1976.
Donigan and Peters both
were veterans who starred as
sophomores on Pan American's 1980 team. Donigan
batted .342, and Peters .275,
for the Bronc team that won
61 games and lost to Hawaii,
the national runner-up, during the NCAA playoffs.
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Force

has

im-

mediate openings for qual-

ment. The Huskies are off to a
5-1 start with international
players, and scored seven
goals their last outing.
Pan American struggled to
a hard-earned 1-1 tie with
Texas Southern in Houston
last Saturday. Abeil Rodriguez
scored unassisted, on a fine
30-yard kick from the left side.
for PAU's only goal.
Bronc goalies Jose Vielma
and Miguel Hinojosa continued to share time and defend with skill. Vielma had
four saves the first half, Hinojosa eight saves while shutting
out strong Texas Southern the
second half.

capture 5th
Warming up for the district
meet in Dallas Nov. 6. the
women's cross country team
from Pan American University
will run in San Marcos this
weekend after finishing fifth at
the University of Texas at San
Antonio last week.
Liz Pittman led the Lady
Bronc runners by finishing
22d. Toya Castillo was 24th,
Mari Leal 29th, Samantha
Lozano 30th and Kathy Pittman 36th.
Abilene Christian won the
meet and Wendy Norman of
UTSA captured first place.

- - - ... - - ... -- - - - -

I
I
Classified.
Ads
I
I
NEED CREDIT HELP?
I
I Female roommate wanted to Receive
a M / C or VISA .
I share a 2 BR apt. near PAU For Guaranteed. Nobody refused. for1
more Information call 38 I• I 962
free brochure send S.A S E '"I
I
House of Credit. Box 280570.
NEED CREDIT?
TX 75228 or calll
I Information on receiving Visa, Dallas.
1-214-324-5944 ANYTIME
Mastercard. with no credit check
I
I Other cards available Free bro•
,hure call Personal Credit Ser• APARTMENTS FOR RENT. 21
I vice: (602) 946-6203 Ext. 0502 BR/I 1/2 BA. 1711 W Sa·
mano. off Sugar Rd Calif
I Puppies need a good home 687-9451
after 6 p.m, 682-4463
Mother is a toy Maschester Terrier or 631-1520
I
I (father was a scoundrel) 3 black.
2 brown-all male Ideal house
Classified rate Is 25 cents a lin~ I
1dog. Call 781-2111
with a minimum of $1.25 for each I
Insertion, payable In advance
I CAR WASH-A-THON
Bring Ad copy to The Pan Ameri I
I Cars washed FREE, Sat. Oct can.
Emilia Hall, Room 100
16th from 9 a .m -4 p m. WAL- Deadline is Friday noon prior to I
I MART parking lot In Edinburg publication on Thursday To est1•
'>ponsored by PAU Honors So• mate cost, count 30 letters and I
I nety If 11 rains rescheduled Oct spaces to a line. For Display
'13. same place donations Advertising call The Pan I
American at 381-2S4',
I .'.

-

' rtlt.'

ified College Grads who are
interested in challenging
careers in Aviation, Engineering

and

other

1/4 Mile South Canton Rd .

High

on South 281

(across from the Sun Palace)

Technology Air Force executive

positions.

Seniors

381-9167
JDIJIIII I IC, TI.I

should apply now! For more

Hyatt Jewelers
Nine South Main Street

McAllen. Texas 78501

information, see your Air

"FOR THE COLDEST BEER AROUND"

Force recuriter:

•
•

SSgt. Juan Gallaga &
Ssgt Noe Escobar
1101 North Cage St., Suite 9A
Phan, Texas 78577

HudquanffS kH Gokl L..ntt 0.. R,n,g1

(512) 787-0922 Call Collect

KEGS
CASES

•
•

SIX-PACKS
SINGLES ON ICE

THIS WEEKS IMPORT SPECIAL TECATE $3.20 per 6-pk.
• IMPORTED BEER
• ICE
• T-SHIRTS & CAPS
• PARTY SUPPLIES
• GAS

COMPARE OUR PRICES!!

Oct. 14, Thursday
10:15 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. PKT Lit Sis, SB Wkly
10:15 A.M. - 11:50 a.m. PKT Lit Sis, Wkly
10:20 a.m. - 11:35 a.m. Inter - Varsity Christian Fellowship
UC 306A
'
10:25 a.m. - 11:25 a.m. Accounting Society, BA 118
10:25 a.m. · 11:30 a.m. United Methodist Campus Ministry

,

c~~

10:25 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
305
10:35 a.m.

- 11:35 a.m. Inter-Fraternity Council, UC 307
- 11:30 a.m. Rodeo Club, LA 121
- 11:30 a.m. PAUSA, UC 307A
PKT Wkly & LRC Wkly
- 11:30 a.m. UCPC, SB A-1
- 11:30 a.m. AK Psi, BA 116
- 11:30 a.m. PLSP, UC 306
- 11:30 a.m. Campus Alumni Association UC
'
- 11:35 a.m. Baptist Student Union, Wkly

6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Kappa Delta, UC 305
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. PKT UC 306, 306A
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. International Student Association, LA 117

Power Driven

WHEELCHAIRS
byEverest~ Jenning5

Activity Calendar
Oct. 15, Friday
11:45 a m. - 12:30 p.m. Baptist Student Union, Chapel

Oct. 17, Sunday
4 p.m. - 6 p.m. Ladles of Camelot Pledges, UC 305A
5 p.m. - 7 p.m. APO UC 306
6 p.m. - 7 p.m. PKT UC 306A
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. APO, UC 305, 305A
6 p.m. • 9:30 p.m. Ladies of Camelot, UC 307, 307A
7:15 p.m. - 9:15 p.m. PKT UC 306A

Oct. 20, Wednesday
2 p.m. - 4 p.m. UCPC. UC 306
6 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. Intercollegiate Knights, UC 305, 305A
8 p.m. - 10 p.m. HEP, UC 306A

Oc t. 19, Tuesday

Oct. 21, Thurs day

10:20 a.m. - 11:35 a.m. Inter-Varsity Christian Fraternity,
UC 306A

10:20 a.m. - 11:35 a.m. Inter - Varsity Christian Fellowship,
Wlkv

ft.ieild

Rentals &Sales

FREE

home
to studJ.

Sludy with Cliffs Notes because - ••L.__,,•.,_
they can help you do belier m
English class Cliffs Notes offers
more than 200 !Illes covering all the
frequently assigned novels. plays ,,.__/'""and poems Use them as
a guide while you·re read'
1ng and again as an
...Ll
~
eff1c1ent review for exams
They re greal for helping you
understand hlerature and
they re ready to help you now

Cl.ff;'\SI\
1

Available at:

World

10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. PKT. Wlky, LRC Wlky
10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Tri-Beta, SB 216
10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. UCPC, BA 110
10:30 a.m. - 11:25 a.m. AK Psi, BA 116
10:30 a.m. - 11:25 a.m. PAU Circle K, LA 101
10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Campus Alumni Association
10:35 a.m. - 11:25 a.m. TKE, UC 306
10:35 a.m. - 11:25 a.m. TKE, UC 305A
5:15 p.m. - 6:45 p.m. Data Processing Association, BA
Faculty Lounge
6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. PKT, hit Sis, UC 307, 307A
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. APO, UC 305, 305A
7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m. Inter - Varsity Christian Feloowship, Wm
Dorm

Oct. 18, Monday
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Soc. Club, UC 305
5 p.m. - 10 p.m. Delta Zeta, UC 307, 307A
5:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Kappa Delta, UC 306, 306A

Comple te Se rvice & paru

Rental~
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1314 N. 77 Sunshine Strip
Harlingen, Texas 78550
Phone (512) 423-4748

UNIVER~ITY
BOOK~TORE

Public Welcome

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

UNIVERSITY AT 4TH STREET

HAPPY HOUR

428-6242

3:30 to 5:30 P.M.

ALL SOFT DRINKS HALF OFF
TRY OUR BACON BURGERS
EDINBURG, PHARR, MISSION

Tusk =-force ..formed

University college ai01s to upgrade standards
By Ella de los Santoa
With the establishment of a
university college, PAU hopes
to fulflll its long-range plans
which include maintaining an
open admissions policy, increasing full-time student
enrollment and raising the
academic standards.
A freshman studies program and faculty advising program will also be implemented
to help establish these longterm goals.
The university college concept was first mentioned in
President Miguel Nevarez's inc1ugural speech last December. If Implemented it wUI require students pursuing a BA

or BS degree to follow a more
structured and rigorous liberal
arts program during the first
two years of study.
Students who do not have
the skills necessary to participate in the university college program will be routed to
a freshman studies program
which will implement tutorial
services and developmental
courses in composition,
mathematics and reading.
After the student has the
academic skills needed, he
may enter the university college.
The faculty advising program will check on the
academic progress of the
students and will also make

sure students are completing
the requirements of both
freshman studies and the
university college.
"The actual form of the
university college will take
shape this year and we can
adapt it as years go on." said
Dr. Ron Applbaum, vice-president for academic affairs in
the October Campus Report,
the faculty newsletter.
The faculty senate has yet
to approve the university college concept. They will discuss the committee's fiiidings
and vote on the university college concept in the spring.
"The faculty senate will wait
until the committee reports
before making any kind of de-

cislon," said Dr. Charles
Ellard, president of the faculty
senate.
An ad hoc task force has
been set up to define the intellectual skills that will be used as a guideline for the university college and the
freshman studies program.
Members of the task force
are also being released onefourth time from teaching for
the fall and springs semesters.
"We want as much Input as
possible," Dr. Ronde( Davidson, chairman of the ad hoc
task force, said in the October
issue of the Campus Report.
"We want faculty to send us
their ,oeas In writing," he said.
Both faculty and students

will feel the effects of the
university college concept. It is
expected that the university
college will Improve the quality of education for the freshman and sophomores who
will also serve as better competitors with the upperclassmen.
"We must have a mechanism to control underprepared
students from progressing
through the college curriculum without the necessary
skills," said Dr. Applbaum.
"The university college and
freshman studies program act
not only as a filter to remove
the unqualified student, but
also as a developer of the
talents of our students," he
said.

Faculty members wishing to
contribute ideas to the task
force may contact the representative member of each
school on the task force.
The ad hoc task force is
composed of: Dr. Will Davis,
coordinator for freshman
courses, department of English; Dr. John Huber, department of mathematics; Dr.
Ronde) Davidson, department
of history; Dr. Les Rydl,
department of business administration; Dr. Anna Maria
Rodriguez, department of
school services; Dr. Mark
Glazer, chairman of the University Curriculum Committee; and Jan Maville, division
of health related professions.
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~l Sol suit

Business school undergoes
self-study, dean says

State to pay costs
After wording in a judgment
caused some confusion at the
stale comptroller's office, the
Texas attorney general's office
has said they will pay the
$325 in court costs in the El
Sol vs. PAU suit.
"I called the state attorney
general's office and they said
they were paying." said Carol
Rausch. assistant to the president. "Apparently it was an
oversight
. . a problem
with the wording."
A settlement stipulation
signed by El Sol's attorney,
Jim Harrington, and the
university's attorney, of
record. Iris J. Jones, stated
the defendants, PAU, would

"bear the costs of this suit of
$325 and attorney's fees of
$3,698" The stipulation,
however. was never filed In
court.
The legal paper that was filed was the judgment. This
paper, however, stated that
the "Plaintiffs, El Sol, be
awarded their court costs
and attorney's fees of
$3,698'' No mention was
made of the $32$ . yet the
judgment was signed by both
attorneys.
Harrington, who earlier announced he intended to flle a
motion of contempt against
PAU for failure to pay court
costs could not be reached for
further comment.

Meet the Dean--Dr. Gilberto de los Santos, dean of
instructional services will
talk to students, staff and
faculty In the experimen-·
tal room of the Learning
Resource Center today
during activity period. Dr.
de los Santos Is the fifth
speaker of the meet the
deans series- (PAU Photo)

Financial aid
gets 01ore 01oney
By Eliseo A. Roclrlguez
Financial aid has received
and additional $292,577 for
their Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant program for this school year.
These adc!itional funds diminished the cut in available
financial aid for the 1982-83
school year from 35 percent
to 7 percent.
The additional money came
about when Congress over

rode President Reagan's veto
of the 1982 fiscal year supplemental appropriations.
"Since fall awards are
already complete the majority
of these additional funds will
be disbursed in the spring and
summer of 1983,'' Clementine Cantu, financial aid director said.
The National Direct Student
Loan program also received

See Financial Aid page 8

Meet the Dean--Judy Vin•
son, dean of students. will
talk to students, staff and
faculty Tuesday during activity period. In the snack
bar overflow room. (PAU
Photo)

The School of Business is
currently undergoing a period
of self-study for its projected
master's accreditation in May
1984 according to Dr. F. J.
Brewerton. dean of the school
of business.
Brewerton spoke tostudents
during activity period Tuesday
as part of the meet the deans
series being sponsored by the
ideas and issues committee of
the University Center Program Council.
In the state there are currently 100 colleges and
universities of which 17 have
undergraduate accreditation
by the American Association
of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB) Twelve
have graduate accreditation
and two have accounting accreditation .
Only 182 schools in the entire country have undergraduate accreditation.
To meet accreditation, PAU
has to meet standards set by
the AACSB. The most important is curriculum. All business
majors have to be well rounded from the b~siness and nonbusiness standpoint. Of the
130 hours business majors are
required to take, 52 of those
hours must be outside of the
business area.
Personnel Is another area
that is highly scrutinized by

Yearbook sets picture retakes for next week
Thirty-two students need
retakes for the yearbook
because of a camera malfunction. according to Joyce Prock. El Bronco adviser.
Retakes and makeup shots
will be taken Monday through
Thursday next week from 10
a.m. to 8 p m. in the LRC
Lobby.
There will be no charge for
the following people;
Armando Alfaro. Lavonne
Baugh. Anselma Beltran.

Gloria Cano, Jose Cera, Elisa
de la Cruz, Abel Garcia of
Elsa, Gloria Garcia of Jackson
Road. Joe M. Garcia of Edinburg, Tony R. Garza. Robert
Gonzalez of McAllen, Rosalinda Gonzalez of LaVilla,
Manuel Guerra of Edinburg.
Armando Gutierrez and
Phyllis Kerr.
Also Jose Martinez of
Alamo. Maria D. Mata, Jose
Medina . San Juanita

No. 8

Melende1., Orlando Ortega,
Leticia Pena. Maribel Pena,
Jose Perez of Mission. Cynthia
Pompa.
Norma
Rodriguez of San Benito,
Maria Isabel Salazar, Jose Luis
Sanchez of Chicago Street.
Juanita Sanchez. Domingo
Sotelo, Betty Sparrow. and
Jaime TiJerina.
"Be sure to tell the
photographer that you had
your picture taken but did not
get your proofs." Prock said.

"Anyone else who had his picture taken but failed to get
proofs should come for
retakes loo."
This is the last chance to get
in the 1983 El Bronco.'" Prock
said, "so any senior who
hasn·t had his picture taken
needs to do so "
Anyone who is dissatisfied
with his yearbook picture can
have a retake. but must pay
$2 50 fee.

the AACSB. Of the faculty a
certain amount has to be fulltime and a percentage have to
have their PhD's in their
respective fields.
"Accreditation is a high item
by the Board of Regents, President Dr. Nevarez and the
vice-president are channelling

the necessary financial
resources and are making the
commitment,·· Brewerton
said.
Accounting accreditation is
another area in which Brewerton wants to see fulfilled. At
this time only Texas Tech and
See Business page 8

USSR, U.S. view
detente differently
By Randy Klutts

military posture. Bernabe
pointed out that during the era
A U.S. Army expert on the of detente, the Soviets inSoviet Union said on campus creased their military buildup
Tuesday that peaceful coex- significantly, while the U.S.
istance and detente should buildup leveled off
''So lf people ask you why
not be mistaken for changes in
the Soviet policy toward the we don't want a nuclear freeze
now," Bernabe said, "you can
United States.
Major Gilbert Bernabe. an tell them we stopped building
instructor for the U.S. Army (missiles) m 1968."
Bernabe added that the SoCommand and General Staff
College in Fort Leavenworth, viets have military superiority
Kan., said that peaceful coex- in a few areas--namely, tacistance and detente do not tical ground forces and in
mean the same thing to the some types of aircraft But the
Soviets as it does to the U.S. · United States still has the edge
To the Americans, Bernabe m bombers and in the total
explained, peaceful coex- number of warheads.
To make up the difference
istance and detenle mean attempts to resolve or postpone between the United States and
conflict, while the Soviets the Soviet Union, Bernabe
have used these policies to In- said, the Americans are going
to have lo try hard to "beat
crease their military power.
"One of the problems we Ivan."
"Remember that (General)
face when we deal with the
Soviet Union," Bernabe said, Patton speech?" Bernabe ask"is that we do not understand ed. "make that other son-of-athe rules of the game by which bitch die for his country."
the Soviets operate."
Quoting Winston Churchill,
Besides the U S. technologBernabe said that "the Soviets ical superiority, Bernabe said
do not desire war. but the that America's main strength
is in its people.
fruits of war."
"So if they can talk you out
"We're an ornery bunch of
of something and get the up- people." Bernabe said. "But if
per hand in that manner," you get us mad--especially
Bernabe said, "it's a much Texans--there's nothing you
cheaper price to pay than can't do. The problem is, will
war."
we have enough lime to do
Speaking about the Soviet it."
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:

Five Salvadoran refugees
died because smugglers left
them locked in a truck in Edinburg. The motto of Pan American University ls "a university for all the amerlcas", which
Implies concern for the countries of Latin America. However, during the week that
these people died, the most
controversial issue on campus
was the possibility that activity
period might be moved to the
afternoon.
The United States government generally deports the
Salvadorans because it claims
that they come here only for
economic reasons, but the
ACLU has documented murder, torture, and repression in
El Salvador. The United
States was founded on the
idea of immigrants coming
here to find freedom. The five
who died came looking for
asylum, but they found death.
If the refugees were given extended voluntary departure
status, they could stay here
until the revolution is over.
We must try to help everyone who is a victim of violence
and repression. There is a saying in Spanish, "Hoy por ml',
maflana por tf', which means,
"Now it's my turn, tomorrow
might be yours". If you would
like to help the Salvadoran
refu ees please contact

B.A.R.C .A. (Border Association for Refugees from Central
America) at 383-5673.
Katherine Rankin
To the Editor:

I would like to respond to
Mr. Isidro Leon who found
the need to analyze and
define my "entire life".
I believe he would have
made a better point In his letter had he not decided to
malign my character from
the beginning--that is not a
good way to get positive attention when making a point.
I would also like to explain
that when responding to an
editorial ii is better to make
sure you know what you are
talking about.
My initial editorial never
mentioned doing away with
any of the Mexican holiday
celebrations but only asked for
equal time for those of us
who do not celebrate these as
part of their cu Ilure or heritage. This editorial ls on file at
student publications for verification.
I do not know where Mr.
Leon got the idea that I am a
"coconut" since we have
never met and he has never
asked me about my background.
As for his response to my
editorial. I was glad someone
did res ond, since that is the

reason for editorial space
which is available to all
students. His reponse, however, reminded me of Saturday Night Live's Emily Latella
who often responds to things
she misinterprets.
Ella de los Santos
To the Editor:

I am shocked at the way
people can read things Into an
editorial that are simply not
there. Mr. Isidro Leon Jr.
wrote In last week to state his
opinion on an editorial written
by Ella de los Santos. Instead
of concentrating on what Miss
de los Santos had to say, he
instead chose to give us his
analysis of her as a person.
In Miss de los Santos' article, t 11ere was no mention that
the Mexican holidays were not
Important to some students.
She simply stated that not all
students share the same culture, and that all should be
represented equally. Mr.
Leon attacked her integrity by
calling her a "coconut".
Is he professionally qual•
ified to say that she cannot accept herself as a person and Is
unhappy about herself? With
only the editorial to rely on,
he stepped completely out of
bounds and put his foot
squarely in his mouth. Culture
and heritage are an important

part of anyone's growth, but
isn't the United States Miss de
los Santos' place of birth and
residence? Certainly she
should be able to enjoy such
holidays as the Fourth of July
and Labor Day as part of a
student function.
Mr. Leon should stick to
what an editorial has to say,
and not make unqualified
judgements about people on
the basis of their last name. If
Miss de los Santos chooses to
accept the traditional American .holidays as her own,
then who is to deny her that
unalienable right?
Elizabeth St.ucke

To The Editor:

In last's weeks paper I read
about Isidoro Leon's letter to
the editor saying that a coco•
nut is a dark skinned person
who wastes his/her entire life
trying to be white,
Well, Mr. Leon, I have
news for you. A coconut is the
large, hard-shelled seed of a
coconut palm, lined with a
white edible meat and containin~ a milky liquid.

don't see each other as being
dark or lighter in skin; they see_
each other as people who love
each other and as people who
both live In the United States.
Mr. Leon, our family acts as
people and we don't try acting
as coconuts: we act as the
Mangln's.
There are many people in
this world who waste their entire life placing people into
categories as you do and not
until you start seeing everyone
as who they are and what they
do will you know what it is to
be a person. Unfortunately,
we have people like you and
Archie Bunker who think
everyone is trying to lmmitate
an anglo-American (whatever
that may,be). All I know ls that
a lot of people who live In this
great country are proud of being American People; some of
whom want a better life and
better social standing for
themselves and their kids.
Joseph Mangln

P .S. Next time I go lo the
beach I'll make sure I watch
the anglo's who are tanned
start acting white.

I have an anglo name and
come from a family in which To the Editor-:
my mom is Mexican (being
I would like to extend my
from Guadalajara, Mexico}
support to a group of fellow
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students who expressed their
displeasure at the parking
policies here at PAU on the
Oct. 7, issue of "The Pan
American".
I am In total agreement with
the grievances addressed such
as the $8 increase in student
parking fees, the lack of convenient parking in areas, and
the intention of "of cracking
down on violators".
It seems that at a time when
enrollment figures continue to
decline at the university. the
majority of students that are
attending have to be burdened with high costs of parking,
lack of parking in areas convenient to them, and traffic clta•
lions to a large portion of
them (1,800 as the September 30, issue of "The Pan
American" reported) .
If that were not enough, an
operation to "crack down on
violators" is underway complete with a new "weapon"
called "The Immobilizer", that
will be employed against "violators". It will be attached to
the wheel of the "Illegally''
parked vehicle thereby rendering It Inoperable to its
owner.
This could cause serious
problems to the student that
happens to be the "victim" of
it. Like having to walk 3/4 of
a mile to Traffic and Security
for example, the east of southeast parking lot, with a full
load of books to try and have
"The Immobilizer" removed
from his/her vehicle.
By the time the "victim's''
auto is freed from the grasp of
it, he/she would have paid an
unreasonable fine. would pro•
bably be late for the Job. and
added to their daily pressures.
and unnecessary embarras•
ment in the parking lot. Now
PAU 1s a commuter campus
where the majority of the stu,
dent body utilizes their Ve•
hicles to come to school. I
propose that serious efforts be
directed in taking care of the
student parking needs instead
of "investing" on devices such
as "The Immobilizer" that
force unlucky students to
strain their budgets to pay
wrecker costs as well as to
have the "jaws'' of "The Immobilizer" detached from their
vehicles. Chances are that v1c·
tims of this operation crack
down may not be on the at•
tendence rolls next semester
Alberto Ramos

THE PAN AMERICAN STAFF

Editorial

I mean really, Ronnie!
And now the Reagan administration is huffing and puffing,
threatening to pull the rug out from under the United Nations.
Last weekend. the Reagan administration announced that
ii stopped funding for the International Atomic Energy Agency. Then it threatened to do the same to other UN agencies
which exclude Israel
The whole purpose of the United Nations Is to "resolve
disputes among nations" to quote from the administration's
announcement made Saturday.
Why, then. does the Reagan administration insist on
perpetuating such disputes?
The premise of the 158-member organization is a hopeful
one--one which dares to be hopeful for peace enough to ac-

tually work toward peace.
As human beings, if not as Americans, we have an obligation to continue lo work toward that goal and leave political
rhetoric (which may require action) back at home to be pulled out during campaigns by our politicians
And of all UN agencies for the United States to pull fun ding from, the International Atomic Energy Agency is one of
the most hopeful. The IAEA 1s the one world organization
that works toward preventing nuclear proliferation and ensuring that nuclear technology is used for · .aceful means
(even though that is a contradiction of sort~,
As members of the human race, we all have too much at
stake to allow hope and peace to be used as political
volleyballs
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Research examines
suicide, causes
An education professor has
received a $3,000 university
grant to research suicide--the
third leading cause of death
among adolescents.
Dr. George Smith, associate professor in the department of school services, will
work with Ingrid Bloom, a
graduate research assistant,
on a project to examine the
suicidal person and his environment.
Statistics show suicide is in: reasing at an "alarming rate
ilmost epidemic," Bloom
aid.
"While suicide increased
)nly 8 percent in the general
;>opulation from 1965 to
1973, It increased 71 percent
among young people and has
doubled in the past 10 years,"
she said.
"The theory of the research
project is that suicide is a
highly personalized choice,"
Bloom explained. "We will
study the personal 'why' from
Jean Bechler's theory instead

choice so that counselors,
relatives and friends can better
understand and . therefore, be
more helpful to the person in
pain," he said

of the more traditional
sociological approach of Emile
Durkheim. "
Bechler's theo ry states that
to begin to understand the
suicial person's reality, one
must learn "what people are
doing when they try to end
their lives, and try to define
who is looking for what solution to what problem.

"When someone commits
s uicide , the family goes
through a difficult period of
transition ," Bloom said.
"Ofen , the family is Isolated
because it is also difficult for
friends and relatives to know
what to say so they simply
avoid the family--thus compounding the problem. "
Smith said contact with the
following types of people is
needed for the research:
• Anyone who has considered
or is considering suicide,
• Anyone who Is a friend or
relative of someone who did
end their life,
• Anyone who is concerned
that a friend or relative might
be considering suicide.
Smith or Bloom can be
contacted at 381-3464 or

He states further that for the
suicidal person, suicide is
"always undertaken in o rder
to resolve a situation in a certain way."
Durkheim's theory states
that suicide varies inversely
with the degree of intergration
of social group of which the
individual forms a part."
Smith said he hopes to
learn more about suicide from
the project so that people involved with suicide in some
way can be helped.
"We hope to learn more
about this highly personalized

Insert tube A in slot 8 --Technlcal engineer Steve Copold adjusts the TV c ame ra
for Wally Trejo, TV II s tudent preparing for the videotaping of 'Candida.'

Communications dept. gets computers
The computer age has hit
the communications department as two new $6,000
word processors ha.ve been
acquired according to Dr. Jim
Hawley.
The word processor or VDT
(Video Display Terminal)
which is largely used by
newspapers as an editing
device, will prove to be a big
lime saver he said.
The VDT Is self teaching
and Is very easy to use he explained.
These word processors
were acquired through funds
which were saved by the communications department personnel when they relocated
the drama workshlp from the
old campus to the LRC

383-0288.

TV II class videotapes 'Candida'
PAU's TV II class video- Houston State University in
taped their first production Huntsville.
Monday and Tuesday using
"This was the first of many
equipment valued at over videotapings of the drama
$250,000.
productions," said Stanley.
"This was the first time we "We will be recording these
used all the equipment we productions for posterity."
have as a unit," said Dr. Jack
The students are excited
Stanley, course instructor.
about the taping.
The class as a whole took
"This is the first time we've
part in all forms of production had a chance to tape anything
such as audio, cameras, light- and use all the equipment at
ing, props and direction.
once, "said
Raymond
The class taped the play Medrano, student. "It's pretty
"Candida," which was the exciting; I'm really glad we get
season opener of the Universi- the chance to learn from exty Theater. The cast of the perience in this class."
play left Wednesday to perAlthough the equipment
form at the American College
the crew is available for
and
Theater Festival a t Sam

videotaping, Stanley stressed
the fact that they are not
available for any type of production other than the dramas
they will
"This class falls into the
category of an academic department; we will work only
on projects within the department," Stanley said.
The class learned how to
use the equipment, along with
principles and theory, in the
1V I course and had the
chance to apply their course
work in this production .

Not ready to be a parent?
ADOPTION MIGHT BE
BEST FOR YOU AND THE BABY.
CALL US AT CATHOLIC
CHARITIES ADOPTION
SERVICE
425-3422
Our service is free and
confidential .
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JCPenney
Styling Salon

Guys & Gals

FOR SALE "77" Datsun (yellow),
$1,800, Standard and In good
condition, low mileage. Call
585-1513 after 4 p.m.

II FOR RENT: 2 bedroom fully furl nished Condo with beach front
I view on South Island. Great for
I weekend get-a-ways. For more
I Info. call Fernando Ancira at

Information on receiving Visa,
Mastercards, with no credit
check. Other cards available. Free
brochure call Personal Credit Service; (602) 946-6203 Ext. 0502.

I
I
I
I

1

1381-2581.

I
;I

NEED CREDIT HELP?

' I Receive a M/ C or VISA ,
, I Guaranteed. Nobody refused. for
free brochure send s A.S.E. to
I

I House of Credit, Box
I Dallas. TX 75228

280570,
or call

LA PLAZA MALL

NEED CREDIT?

Classified rate Is 25 cents a line
with a minimum of $1.25 for each
Insertion, payable In advance.
Bring Ad copy to The Pan Amerlcan, Emilia Hall, Room 100.
Deadline is Friday noon prior to
publication on Thursday. To estimate cost, count 30 letters and
spaces to a line. For Display
Advertising call The Pan

t~~::2~~~-~N~~M_:_- 2'!!!';!!_C~,!!~82,:~_'.:: -

- - _J

Get 15% Student Discount on any
regular priced services by presenting
your PAU Student I. D. Card .
APPOINTMENTS RECOMMENDED

682,0321
682-9431
Eo. 252 / 25 1

Mon•Sal

8 a m -8 p .m

Odolter

mn-1

d7-8pm
onclay-...aei

/

~...//

Pa lacio Real Apart ments
under new ownership & management $50.00 move in deposit one and two Bedroom
Apartments at 1415, West
Freddy Gonzalez, 383-8231.

Ads

FOR SALE "78" AM for $4,500
has air condition. AM FM 8 track
stereo. 45,000 miles. 381-2581
after 6 p.m. South 301-Men's
Dorm. Ask for David.

....l!llli,.,,.._~_,....._.,,..___............,,,,..._,,,,....__.._,....._.,,,,~
.

LUXURIOUS

r------ -------------------,

.._....._.._......._...._...__....__......_...__..__.._,,.""""~ Classified
PREGNANT?

them~elves. therefore saving
These processoes are
moving expenses sa10 located In Emilia and
Hawley.
Southwick Halls.

.

Oil Change. Lube. & Wash

IS

$19.95

\

•Lube & Gas
• Engine Cleaning
•Mechanic on Duty

•Compounding & Waxing
•Interior Shampooing
•Detailing

Auto Grooming Salons
Specializing In The Cosmetic Care
Of Your Automobile
NO DIESEL ENGINES

217 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas 78539
Tel: 381 -9140
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UCPC sponsors talent
competition show
Entry forms are being accepted for the "Entertainment'' talent· competition
scheduled for Nov. 11 and
sponsored by lhe Fine Arts
Committee of the University
Center Program Council.
Entries are due by Oct 28
and can be obtained from UC
303.
There is a $2 entry fee for
the student and faculty division and a $3 for the organizational division.
In the organizational
catagory campus organizations can be represented by
five or more members. In !he
student talent area the presentation can be either by group
of students or a lone person
and does not have to represent an organization. The
faculty talent section can consist of any faculty member.
The best overall talent from
the three catagorles will
receive the grand perfor·
mance award, a trophy and
$50. The top three of each
catagory will each be awarded
a first, second and third place
trophy.

~~~..,,-Book from Avon••Rosemary Ravlnal, International
public relations representative of Avon, Inc., second
from right, answers questions about an educational
program centered on a book, "Mexico As Seen by Her
Children." Others In the photo are, left to right, Roy
Fuentes of the National Education Association; A. C.
(Tony) Garcia of Pharr, state representative; Edward
Mercer, vice president for Institutional advancement;
Inna Gonzalez, Weslaco, federal projects director for

the Weslaco Independent School District; Rudy
Lopez, assistant superintendent for instruction in the
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo Independent School District;
and Juan Hinojosa, McAllen, state representative.
Avon presented the books and Instructional kits of
children's art and writing to Pan American University
and to representatives of school districts In the
Valley. (PAU Photo)

TAIR sponsors confere nee
More than 900 educators
are expected to attend a
reading conference this
weekend co-sponsored by
PAU ilnd the Texas Association for the Improvement of
Reading.
The conference will be at
Edinburg High School.
Nancy L. Johnson, a consultant for Good Apple, Inc.,
which provides materials and
consultants for schools, will
speak on teaching thinking
skills such as knowledge
analysis, synthesis and evaluation. This discussion, titled
"Teaching to the Top," will be
on Oct. 22 from noon to 4:30
p.m.
She will again speak on
Oct. 23 from 8 a.m. to noon
and discuss enhancing
language skUls through communication and motivation.
"We try to host two nationally-known experts on
reading annually," said Esther
Espana, PAU's representative
In TAIR. "This is the first time
in 11 years that we only have
only one such speaker--Nancy
L. Johnson."

kets for administrator's luncheon are $6.25 and for the
Saturday luncheon are $5.25.
"You may register at the
door if you wish," Espar,a
said.
According to Dr. John L.
Moore, department head of
elementary curriculum and instruction, TAIR was organized
34 years ago as a joint effort
among university professors
and public school teachers
and administrators for the purpose of Improving the quality
of reading instruction in the
public schools and in the preparation of teachers of reading
on lhe university campuses.
TAIR co-sponsors, twelve

area reading conferences with
universities and local schools.
Dr. Eva Hughes, this area's
representative in TAIR, explained that the universities
provide meetings and dining
facilities and in return receives
benefits such as opportunities
to publicize continuing education activities which may result
In increased enrollment;
university student participation in programs that supplement required courses in
methods of leaching reading;
and the opportunity for staff
members and students to exa mine current teaching
materials displayed by exhibitors at the conference.

Make - Up Days

"The fee that TAIR charges
participants is kept as small as
possible so that many teachers
and students can afforl to attend," said Espana.

"I also think this is a great
opportunity for students who
want to go into teaching. This
provides them with a chance
to get their feet wet," said
Esparza.

,~

The cost for fuU-time PAU
~dents to attend the entire
conference is $1 . The price for
non-students is $6. The cost
to attend Friday only is $3 and
for Saturday only Ja $4, Tio-

Students are invited to participate in a rap session on
dating and marriage tonight
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at
University Center 307.
The session sponsored by

the Counseling Advisement
Center will "address feelings,
values, conflicts in values and
morals involved in dating,"
said Lupita Cantu-Morse,
coordinator.

Clanes no w (.;inning.
Not too early to begin
tape uae. Call

631-2961

612 N. MAIN • MCALLEN, TEXAS

<across the street from the llbrarv>
TELEPHONE: 686·2156
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For lnf~rmation About Other Centers
In Maio, US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State Only
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Time: Oct. 25 - 28

We want you in your
1983 El Bronco Yearbook

3600 N. 23rd
McAllen, TX 78501
11617 N. Central
Dallas, TX 75243
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..It TE~AS
llS E. PARK
PHARR, TX.
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Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIAllSTS SINCE 1938
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"We have almost 900 to
1000 teachers and administrators that are participating," said Espana, "some
of whom will return as graduate students, some will encourage their students to attend this university."

creativity and showmanship.
Judging will be based on 30
points for eaMi section, for a
maximum of 90 points on the
overall performance. In case
of a tie, the decision wiU be
based on crowd reaction.
(previously recorded during
the original performance). An
additional 10 points will be
awarded bringing the total to
100 point maximum.

Dating discussion set by Center

Yearbook Photo

•sssssssssssssssss

The decisions of the judges
will be based on originality,

••
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Age poses no barrier for freshman student,76
By Jim McKone
One freshman at Pan
American University Isn't worried that nobody has invited
her to the Homecoming
Dance yet.
Antoinette Carlan is 76
years old, the oldest student at
Pan American.
"The students have been
wonderful to me," she says.
"But they're all so young, we
don't socialize. They wouldn't
want to date their great grandmother!"
Carlan isn't a greatgrandmother, although her
oldest grandchild is 29.
But she is a remarkable
woman. She doesn't look a
day over 59. And when she
talks, she's an enthusiastic optimist about life, happiness-and her chances of making a
good grade in freshman English.
"People stop me and ask
for directions--they think I'm a
teacher," she says with a
smile.

"But I've had to learn my
way around the campus
myself.
"My son (Dr. Carl Carlan,
associate professor in Pan
American's School of Education) did take me around and
show me the buildings, but
they all look alike to me. So
he drew a map for me.
..,1pression that, ·Oh. your son is
a teacher so ii will be easy for
you,' but he's a very strict
teacher, and he doesn't help
me with a thing at school.
He's right. The only way to
learn Is to do it yourself.
"I like the pace here.
Everyone's so nice and helpful. I find the students
courteous. They always take
the lime to stop and talk.
"I feel very happy and comfortable here It's a good
university and I love it. Some
universities are so jampacked
and busy, they have this big
look, and you don't feel as
comfortable there.

Spot Burger
"Come Try Our Delicious Food"
Chicken Plates • Fish P l a t e s ~·
Shrimp • French Fries •
<::>
<:>
<:>

Onion Rings

<=>

for your conv.nlfHlce

call orders to go 383-9093

<:::>
<:::>
<:::>

~::~?.~l.~;::~..,...

IC>

,H...

Wlttl the purchH• of hamburger &
frl•• you WIii ~,.,. • ,,..
burrito with coupon.
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[[Q~ooooo~oogm oQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
ALONE&
PREGNANT?

Need someone to talk to?
Call
Catholic
Charities
787-0033

Here, the pace is very relaxed. And the spacious campus
and the beautiful grounds give
you a wonderful feeling of
freedom."
Her first college experience
came in 1956--at a large urban university, San Francisco
State--when she was 50 She
earned an "A" from Dr. S. I.
Hayakawa, now a U.S. senator from California. But she
had time only to take two
night courses.
She overcame several handicaps to reach her goal of being a college student.
Born Sept. 19, 1906, in
Cleveland, Ohio, she suffered
through a strange early life.
Between the ages of 1 and 5
she lived in Poland with her
mother's family. She grew up
speaking Polish as her preschool language.
In 1911, she returned to the
United States and her family
moved to San Francisco. She
was a stranger in her native
land.
"When I came back to
America, I didn't know a word
of English," she said. The
other students treat me
wonderful at Pan American .
But In elementary school

happy and busy mother . .
students treated me terrible,
because at that time they just When your children leave the
nest, they're on their own Let
disliked foreigners.
"They put me in the last them lead their own lives.
seat on the last row. We had When they need me I'm
50 students in an old wooden here."
room, around a pot-bellied
All three of her sons earned
stove:- The other children doctorates. Clifford is a prowouldn't play with me.
fessor of sociology at San
"My first year in school was Diego State University, now
horrible. Gradually, I picked working in Alaska with Eskiup words, one at a time. mos. Reginald is a pharmacist
'Hello' was the first. The se• in Belmont, Calif.
"I was fortunate in marrying
cond semester, I began to
an angel," she said "We were
listen and pick up English.
married one month short of
"I came home to my par45 years."
ents, who spoke German and
Polish, and taught them the
Carl R. Carlan, her husband, was an educated man,
words I learned each day. We
all learned English tOQether "
a college graduate from
Berlin, Germany. He worked
Becoming a good student,
as a credit manager after comshe was graduated from
ing to the United States in
Lowell High in San Francisco
1921.
in 1925. Times were hard for
"He climbed the ladder. in
her family , then. College
America because there are so
wasn't considered. Chiefly
many opportunities here for
children from rich families
immigrants," his widow
went to college.
"I remember college sturemembers. "He was proficient in German, French,
dents in those days wore racsome Greek and some Latin,
coon coats and straw hats,"
and he learned English."
she recalls.
After her husband died In
She learned to be a piano
Charleston, S.C., where they
teacher, married and had
had moved to retire, Carlan
three sons.
moved lo McAllen last May
"My priority in life is being a
She lives in a small mobile
home at Golden Citrus Park.
"I tried to interest someone
else in the park to go to college with me," she said. "So
many of them said, Tm in my
60's (or 70's), and I want to
l/4 Mlle South Canton Rd. .
on South 281
relax. I don't want to be
(across from the Sun Pelace)
bothered by any kind of stress
381-9167
or study. All that's behind me
£.OINI UIIG, TU.
now!
"But I feel the opposite. I
feel that it's all ahead of me. I
refuse to sit in a rocking chair
"FOR THE COLDEST BEER AROUND"
and regress."
• KEGS
• SIX-PACKS
So she enrolled in a sum• CASES
• SINGLES ON ICE
mer class In English from Dr.
Will Davis.
"He inspired me to pursue
my English courses," she
recalls, "and now I'm taking
• IMPORTED BEER
another English course from
• ICE
Dr. Paula Dean, another very
• T-SHIRTS & CAPS
fine professor who has a lot to
• PARTY SUPPLIES
• GAS
offer her students."
When Dean asked her stuCOMPARE OUR PRICES!!
c;lents to write a description of
another student in that class,
Enedina Sanchez wrote a win-

Ask for Vicky.
Our service is free and
confidential.
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Open 24
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EnchUada Plate:
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ner. It began:
"She sits in a bright yellol;V
dress appearing as hopeful as
the sun rising on a new day,
awaiting all possibilities and
prepared to meet every challange."
And it ended:
"When I see her before me,
and when I hear words of wisdom, she sends a message to
me of the future and send my
thoughts in a blaze: where will
I be when I reach old age?"
Pan American's oldest student has a hearing problem.
One ear was damageo at
birth. Her other eardrum was
broken when her stepfather
struck her when she was 12
years old (in 1918). She has
an artificial eardrum which
hearing aids do not help.
Face to face, she can hear
all right, but the distractions of
a classroom make her strain to
hear every word. She reads
voraciously to overcome her
audio handicap.
Her philosophy is that
"Everything revolves around
TODAY -- the most important
day of my life. At the age of
76 I would never want to return to the 'good old days.·
"Most of the older people I
know play bridge all day," she
said. "That's all right for them.
To me, it's a waste of time.
With all the books we have,
with a world outside, and a
university nearby, why sit and
play cards?
"I may be a freshman for a
long time. Next semester I
plan to take Spanish and
English. I am proud to be a
student at this beautiful and
very special kind of university.
My goal is just to get an
education."
She couldn't waste all day
being interviewed., She has
homework to do. It's important she keeps up with her
homework, s he said, so s he
can get organized and then
appreciate extracurricular fun,
like going to concerts a nd
plays.
As Sanchez wrote in her essay, "Her eyes twinkle so
brightly, appearing as those of
a girl just 16. eagerly awaiting
her date for the prom."

SUGAR ROAD AT TEXAS 107

24 hr
Game
Room

Our Name Says It All!
Open Seven Days a Week

24 hr
Game
Room
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Former PAU editor
gets Monitor post

Campus Ministry sets party
to discuss upcoming events
The Catholic Campus Ministry will have a wine and
cheese party on Oct. 25 at
7.30 p.m. for people lo meet
the new officers and discuss
upcoming events.
"We want people to know
where we are and the many
activities we are involved in,"
Sister Brenda Gonzalez, director, said "We're in a period of
reorganization."
Formerly called the Newman Club, CCM is open to
any student, faculty or staff
member regardless of religious
preference, according to
Sister Brenda.
Samuel Arispe, social justice chairman. is currently
organizing a student counterpart of the Border Association
for Refugees from Central
America (BARCA).
According to Arispe, the
student version of BARCA is
in response to the need of the
refugees in the Valley.
"We will discuss what we,
as students, can do for the
refugees of the Valley," he
said.

CCM is also looking at
"It will be up to the inissues on world hunger. From dividual as to what type of fast
Nov. 15 to Nov. 23, CCM will he chooses," Sister Brenda
have a fast which will said. "Some people keep to
culminate with an ecumenical all liquids while others eat only
(all faiths) thanksgiving ser- one full meal a day."
vice.
CCM holds regular meet"Fasting is a type of prayer ings every Wednesday night
which gets you more in touch at 8 p.m. in the Campus
with yourself," Sister Brenda Ministry Center as well as atsaid "Fasting will also get us tend Tuesday Mass every
in touch with those people week during activity period.
who aren't as fortunate as we
are " According to Drucilla
Other activities CCM is inReyes, president, money nor- volved with are intramural
mally spent by students on sports and setting up a
food, will be saved and "Monster Mush" food booth at
donated to a needy cause yet the Carnival of the Great
to be decided.
Pumpkin.
Al a high school which
Sister Brenda worked last
Newly elected officers are
year, $500 were raised in a Drucilla Reyes, president;
one-day fast.
Alan Iglesias. vice-president;
CCM will sponsor the fast Tina Chavez, secretary; Javier
and all students, staff and Munoz, treasurer; and Eddie
faculty are invited to par- Sanchez, senate.
ticipate.
During the week of the fast,
CCM w!ll show movies on
The CCM Center is at 1615
world hunqer during the lunch West Kuhn. For further inforshifts and hold prayer for mation, contact sister Brenda
sh•denls who are fasting.
at 383-0133.

Student of the Month
PBD-SBOP program returns
,fa,.,. SPORTS WE AR
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Trc,on,
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Wilson

H1n1 Ten

10% discount
with student 1.0.
On non-sale Items

Town & Country
Shopping Center
5001 North. 101h SI reel
McAllen

By Ruben Moreno
Obtaining a well rounded
and diversified education provided a stable foundation fot
Juan Castillo, former The Pan
American editor, who was
named assistant managing
editor for The Monitor recently.
"Working on The Pan
American provided a good
background," he said. "It's
been very valuable."
"The difference between
working at PAU and here is
that the pace is so much faster
here," he added.
"At PAU we had to scrape
up stories," Castillo said. "The
main reason for that was because it is a commuter
college.'
He said it is very important
for the young reporter to· gel
as wide a background as possible.
"As a reporter you must be
a jack of all trades," he said.

or better, be a full time student
Pan American Student Asand be active In an organizaAt the cost of $25 per
sociation will again feature the
tion.
Student of the month prosemester or $72 annually. the
gram according to Tomas
"We have set up a nomi- National Gold Seal Corp. ofGonzales PAUSA vice-presi- nating procedure whereby fers the Student's Accident
dent.
any person in the university and Sickness Medical Ex"PAUSA" feels there are can nominate any prospective pense Insurance Plan which
many students who are very student by filling out any ap- will supplement the accident
Insurance provided by the
deeply involved in promoting plication," he said.
university.
the university," he said. "This
program will begin in Novem"The insurance rates are
"Selection is made by a
ber."
very reasonable and provide
committee made up of sena"We feel they're doing an tors, university faculty and
outstanding service to the staff," Gonzales said. "Award
university by being involved," recipients will be announced
he said. "Because of this we at the begining of each
feel they should be recognized month ."
Five campus o rganizations
by way of the Student of the
have pulled together to raise
Month award."
Applications can be picked funds for a terminal cancer paup in University Center 318 tient Delia Gonzalez.
To qualify for candidacy a and are due on the third FriDelia is the sister of Noemi
student must have a 2.0 gpa day of each month.
Gonzalez, a former Bronco

Th~ story involved the
holding hostage of 37 students in a chemistry class by a
self-proclaimed homosexual,
Eddie Montalvo, who was
fighting for homosexual rights.
"It was such a big story that
we had to interview several
people," he said. "All of our
staff was working on this
story."

"We put out an extra 4
pages on that story made up
of pictures and copy," Castillo
said excitedly. "We were complimented on the level of professionalism on that story by
some of the media."
He said that working at the
newspaper provided for these
type of situations whereby one
could test the skills obtained in
a classroom learning.
"[I was like one big lest," he
said. "It gave me an opportunity to Judge what I was doing."
He said his experiences in
the school paper made things
easier out in the field as well as
good writing skills.
"In this field you must stress
writing," he added. "Always
believe you can improve your
writing."
He said he was very fortunate to obtain the kind of
education and experiences he
received.

UCPC places
first

The University Center Provery good coverage for any
gram
Council received a first
student who may come to
school and not be covered by place for its survival kit and a
their parents insurance," second place for its one color
poster of the talent search at
Castillo said.
the
American College Unions
"This plan pays in addition
International
conference last
to any other medical inweekend
at
Louisiana
State
surance your parents may
University.
in
Baton
Rouge.
have," said Castillo.
"The annual coverage
Students attended sessions
would protect a student for a on "Marketing the College
whole year whether the stu- Union," "Building a Cofdent is enrolled in school or is fehouse From Scratch" and
on vacation," Castillo said.
"Selecting and Promoting a
If the student transfers lo Diversified Film Program" and
another school, the policy "Recruting, Motivating, and
may be renewed at the same Recognizing Volunteers."
student rate.

Taco sale to benefit cancer victim
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"A young reporter will be
more valuable if he diversifies
his education."
"I took more than the required courses in print and
radio and TV," Castillo explained. "One of the professors who helped me the
most was Harry Quinn, who
was the adviser al that lime."
"He gave me a lot of encouragement," he said. "He
always urged me on."
One of Castillo's biggest
stories at PAU came in the
Spring of 1978.

Low-cost insurance
available to students
A low-cost health and accident insurance plan in which
PAU students may enroll can
be obtained from Student
Health Services, according to
Dora Castillo. director. •
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Just a few steps off Campus
(N. W. Corner of University Dr. & Sugar Rd.)
Country Western Dancing Nightly
(Wednesday thru Saturday}
Open 4 p.m. - 12 a.m. Monday, Tuesday
4 p.m. - 2 p.m. Wednesday - Friday
12 Noon - 2 p.m. Saturday
12:15 - 8 p.m. Sunday
(or until the football game is over)

HAPPY HOUR 4-9:30 DAILY

We Have Special Prices, Video
Games, Football (Cable T.V.).

Dancing.
Happy Hour

Come Check Us Out
Ladies Are Always Welcomed
Under New Management

Queen, Lady of Camelot and
Phi Kappa Tau little sister.
The Ladies of Camelot,
!K's, Alpha Phi Omega, Phi
Kappa Tau and their little
sisters will be sponsoring a
benefit fajita taco sale on Oct.
28 in th UC circle to raise
money for Gonzalez's medical
expenses.
The fajlta taco sale will be

from 10:30 a .m. to 1:30 p .m.
Thursday. On Tuesday, Oct.
26, members of the five
organizations will pick up
orders from faculty or students
wishing to buy tickets for the
taco sale. Each taco will be
$1.
Any donations may be
mailed to Noemi Gonzalez,
P.O . Box 1073, Mercedes, Tx

78570.

UCPC
TALENT
SEARCH
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Bronc Sports Calendar

Pan Atn gatnes select coaches

Oct. 21 to 27
Men• Cro■s Country

Thursday Oct. 21, U.T. Invitational at Georgetown, Tx.
Mens Soccer

Saturday Oct. 23, Trinity at PAU 2 p .m.
Wednesday Oct. 27, St. Marys at PAU 4 p.m.

Wome ns Volleyball
Monday Oct. 25, Laredo College, Texas A&I at PAU 6 p.m.

ROTC sponsors Drill Team
Pearl Hernandez, a 1982
graduate of McAllen High
School, has been selected to
organize and train a women's
precision drill team at PAU,
according to Major Richard J.
Atkinson, head of the military
science department.
Hernandez, former commander of Rowe's Raiders,
the girl's precision drill unit at
McAllen High School, said
she hopes to sign up at least
20 students initially. Female
students may join this group
and widen their chances for
other opportunities such as in
modeling and in the field of

communications, Atkinson
said.
The purpose for the unit will
be to represent the university
on campus and at community
events while teaching members of the marching unit individual and group leadership
skills. The unit in ROTCsponsored, but you don't
have to be in ROTC to be in
the unit. Costuming will be
discussed once the unit is
organized.
Students interested in joining the drill team may call
Hernandez at 631-7238 or
the ROTC department at 381r3600.

CC T earns 2nd & 3rd
Warming up for their district
meets in November, the
men's and women's cross
country teams ran creditably
last week at the West Lake Invitational in San Antonio.
The Broncs ran second to
University of Texas at San Antonio, who hosted the event.
but PAU beat the third place
Texas Longhorns. The scores
were UTSA. 25; PAU. 44:
and Texas, 57.
Joe Guajardo, a freshman ,
topped the Bronc runners.

Marten Westberg, Pat Vargas,
Hernan Figuroa and Oscar
Vargas also helped the Broncs
bunch up well to score their
44 points and score a rare victory over the Longhorns.
Meanwhile, the Lady
Broncs finished third of five
teams at San Marcos. They
ran behind Texas A&M and
UTSA. but beat Laredo College and host Southwest
Texas State University
Neither PAU team had a
finisher in the top three individuals.

Tri-match ahead
The women's volleyball
team takes a 14-14 record into its next home action, a trimatch with Texas A&l and
Laredo Junior College at 5:30
p.m. Monday.
In the trl-match played over
the weekend the Lady Broncs
came in second out of four
teams - San Antonio, Laredo,

Texas A&l and PAU. Sofia
Ramirez and Carmen Hernandez selected
All Toumament players.
Coach Becky de los Santos
said the Lady Broncs still h<!ve
a chance for an invitation to
the state tournament. They
will be notified on this matter
around Nov. 1.

Kruger, 30, took his first
Coach Jack Hartman of
Kansas State University didn't major university head job at
hesitate to pick a young, first- PAU this year. He served as
year basketball coach to fill his assistant coach for Hartman's
coaching staff for America's highly successful program
team in the 1983 Pan Ameri- (four trips to the NCAA
playoffs during the five years
can Games.
he was an aide).
Hartman knew what, and
who, he wanted when he selected Coach Lon Kruger of
Pan American University. The
rules said he had to name a
college head coach. This gave
him some 1,200 to choose
among.
"Generally, I felt that there
were a lot of outstanding
coaches who would have
done an outstanding job for
the United States," Hartman
said. "But I felt that my past
relationships and experiences
with Lon Kruger put him jn
the front. He was an outstanding player and he is an
outstanding young man, both
as a player and a coach."
"All those things you like to
see in a young athlete and a
young coach, he represented-integrity, class, natural talent.
He's just an exceptional person."

assistant coach under Hartman, now head coach at
Washburn University in
Topeka, Kan. , since 1978.

director of the National
Federation of State High
Associations."

Chipman and Kruger teamed up as Kansas State's championship backcourt during two
Big Eight title years, 1972 and
1973. Kruger was Big Eight
Player of the year twice as a
G-foot-11 guard. Chipman
and he complemented each
other neatly with Chipman as
the guard at 6-foot-2 .

"The committee members
include Dave Gavitt, commissioner of the Big East Conference; Dean Smith, North
Carolina; John Thompson,
Georgetown; Tom Apke, Colorado ; Frank Arnold,
Brigham Young University;
and C.M. Newton, Vanderbilt."

With the PAU Broncs, Kruger faces no easy task, turning
around a team that went 5-20
last year and must regroup
under pressure from a fierce
schedule. The Broncs must
play at DePaul, Louisiana
Although Kruger's official tiState and Tulsa. the latter in a tle with the Pan Am Games
tournament featuring national will be team manager, his acchampion North Carolina.
tua.1 duties will be business
manager and assistant coach.
Rules of the Pan Am Games
"It always takes a little time limit squads to 12 players and
to get a program going," Hart- three staff members.
man said about Kruger's new
"Our committee put a lot of
assignment. "He's taken on
an ambitious schedule, but effort into selecting the Olymyou couldn't get a better man pics and Pan Am Games
coaches," said Tom McGrath,
for the job."
associate executive director of
With the Pan American the Amateur Basketball AsGames (no relation to PAU), sociation in Colorado Springs.
coach Hartman will be reunited with two of his all-time
best performers at K-state,
Lon Kruger and Bob Chipman . Chipman was another

"The committee that picks
the coaches is chaired by Brice
Durbin, who is executive

Trinity visits the homeland
After holding powerful
Houston Baptist to a scoreless
tie in Houston, the PAU soccer team, which holds a 2-3-2
record, comes home this
weekend to battle Trinity
University's Tigers at 2 p .m .
Saturday.
Goalie, Jose Vielma. came
through for 18 saves during
PAU's 2 1 loss and 0-0 tie at
Houston Baptist HBU's
Huskies were ranked sixth in
the Midwest (which includes
Texas for soccer purposes) .

The tie may have knocked the
Huskies out of the national
playoffs.
Jorge Rodriguez and Abie!
Rodriguez each gained AllTournamnet honors in the
Houston Baptist tournament,
which HBU won PAU lost its
other game to the University
of New Orleans. 2-0 The 2- 1
loss Friday was a see-saw
game. Juan Ortegon scored
PAU's only goal on an assist
from Ignacio Ortiz
"Actua.ly the whole team
played as well as you could

Once the head coach is
selected, McGrath explained,
he is given the right to recommend his assistants. "We
don't want to tie his hands
regarding who he works
with."
The Pan Am Games, America's top sports effort outside
the Olympics, will stage its
ninth quadrennial action next
August in Caracas, Venezuela. Nearly every nation in
North and South America will
compete.
America's basketball team
will be selected from among
48 to 56 individual candidates
next May.

~

-~

..

~

ask them to play," said Coach
Reggie Tredaway "We had
some good shots at the goal
that didn't go in. That's just
soccer.
"Houston Baptist has one
of the best college teams I've
seen . They have two starters
from the United States, and
the rest from Puerto Rico,
Ghana, Peru, Nigeria and
Colombia."
The PAU Broncs will be up
against St. Mary's University,
which carries a 7-1-1 record,
on Oct. 27

PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS
LAW SCHOOL INFORMATION

DATE: Thursday, October 28

FREE

TIME: 10:30 a.m. · 3:00 p .m.
PLAC E: Political Science
Conference Room
For further information contact Dr. Jerry Polinard

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON LAW CENTER
• J.D. DEGREE (Day and Evening Divisions)
• JOINT DEGREE PROGRAM: J.D./M.B.A., J.D./M.A. History,
J.D./M.A. Urban Studies
• INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS: Mexican Legal Studies
• SPECIAL PROGRAMS: Health Law Institute, Energy Studies Program
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Activity Calendar

Oct. 26 Tuesday
10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Bible Study sponsored by InterVarsity Christian Fellowship at UC 306A.

Oct. 21 Thursday
10:35 a.m. · 11:35 a.m. Book sale sponsored by InterVarsity Christian Fellowship in front of snack bar.

10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Meet Dean of Students Judy Vinson sponsored by UCPC at UC overflow.

7 p.m. · 10 p.m. Rap sessionon dating sponsored by the
Counseling Advisement Center at UC 307, 307A
Organizations, remember to check mailboxes for maps of the
Carnival of the Great Pumpkin.

10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Mass at the Chapel sponsored by
Catholic Campus Ministry.

Oct. 27 Wednesday

7 p.m. and overnight. Study Night sponsored by Catholic
Campus Ministry at CCM Center at 1615 Kuhn. Doors close
at 11 p .m.

Oct. 23 Saturday
10 a.m. · 5 p.m. Free carwash sponosored by Sigma Alpha
Eta in McAllen at Martinez Exxon at 10th Street and Harvey.

Oct. 28 Thursday
UCPC Talent Show entry form deadline. Due at UC 303.

6:30 p.m. · 10:30 p.m. Masquerade Party sponsored by the
Baptist Student Union at the BSU Center on 107 across from
University Center.

Oct. 31 Sunday
Rhodes scholarship application deadline. For more information contact Kenneth Bain, director of the honors program,
at LA 356 or at 381-2515.

Oct. 25 Monday
10 a.m - 8 p.m. Makeup yearbook pictures scheduled Oct.
25 to Oct. 29 in the LRC Lobby.
7.30 p.m. - 9 p.m. Wine and Cheese Party sponsored.by
Catholic Campus Ministry at 1615 W. Kuhn at CCM Center.

Nov. 1 Monday
Deadline for financial aid applications for spring semester.
Deadline for filing thesis for master's degree.

Financial aid survey set
Financial aid will survey 36
classes here and 12 at the
PAU-Brownsville campus
next week.
"The survey is extremely
important because it will help
in determining student

aoffiiiGt

budgets for 83-84 and directly
affects student awards,"
Clemintine Cantu, financial
aid director said.
The survey will be administered during class and
will take 15 to 20 minutes.

~-··
BARBER
&
HAIRSTYLING

,...,.,.L
383-9012

• Jewelry

• Gift
Wrappina
• Enll'ffina
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Financial aid

additional federal monies
resulting in a 36 percent increase. The 1981-82 level
was $352,332. This year the
level of lending was increased
to $553,856. This increased
was due to PAU having a
default rate of under 10 percent.
"Other schools had their
entire NDSL cut due to their

default rate,"Cantu added.
As of Oct. 15, there were
4 ,357 students receiving
some type of aid this
semester.
The ccllege-workstudy program was also cut six percent.
For the 1982-83 year,
workstudy was allotted
$960,000 compared to last
year's level of $985,335.

Business

continued from page 1
Texas A&M have accounting classroom and laboratories.
accreditation.
In addition, the second
Currently 30 percent of the floor reading room would also
university enrollment is major- be converted to offices, labs
ing in an area of business. If and classroom space.
the trend continues in five to
There Is also the proposed
six years, business majors annex which has been apcould comprise 40 percent of proved by the Board of Rethe total enrollment.
gents. The annex would add
To keep up with the current 21,000 feet of space and it
2500 students majoring in would be between the educabusin~ss and the expected in- tion and business buildings.
crease, there is a proposed
Brewerton expects this to
renovation of the computer become a reality in four to five
center. The center would be
years.
converted Into offices.

Veterans to receive SAR,s
Veterans will be receiving
an adjusted Student Aid
Report due to the newly approved treatment of educa-

tional benefits. These revised
SAR's should be brought to
the financial aid office as soon
as possible.

VALLEY
COMPUTER
S Y S T E M S . , :i:,.., c::

~

HOME, PERSONAL AND
BUSINESS COMPUTERS
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS.

00h wnodat ..
lWIN PALM PLAZA
1101N CAGEBLVO SUITEA·l

PHARR. TEXAS 785n
EXPWY 83ATUS281
\512)781-8560

I

PJ' £ati
HAPPY HOUR

3:30 to 5:30 P .M.

ALL SOFT DRINKS HALF OFF
1
Coupon------------------,
r-------------------:
99¢ foot-long hot dog
:
I
1.

21-27th
--------------------------------

------
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Socialist Worker Senate candidate
to speak Mondayfor PAU Vote '82
The Socialist Worker Party
candidate for the U.S. Senate
will speak and answer questions Monday at 1:30 p.m. In
the Liberal Arts Building
Auditorium.
Norma Saldana is the last in
a series of speakers of the
PAU Vote '82 program sponsored by the PAU Student
Association .

Saldana is a member of the
Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers Union 4-367 at the
Shell Deer Park Refinery in
the Houston area.
The 34-year-old daughter
of migrant farm workers told a
San Antonio reporter earlier
this year that she· does not
really expect to win the race,
but said that her campaign is a

start toward breaking away
from the Democratic and Republican parties.

Toledo city coordinator of the
nati"nal demonstration for the
Eoual Rights Amendme~t.

Saldana has worked in the
Farm Labor Organizing Committee in Ohio from 1970 to
1978 and is a member of the
National Organization for
Women.

She has also been a member of the American Federation of Teachers, the National
Education Association and the
United Steelworkers of America.
In 1977, she was the Socialist Workers candidate for

In July 1978, she was the

49 booths registered

I
'{

"We have a large number of
booths, compared to part
years," Godinez said. "I think
the carnival will be a success.
If there is no rain , the 30th will
be a really great evening."
However, a rain date has
been set for Nov. 6.
Other events scheduled for
the carnival are a legs contest
and a costume contest. Both
contests are open to the

public. Contestants will be
judged by the public and the
winners will receive a $25,
$15 or $10 prize. Persons
entering these contests must
sign up at the UCPC booth by
9 p.m. on the night of the
carnival.
Another contest held in
conjunction with the Carnival
was the pumpkin carving contest. This contest took place

I

.

..

A'

\
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In February of this year, she
toured Cuba to see first-hand
the results of the Cuban Revolution. She has said that the
quality of life in that country
has improved since the revolution and advocates ceasing
"the war moves against Cuba"
by the United States.

Meet the VP--Dr. Ron Applbaum, vlce-praldent of
academic affairs, will addreH atudenta, faculty
and ataff Tunday during
activity period In the
cafeteria overflow room
(PAU Photo)

Spring financial aid

UCPC puts on 17th annual
Carnival of Great Pumpkin
More than 40 student organizations will participate in
the 17th annual Carnival of
the Great Pumpkin Saturday
at 7 p.m. in the UC parking
lot.
49 booths, ranging from
food to a spaceship, will comprise this year's carnival according to Belinda Godinez,
UCPC special events chairperson.

the city council In Toledo
Ohio.
'

\

\

'·
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yesterday in the Ballroom.
Approximately 14 organizations participated. Today and
tomorrow the carved pumpkins will be on display in the
LRC lobby for the penny vote.
Students and go by between
9:30 to 2:00 and vote for te
pumpkin of their choice.
Other forms of entertainment include the Rocky Horror Picture Show, to be shown
Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m., 10 p.m., and 12 p.m.
in the Ballroom. A costume
contest will take place at every
showing. Admission will be
$2.50 with student I.D. and
$3.50 for general admission.
According to Godinez,
UCPC will be selling Rocky
Horror survival kits which include rice, newspaper, matches, a playing card and a
slice of toasted bread .
Bo Garza and the South
Texas Wailers will provide the
music from 7 p.m. to 11 pm.,
when all contests will take
place.
KRGV disc-jockeys, Bob
Perry, Eli Molano and Scott
Taylor will be the emcees for
the contests. KRGV will also
do a live radio Temote and
sponsor a gelatin jump. Prizes
ranging from I-shirts to albums
to money will be given away
by KRGV.
Godinez warns students not
to take their vehicles onto the
UC parking lot, which will
close at 6 p. m .. because of the
electrical wiring.
"There is a large variety of
booths." she said. "Because
we have electrical wiring,
there are lots more food
booths than in the past. There
will be a little something for
everybody."

forms due Monday
Nov. 1 is the deadline for left over," Cantu said.
priority treatment for students
Applications for grants,
applying for financial aid for loans or work-study may be
made at the Student Financial
the spring semester at PAU.
Aid office in University Center
Students who apply by that Room 108 between 8 a.m.
date will have more assurance and 4:30 p.m. on weekdays.
of receiving the funds they
need, according to ClemenStudents from families with
tine Cantu, director of Stu- incomes of less than $30,000
dent Financial Aid.
a year usually can find some
"After that date, they'll just" form of financial aid, Cantu
have to take whatever may be said.

Republican state treasurer
candidate speaks Friday
by the PAU Student Association.
PAUSA will also have
tables set up to distribute campaign material today, Monday
and Tuesday ~I the University
Allan Clark will be on cam- Center and at the library.
The tables will be open to all
pus as a speaker for the PAU
Vote '82 program sponsoredr.4·-candldates.
The Republican candidate
for state treasurer will speak In
the Liberal Arts Building
Auditorium tomorrow at 2: 15
p.m.

Orchestra to
perform
The Pan American University Valley Symphony Orchestra w!ll perform at 8 p. m .
today in the Jacob Brown
Auditorium in Brownsville.
James Raphael, from New
York will be featured at the
concert. On Oct. 29, he will
perform a solo at the Fine Arts
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets
will be $2 for students and for
those at the age of 65 and
over. General admission will
be charged $4.
Tickets will be $6 for
general admission, $4 for
students and $13 for seats in
the conductor's circle, for the
performance on Oct. 28 in
the Jacob Brown Auditorium
in Brownsville. On both nights
the orchestra will feature
soloist James Raphael on the
piano.

The November Pops Con-·
cert will feature the world
famous flamenco guitarist,
Carlos Montoya, Nov. 29 at
the McAllen Palmer Pavillion.
Advance tickets will be
$12.50, $10 and $7 according to seat location. Tickets
purchased at the door will be
$15. $12 and $8.
Advance single tickets may
be purchased at the Chamber
of Commerce in McAllen and
Edinburg and at Brownsville's
Information Center.
Admission will remain the
same when Montoya performs Nov. 30 at Harlingen at
Casa de Amistad.
These concerts are presented by the South Texas
Symphony Association in
cooperation with Pan
American University.
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Letters to the Editor
Unhopeful UN
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This individual was Seth
you say -· how is this, when
CaNDiThe most intriguing part of U.S. Marines are keeping Tillman, who, after a visit to a
"favela" (ghetto) in Brazil in
peace in Lebanon?!!
your editorial In last week's
The problem Is that the the mid-60's, wrote:
"Pan American" was the use
of the word "hope" three Third World, which has waves
When you see a favela , ii is
upon waves of people who
times to describe the U.N.,
while never using the word are hungry, frustrated , op- hard lo understand why we,
pressed and exploited, Is in the Russians, and everyone
"effective".
You wrote that the IAEA is charge of the U N because of else lack !he impulse to get
"one of the most hopeful" of these masses but the masses together, to drop the arms
all U.N. organizations. How are controlled by maniacs like and space races and give all of
Amin, Khadafy, the Aytollah, our energy and efforts to the
can that be when you also admit that it has contadictory etc, etc. And these manaics favelas of the world , because
goals? Eleven nations have now want the "big Stick" to they are not to be endured,
CoMPa~SioNaTe
Joined the nuclear club since enforce or "police" the world because they are indecent. I
MaN WHO' &
IAEA's formation -- testimony through the UN "peace-keep- do not understand - I comto Its inability to stop or slow ing" forces . So, building pletely fail to understand -why
WiLLiNG To TRaDe
nuclear proliferation and its nucelar plants and teaching all the human misery in the
DeaTH WiTH
powerlessness to combat them how to build nuclear world is not regraded as the
most
urgent
and
Important
bombs
won't
bring
about
nuclear technology abuse (in
THe Ru~~Kie§;
the cases of Iraq and India) . If peace. The UN with the Third problem. requiring precP-:ient
IAEA is the most hopeful of World in charge will bring over all others . . . I said
the U.N. organizations, then about a World neclear goodbye to my friends. the
priest a id the Volunteers who
Holocaust.
the U.N. is really in trouble.
However, America can give work with the people of the
The U.N. has failed to
recognize the cause of most the world HOPE and PEACE favela, humbled by what I had
International tension today without the U N or the IAEA. seen and humbled by the
--the explosion of terrorism, of We can feed the masses that human spirit. the spark of
which the consequences are are starving if our country will compassion that makes some
not ignored but rewarded. continue to let the farmers few men feel that they must
The P.L.O. is given legitimacy produce record crops instead do something, however small.
by way of a General Assembly of paying hem subsidies not to to alleviate the misery of other
seat, despite their connection plant. Then we let our youth men.
policy
to the Baader-Meinhof Gang, in Peace Corps distribute this
the Japanese Red Army, and food in foreign countries and Robert L. McDowell
other terrorist groups. Even while they a re down there let
after the Christia, "halangists them also build hospitals.
are found to be gt. "I of the libraries, social centers and
y Seis reply
Beirut massacre of Palestinian churcnes through tax dollars
civilians, the Israelis are blam- or donations from U.S.
ed. Oh well •- behind every citizens.
Now Ella de los Santos and
For our peace, America Elizabeth Stucke say that Miss
witch hunt there is a witch
Persons wishing to contriYou assert. without any and President Reagan should de los Santos never mentionfacts, that the Reagan Ad- be pressured into feeding the ed doing away with any of the bute to The Pan American are
ministration perpetuates inter- Third World that is here In our Mexican celebrations, but that reminded that all outside copy
national disputes. You are Western Hemisphere first so is not the whole truth. First of (not written by a staff reporter)
merely looking at the world In that the governments and all. the article was referring must be submitted by Friday
a bipolar mindset ignoring the Communists stop killing innoonly to "Diez-y-Seis" and noon to be considered for
evolution of Third World cent people even if they are "Cinco de Mayo" not any publication in the following
realpolitik. The next lime you the masses . . . the peons Mexican
Celebrations. week's newspaper.
indict the President, try using (INDIANS). That's what it's
Also. all submissions must
Secondly, it is true that she
really about, Anna.
facts for a change
asked for equal time for other include a name and phone
The U.S. has, for 33 years, E. Kay Wilson
holidays in the opening number shoulo we need more
provided almost half the
sentence of her last information .
budget of the U.N. while
paragraph. However: the big,
hosting a forum for disadvanThe copy must be typed
black letters of the article's double-spaced on a 60-space
taged nations to alternately
Some people on this camheading read DUMP DlEZ-Y- line. This is essential. Extra
take our money and curse us.
It's time this utopian experi- pus must not have ever seen SEIS. According to the typewriters in our newsroom
ment, at the expense of other university campuses If
at Emilia Hall 100 are usually
American taxpayers, ended they had, they would realize American Heritage Dic- available.
--on whatever pretext Main- how good the parking situa- tionary. the word dump (as
taining our dignity and stan- tion here is. Many universities
used in the heading) means to
ding by our idlv1dual have no parking at all on cam- "discard or foist (a problem)
pus
or
parking
only
o
n
the
agreements is much more
unceremoniously." Surely.
Czelow Milosz. winner of
conducive to peace than an outer edges of the campus.
that is not a misinterpretation . the 1980 Nobel Prize for
Here
even
at
the
busiest
time
expensive, unproductive pro,literature, will be on campus
periods parking space is
paganda forum .
As for Joseph Mangin's let- Nov. 9 as a presentation of
campus.
It
always
available
on
When was the last time
ter. all I can say is that after a the Living Author Series.
U.N . peacekeeping forces would not hurt most people to long, hard day, it provided me
more;
in
fact,
most
peowalk
Persons seeklng to be wellever ended an International
with a few good laughs
prepared for his visit should be
dispute? The answer to this ple would benefit from more
Isidoro Leon, Jr.
familiar with the following
U.N. trivia question is: Never. exercise. It seems that some
people
are
so
lazy
they
would
John M artin Klein
not be satisfied unless they
university paved the entire
campus so they would drive
up to the doors of the
buildings.
The PAUSA Senate is presently considering conslltutional
I mean really, Anna!!
Apparently some people Ig- amendments that, if approved. will come into eftect this
The U.S . has the right to
puU all of the "rugs" out from nore parking tickets. Maybe if coming year. These constitutional amendments are prounder the UN it wants to since immobilizers were put on their posals that come from all the areas of student government
America keeps that world cars. they would learn that The area where those amendments are centered is the exgovernment running through people who break the rules ecutive branch.
The present executive branch officers feel that those
tax dollars from U .S citizens. must face the consequences.
amendments are needed for a more consistent student
America doesn't have to Kat herine Rankin
government. Those constitutional amendme nts if approved
threaten •· It Just pulls the
by the senate will be presented to the election commission
"money rugs" out from under
The ame ndments will then be voted at the same itme as the
the UN because it's the main
source of support.
Bronco Queen electio ns.
PAUSA. as part of its PAU VOTE '82 will man tables with
So, naturally, if the U N
I would like to add so me- campaign material from different political parties today and
does not "resolve disputes
among nations'' the way thing to Kathy Rankin's letter Nov. 2 during activity period. Students so desiring may pick
America wants It done, then in the October 21st issue of up this literature and read so that their choice for the canthere is really no purpose to 1he Pan American, concern- didates can be based on the most qualified person for the
Ing the Salvadoran refug-ees, position Also o n No v. 1, Norma Saldana, candidate for
the UN, is there?!
but will say ii in the words of a U.S. Senate of the Socialist Worke r Party will be on camI have never in all my years forme r staff me mber of the pus. S he will speak and answer questio ns a t the LA 101 at
heard o ne premise co me out Senate Fo reign Relatio ns
of the U N. that was HOPE- Committee, because I could 1:30 p .m.
FUL.
Vice-President
ne ver put 11 so eloquently tn
Tomas Gonzales
Perpetuating disputes
my own words
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Newspaper copy 01ust be

in by Friday noon

Plenty of parking

Regarding letters to the
editor. we will maintain the
policy of printing all letters we
receive. reserving the right, of
course. to edit. We will edit
should the letter exceed the
200-wo rd limit or should
libelous statements be made.
All letters must be signed,
altough the writer may ask
that the name be withheld .
Besides letters to the editor,
readers can express their
views and share their knowledge about different Issues
through the guest column If a
students or faculty member Is
interested in writing a guest
column. he or she can contact

The Pan American by calling
2542 or by coming to our offices in Emilia Hall.
Some of you may have noticed the changed format of
the Activity Calendar. To
make the calendar more usefu I, it will Include only
c!eadlines and special activities
open to the ·general reader In
other words. the calendar will
not inlcude regularly scheduled organization meetings
which members should know
about. anyway.
To maximize the usefulness
of the calendar. we ask that
items for the calendar be submitted at least two weeks
before the event.

Nobel Prize writer to speak
works: Captive Mmd (sociological history): Selected
Poems,
Milosz will speak at 10:30
a m. in the Fine Arts Aud1troium, An autographing session will begin at 4:30 p .m. in
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the university Ballroom and a
reading will take place in the
Fine Arts Auditorium at 8
p m followed by a question
and answer period
There will be a $3 charge
per person to attend all o r any
combination of these events.
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Democrats

Republicans

Candidates
Gov. Mark White .......... Bill Clements
Lt. Gov. Bill Hobby ....... George Strake
Att. Gen. Jim Mattox ........... Bill Mier
Land Com. Gary Mauro . Woody Glasscock
Ag. Comm . Jim Hightower .... Thornberry
Comptroller Bob Bullock ... Mike Richards
State treas. Ann Richards ...... Bob Allen
State Rep. J uan Hinojosa ...... J im Briggs
U,S. Senator Ll oyd Bensten .. Jim Collins

'The Pan American, reminds
all registered voters to do
so Tuesday
Yearbook Photo
0

Movie Review

Make - Up Days

'Jekyll, Hyde

SSS %S%%%SSSSSSSS

Together

T
Again,: classic story with twist 0
By Randy Klutts
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
is a classic story that has been
the source of dozens of films-some frightening. some mildly
amusing. But none of them
are as different, as offbeat and
as much fun as "Jekyll and
Hyde...Together Again."
The tale begins, of course,
with the kindly DL Jekyll--a
brilliant surgeon, a dedicated
researcher and (for lack of better term) a sniveling wimp.
Played by Mark Blankfield
of Fridays, Jekyll is out to
alleviate mankind's suffering
with the use of a sparkling
white powder resembling an
illicit substance popular in
L.A.
When Jekyll accldently inbibes a snootful of this white
powder. he is Instantly
transformed Into a psychotic
swinger--complete with pinky
ring, gold chains, shirt open to
the navel and a hairdo like
dreadlocks shot with a million
volts of electricity.
Dr. Jekyll (now Mr. Hyde)
then goes on a hilarious rampage through downtown L.A.

and shows he is the ultimate
party guy. He moons a nun,
abuses boxboys, spends
outrageous sums of money
and wakes up in strange beds.
This weird variation--or
deviation--on the Jekyll-andHyde theme is carried off ex:
tremely well by Blankfield. His
portrayals of both roles are
handled with incredible
energy and a real sense of
fun.
The two women in his life-one for each personality--are
played by Bess Armstrong
and Krista Errickson.
Armstrong,
who's
demonstrated her acting ability on a number of 1V shows,
plays his rich and conceited
fiancee Mary with great style.
Errlckson plays Ivy Venus,
the sexy chanteuse of
Madame Woo Woo's punk
rock club, with the kind of
seriousness only a real airhead
can possess.
Tim Thomerson plays a
rather kinky plastic surgeon
named Knute Layton. But
Thomerson, who is a first-rate
standup comedian, isn't given

a lot to do in this movie. And
it Just doesn't make any sense.
If I were to recast this
movie, I would keep
Blankfield as Jekyll But 1
would definitely cast Thomerson as Hyde. I have seen
Thomerson's nightclub act.
He is Mr. Hyde.

One of the best gags,
though, is Thomerson's attempt to do a breast enlargement treatment on a woman
Things naturally get out of
control, and the results take
on freakish proportions.
"Jekyll and Hyde ... Together Again"ends on a note
so weird that II could only
have been inspired by Mel
Brooks.
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But if Robert Louis Stevenson did not turn over in his
grave after other versions of
his story were turned into
films. he does in this one.

Place: LRC Lobby
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Besides these screwball
characters, this movie is loaded with great gags. The name
of Jekyll's hospital. for example, is Our Lady of Pain and
Suffering.
And over the P.A. system,
a nurse warns patients without
paid-up insurance to please
leave--or else

College Republicans meet today
The College Republicans
will hold a meeting in LA 119
at activity period today. All
new members are encouraged
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UCPC talent entry forms due today
Entry forms for the "That's slon and a $3 entry fee for the
Entertainment" talent com: organizational division.
petition are due Oct. 28.
In the organizational diviOnly 15 applications have sion, five or more members
' been picked up, but we are must represent their campus
still ~ting applications," organizations. Either a group
-. said Alan Iglesias. talent com- of students or a lone person
petition chairman. The forms can be 1.n the performance of
can be obiained from UC 303. the student talent area. Any ·
The "Entertainment" talent faculty member can parcompetition Is scheduled for liclpale in the faculty section.
. The best overall talent fTom
Nov. 11 and is sponsored by
the Fine Arts Committee of the three categories will
the University Center Pro- receive · the grand performance award. a trophy and
gram Council, said Iglesias.
There is a $2 entry fee for $50. The top three of each
the student and faculty divi- category will each be awarded

a first. second. and third place
trophy
"The objective of the Entertainment talent competition is
to get the organizations in•
volved in the PAU activities.
Also, so the organizatio!_ls can
uget exposure." said Iglesias.
The decision of the judges
will be based on originality.
creativity and showmanship.
Judging will be based on 30
points for each section. for a
maximum of 90 points-on the
overall performance. In case
of a tie. the decision will be
based on crowd reaction.

(previously recorded during
the original performance). An
additional 10 points will be
awarded for that. bringing the
total to 100 point maximum.
"Having received second
place on the Ent~rtainment
talent ·-show poster a·t
American College Unions lntemational Conference. we
want to make the Entertainment talent competition. a
first-rate production by uniting
the students. faculty. and
organizations to discover
talents that the university
has." concluded Iglesias.

Dean oJ Students Juru, Vinson

Dean tells students of various services

':The Bridge" by Phlllp Field

Oil painting stolen
from faculty exhibit

Dean of Students Judy Vinson told students Tuesday
about the variety of services
available to s tudents and invited those attending to take
part in a question-and-answer
discussion.
Amon~ the services offered

Faculty union
endorses White

Any person who knows any
information about the stolen
Pan American United Faoil painting should go by the
culty. a faculty union, voted
art department office in the art Friday lo accept the enannex just north of the Fine
dorsements of its state afArts Auditorium from 8 a.m.
filitate, Texas United Faculty,
to 4 p .m. . call Field at for the Nov. 2 election. The
381-3482 or go by Art Annex
guild. also voted to endorse
101A.
candidates in Valley elections
The exhibit offered a wide
for state and federal offices.
range of techniques from
For governor, the guild
traditional watercolors to voted to accept TUF's enavant grade work and was
dorsement of Mark White.
open lo the public at no
This vote was based on
charge.
White's stated concern for
~ - - - - - - - -- - - - ----------....l teachers and his promised
support and on Bill Clements'
abysmal record on education
in general and certain of the
appointments he has made to
the Pan American University
Board of Regents in particular, according to James
A student majoring in art al native Indian speak Nahuatl. I Aldridge, PAUF president.
Texas Southmosl College will was enchanted," Hoffman
Other Texas United Faculty
give a presentation Nov. 2 011 said.
endorsements for state office
Nahuatl. the language of the
She described the language accepted by the guild were Bill
Aztecs.
as "a unique conglomeration Hobby for lieutenant goverThe presentation. titled of clicks and aspirations with
nor. Jim Mattox for attorney
"The Aztec Language Yester- an exotic flavor-very pleasant general, Ann Richards for
day and Today." will be in and musical.
treasurer. Gary Mauro for
Fine Arts Room 228 at 2:30
"The infinite number of land commissioner, and Jim
p.m. Blanca L. Hoffman's ex- dialects and sub-dialects re- Hightower for agriculture
pertise in the Aztec language mind me of a vast field of commissioner.
and culture derives from ex- fragrant and colorful flowers."
tensive study and research.
Local endorsements were
she said.
Het presentation will pro"Nahuatl must be the based on candidates' records
vide answers to three basic world's most suitable language of support for Pan American
questions: What was Mexico's for poetry. tailor-made for University and on interviews
original native language like? poetic concepts and expres- centering on issues of concern
How did Spanish influence it? sion."
to faculty members. For the
Who still speaks the Aztec
Eighteen paintings and Texas House of represen•
dialects?
drawings by Hoffman depic- latives. endorsements were
ting Aztec life will be displayed voled for Juan Hinojosa.
She will also highlight the in the Fine Arts Gallery Tony Garcia and Alejandro
poetic and aesthetic qualities through Oct. 30. The exhibi- Moreno. Hector Uribe was enof Nahuatl
tion and presentation are free dorsed for the stale senate.
"The first lime I heard a
"#.......Ho..._ , . ._ _ __ to the public.
In elections for federal ofSometime alter Oct. 13,
"The Bridge," a small oil painting, was apparently stolen
from the university att gallery
in the Fine Aris Complex.
The work by Philfp Field,
ssistant professor of art, was
eported missing from a faculexhibit on Oct. 14. A
photograph of the missing
work, which measures six by
· ht inches, has been sent to
art dealers, museums and
police.

TSC presents Aztec
language, culture
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During the discussion. Vin- crease of dorm visiting hours.
to students that come under
Vinson announced that the
son
emphasized the need for
her supervision as dean of
university
was now undertakstudents are student health, clear and direct communicaing
a
recruiting
campaign to
student publications. appeals tion between the students and
increase enrollment, which
for traffic and safety. advise- the administration.
One plan suggested was the has dropped in the past few
ment of foreign students, and
years.
the printing and distribution of
"In past years we didn't
distribution
of
a
questionalre
the student handbook.
on campus In which students have to do this because there
was always enough students
could express their opinion
in the Valley who wanted to
and a consensus of opinion
go
to college." Vinson said.
could be gathered.
"But with the decrease of
Al~o discussed was the
college-age students. ii is
scheduling of more activities
something we had to do."
for dorm residents and the infices, the Pan American guild
voted to endorse Kika De La
Garza for U.S. House of Representatives and Lloyd Bentsen for the U.S. Senate. One
NEED CREDIT?
FOR SALE "78" TRANS AM for
consideration In these en$4.500 has air condition. AM FM
dorsements was the voling
8 track stereo. 45.000 miles. Information on receiving Visa,
381-2581 after 6 p.m. South Mastercards. with no credil l
history of the candidates on
301-Men·s Dorm. Ask for David. check. Other cards available. Free
issues on which the American
brochure call Personal Credit Ser-I
Federation of Teachers has
vice: (602) 946·6203 Ext. 0502. 1
taken a position, Aldridge
SACRIFICE-MUST SELL AM
said. The AFT Is the national FM Auto Reverse Nippon Cas- FOR RENT: Extra-large bedroomf
affilitate of Pan American sette In dash, car stereo. 250 for 1 college student. Only ,:
United Faculty.
watts, super slim Nippon blocks from PAU. Contact Jo~. ,
·
Equallzer. Never been used. phine Rios at 383-1796
From the point ol view of
$250 or best offer. Call Rick at
the AFT, De La Garza has
Classified rate Is 25 cents a line
262•3296
one of the best voting records
with a minimum of $1 ,25 for each
Insertion. payable In advance. ,
In the Tex.as delegation to the
NEED CREDIT HELP?
Bring Ad copy to The Pan AmeriU.S. House of represenReceive a M/ C or VISA. can, Emilia Hall. Room HK).
tatives, according to Aldridge.
Guaranteed, Nobody refused: for Deadline Is Friday noon prior
He voteci with the AFT posipublkalion on Thursday. To esli·
tion on 11 of 12 Issues, a
free brochure send S,A.S.E to mate cost. count :m letters andl
record exceeded only by GonHouse of Credit. Box 280570, spaces to a Iine. r-or Disp Iay Ad·
zales of San Antonio and ,.._
Dallas. TX 75228 or call verlislng call The Pan American at
Leland of Houston.
381-2545_
1 1·2 14-324-5944 ANYTIME.
Bentsen voted against the
low levels of support for
education contained in the
MBlgg~t Little Game Room In Town"
Senate Budget Resolution for
fiscal 1983 and for the
- 25GAMES~~
Bradley-Hollings amendment
521 SOUTH CLOSNER
\.,.N LJ
to restore the Guaranteed
MON. - THURS 6 PLAYS FOR $1.00
Student Loans program and
Weekly High Score Winner 1st 2nd, 3rd
to increase funding for other
All-Time High Score Winners "35"
educational progams.
Jim Collins. Bentsen's opTokens.
ponent, was one of only four
SUN.-THURS. 12 P.M. - 12 A.M.
Texas Congressmen to re•
ceive a rating of zero from the
AFT,
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Models show off for 'El Bronco'
By Nora E. Lopez
"It's a hobby and I enjoy it."
"It's not really that easy.
But for Lydia Rodriguez, a
There's a lot of criticism and freshman elementary educajealousy involved. Sometimes tion major from Mercedes,
I Wish I'd never got involved." getting experience was her
So why does Jaime R. reason for modeling for El
Gue:-ra, a model for four Bronco.
"If I could, I'd like to be a
years, continue to model?
"That's easy," he quickly model," Rodriguez said.
answers. "The money... the "Modeling gives you a chance
money is damn good, even to express yourself to the
public:''
around here."
Guerra was one of nine
To get experience was the
models who was chosen by same reason each of the other
Sandra Barbosa, El Bronco six models gave for volunteereditor, to model the latest stu- ing to model.
dent trends for a feature
Belinda Rivera, a freshman
layout in the 1983 yearbook. elementary education major,
Although modeling for El has modeled in the past for
Bronco was strictly volunteer, friends who own stores.
Guerra and the other eight However, modeling for El
models were on campus Bronco was her first exSaturday at 7:30 a.m. to perience with photography
prepare for the day-long modeling.
photo session.
"I really like modeling and I
Guerra, a sophomore had been wanting to do
marketing major and profes- photography modeling."
sional model for Vivian Har- Rivera said. "Trying on all the
mon of McAllen, admits that clothes, I really like to do
one of the reasons he wanted that."
Oralia Leal, a senior English
to model for El Bronco was for
reference purposes as he major from Harlingen, admits
would like to go Dallas or new this was her first real modeling
York and model when he experience.
grduates from PAU.
"I don't know if I could
However, for Honei Deiu make it a career," Leal said.
Bussberg, sophomore, mo- "Although they tell me it pays
well . . . maybe part-time."
deling is strictly a hobby.
"I like modeling, but I'm not
Sherry Stevens, a freshman
taking it seriously," she said . fashion merchandising major,
<Photos by Roman Von Haps burg)
...

feels that modeling as a career family was not to happy when
wouldn't be that bad . . . if he started modeling.
"They thought I should be
she could get that far .
"My family is not too thrilled doing something more masabout it," Stevens said. "They culine," Delgado said. "But
feel it is competitive and don't now they accept it, I get a lot
want me to depend upon it." of encouragement from
At 5'5", Michael Delgado them."
Yvette Cardenas, a
first thought he was too short
to model. However, he re- sophomore business manageceived some encouragement ment major, says this is her
from Barbizon School of first experience with modeling
Modeling, the agency he now but that she is used to being in
works with, and has been front of an audience as she
modeling for about two years. - hasbeen a dancer for 14
Delgado, a freshman years.
"I applied because I wanted
business marketing majo;,
says he would like to go into the experience to see what it's
modeling as a career. but that like," Cardenas said. "I would
he is mostly considering being like to model someday but I
don't 'plan on making It a
a modeling agent.
- - -See page 61 - - Delgado also admits
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Time out--Lydla Rodriguez and Michael Delgado take
a break to adjust a tennis shoe. Rodriguez Is shown
wearing a Hang Ten blousen top and shorts from
Dillard's. Delgado Is wearing Jantzen top and shorts
also from Dillard's.
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Watch out New York--Vvette Cardenas models corduroy slacks with a V-neck striped sweater and sports
shirt underneath, donated by the Brau Plum of McAllen.

.. . ..
"
"The" look In Jogglng--Honel Buuberg and Homer
Rios show off the latest In Jogging wear. Bussberg Is
wearing a Jogging outfit form ESPRIT SPORT from
The Ranch of McAllen. Rios ls wearing a Jogging outflt from DIiiard's of La Plaza Mall. Hair courtesy of
Headlines. Shoes courtesy of The WIid Pair.

-----------------
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Rocky Horror Picture Show
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Sitting pretty--Honel Delu Bussberg patiently waits
while Lynn Hanelson from Healdlnes of McAllen adjusts one last curler.
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. - - - - - - - - o n ' t . from page.._5,------said.
Among the many different
styles captured by Birgit
Hopps and Hector Saldana,
yearbook photographers,
were the Prarie look, new
wave look and the casual
look, Jeans and sweaters.

career."
Homer Rios, a freshman
physical education major,
became interested in modeling this past summer.
"A friend of mine Is on the
Dillard's teen board and asked
me to model for a show with
her." Rios said. "I enjoyed it
and soon after I was asked to
do a show for La Plaza Mall."

Barbosa feels the stores
who loaned the clothing were
largely responsible for the suc•
cess of the photo session.

According to Barbosa, a lot
of work went Into planning the
fashion spread. Many local
stores were called and asked if
they would loan clothes for
the photo sessions.

Those stores who loaned
clothing were The Ranch,
Dillard's, Brass Plum, Chess
King and University Fashions
and The Wild Pair loaned
shoes.

"Everything went really
well." Barbosa said. "I'm really thankful that they had faith
in us to lend us the clothes
and shoes. They helped to
make the session really great."

Hair styles were created by
Lynn Harrelson and make-up
wa& done by Velma Grausteln
both of Headlines Salon.
What advice does Guerra
have for students interested In
modeling?

Barbosa said she was
especially glad when Headlines Salon of McAllen
volunteered two of their
stylists to help out with the
models' hair.

"Be yourself, don't try to act
like someone else," Guerra
said. "I try to go out of my
way to be nice to everybody
but there is always criticism
and Jealousy. Modeling involves a lot of work and time,
but I enjoy It."

"They were able to give the
models a different hairstyle for
practically everything,'' she

Students participate
• modeI OAS meet
fn

~~~~'~t:~~~

BARCA seeks asylu01 for refugees
States, only a few are granted
the political asylum they
traveled thousands of miles to
obtain.
"In one case," Baumgarten
said," 8,000 Salvadorans applied for political asylum, but
only six were granted it by the
U.S. government."
To be granted asylum,
Baugarten said. refugees must
be able to present documented evidence--in the form
of newspaper clippings and
others sources--that the
refugee's life has been
threatened.

By Randy Klutts
The recent deaths of five
Salvadoran refugees In Edinburg brought the plight of
Central American refugees to
the attention of most Valleyltes for the first time.
But one Valley organization, the Border Association
for Refugees from Central
America, has ben working for
more than a year to help
Savadoran, Guatemalan and
Haitian refugees In valley jails
and detention centers.
The organization formed
after the Rev . Ralph
Baumgarten of the First
Lutheran Church of Edinburg,
PAU Behavioral Science professor Chad Richardson and a
group Qf 23 others became
aware QI the refugee problem
and decided to do something
about it.

Those who cannot produce
this evdlence are put Into
detention centers in the
United States and eventually
deported back to El Salvador-all at the taxpayer's expense.
At the core of this problem,
Baunmgarten said, is the fact
that the United States does
not recognize the Salvadorans
as refugees--even Canada
does--but th e United States
does not," Baumgarten said.
The U .S . government
could solve the refugee problem, Baumgarten said, in
one of three ways.
First, the United States
could grant the Salvadoran
refuge.e spoliticalasylum.

Since then, BAHCA has
begun a campaign to visit
refugees in county Jails and In
the Immigration and Naturalization Service tentlon center
In Los Fresnos. Members also
counsel refugees and try to
find jobs for those who are not
deported.
Of the thousands of refugees entering the United

Second, the U.S . government could grant the refugees
an "extended voluntary
deportation," which would
allow the refugees to stay in
the United States until the
conflict was over.
"This is probably the
cheapest and most practlcal
alternative," Baumgarten
said.
A third alternative which
Baumgarten feels ls not as
desirable Is the SimpsonMazzoli Act. This bill which Is
in congress now, has an
amnesty provision for
refugees, however the could
not appeal decisions made by
the U.S. government.
One of the reasons the
United States seems unwilling
to deal with the refugee problem, Baumgarten said, Is the
fact that the United States
does not want the refugees.
The United States accepted
the Vietnamese refugees because "of guilt about VietNam," and it accepted Cuban
refugees because it was good
anti-Cuban propaganda, he
said.
Baumgarten added that he
thought the U.S. policy
towards Central American
refugeeswas"basicallyraclst."

because white-skinned
refugees from Europe and
other countries do not have
nearly the amount of problems getting political asylum
as Central Americans refugees
do.
Another reason for Amer\ca's unwillingness to do
anything about the refugee
problem, Baumgarten said, Is
"the short attention span of
the press."
"I think the public needs to
know," Baumgarten said,
"and they just aren't getting
the Information."
Baumgarte said that students who are concerned
about the refugees can do
something about it.
Students can Join the cam,pus chapter of BARCA that
will be beginning soon.
Students can keep in touch
with what is going on in Central America and in the U.S.
Immigration policy. Students
can write letters to their
representatives to block
passage of the SlmpsonMazzoll Act.
"The students ought to
keep an eye on Central
America especially those of
draft age," Baumgorten said.
"It might be the scene of a war
someday."

'Importance of Being Earnest'chosen
A u Th
:::~~~ug:izir:~~~~~ as next pi.n.
ea ter prod UC t I•On

Students can sign up to paracross the
ticipate in the model Organization of the American
Each school is assigned a
States meeting lo be conducted in Washington, D.C.,
in March 1983.
The selected school then deals
It Is preferred that students with the issues of their counenroll In either U.S. latln rela- try.
Two year's ago the PAU
tions, Latin American politics
or the economics of Mexico. delegation represented the
Besides these courses, stu- country of Peru and because
dents will also do outside of their efforts they were
work, which Includes writing selected and received highest
honors along with outstanding
position papers.
delegate selection.
The model OAS meeting
Faculty sponsors are Dr.
coincides with Pan Am Days. James L. Gormly and Dr.
Only 30 schools are selected Roberto Salmon, assistant
h
fr
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His friend , Algernon Moncrleff, is a thoughtful young
man who has Invented a sick
friend named Sunbury on
whom to blame his own peecadilloes.
The pitfalls accompanying
chronic deception are hilariously exemplified when these
polite philanderers both pretend to be Earnest to please
the ladles in wt,om they are
interested.
One of the most famous
scenes In the comedy Is the
one in which the overbearing
Lady Bracknell interviews
Worthing to discover If he Is a
suitable match for her
daughter. For one thing, does
he smoke? Reluctantly, he admits that he does. "Good,"
says his prospective motherin-law, "a man should always

PREPARE FOR

-·

~

• "HONEY SUCKLE ROSE"
•

it
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•

•
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DOORS OPEN 12: 15
SHOWS START AT 12:30 EVEHYDAY,

:

••
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Oscar Wilde's "The lmpo1.
tance of Being Earnest,"
which Is generally regarded as
the wittiest comedy in the
English language, has been
selected as the next attraction
of The Pan American Unlverslty Theater.
This brilliant charade about
a foundling who invented a
brother and discovered him to
be a real one, will open at the
Ane Arts Auditorium on Dec.
1 and continue there for six
performances through Dec. 4.
The scrambled plot of
Wilde's perennial favorite is
mainly concerned with an
elegant wastrel named John
Worthing who has invented a
dlssolute younger brother
named Earnest who he impersonates when he goes on a fl.
Ing.

• Opportunity to make up
missed lessons.
• Voluminous home.-study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
expert in their field.

• Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time staff.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE•
facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

• Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

have an occupation of some
kind."
Lance Dupuis will be seen
in the celebrated role of the
bored and languishing John
Worthing, a role which has
distinguished the careers of
actors from Henry Miller to
John Gielgud.
Birgit Barbara Hopp will be
following in the footsteps of
h
d'
f h h
sue great Ia ,es O t et eater
as Margaret Rutherford and
Edith Evans In assuming the
role of the snobbish Lad
B k II
y
rac ne ·
Mark Watson will portray
the jaunty Algernon, art easygoing cynic, Kimberley Lewis
will portrary the girl who in-

slsts that the man she marries
must be named 1~arnest, and
Laura Strong will portray the
attractive but more rustic Cecl•
ly.
Rev. Chasuble, who has a
gay-dog wink In his clerical
eye, will be played by Valente
Rodriguez, and Jaquelyn Linn
will be seen as Miss Prism, the
spinster schoolmarm.
Charles M. Pokorny and
L J ks h
be
d
ee en
~ve . en asslgne
other roles in this University
Theater productl.on of "The
Importance of Being Earnest".
which Is being designed by
James A . Hawley and
directed by Marian F. Monta.
For information and reservatlons call 381-3586.

AKPs put on seminar
The Alpha Kappa Psi
Business Fraternity will present a professional develop•
ment seminar titled "Topic for
Organizational Effectiveness"
Nov. 6.
The purpose of the program is to present principles
and ideas for group effectiveness and success. The

seminar will cover concepts
on leadership, group behavior
and principles for group
management.
The program is open to
everyone. This professional
program will be at the
Business Administration
Building A4dltorlum from
8:45 a .m. lo 11:30 a.m.

We Salute The Great Pumpkin

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE-PSYCH & BIO• MAT• PCAT • OCAT •VAT• TOEFL
MSKP • NMB • VOE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BOS
SSAT • PSAT • SAT ACHIEVEMENTS
SPEED READING
~

llliiii"d

_n,,.. ·-H
~
MPIAN
~-+,._

•

Call Days, Eves & Weekends
GMAT Students begin
studying now for
January exam.
Call 631-2961

EDUCATIONAL CUOER

3600 N. 23rd McAllen, TX 78501
11617 N. Central Dallas, Tx 75243

• Gift
Wr1ppi
• Enar ·

• Jewelry
and Witch
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Debuts opposite George C. Scott

Former drama student hits Great White Way
By

Elfa de la. Santoe

"Do you know where
you're going to? Do you like
the things that life la show-

Ing you? Where are you goIng to? Do you know?"
Theme from 'Mahogany'

Perhaps one of the hardest
things for people to know
about themselves is what
direction their life is taking and
just how determined they are
to get what they want.
"You have to know where
you're going and what you
want," said Linda Noble, exPAU drama student turned
Broadway star. ''You have to
hang in there--don't give up."
Noble, the first actress from
PAU to appear in a leading
role on Broadway, found that
after two years of study, work
and struggle, determination
and stability paid off.
Noble, made her Broadway
debut Oct. 9 at the matinee
performance of "Present
Laughter". The actress then
went on to do the evening
performance as well.
Noble, who is cast as the
understudy to Katherine Burton, played opposite George
C. Scott in hP.r clP.hut
"I was in the process of

moving that Saturday, and
Kate Burton couldn't reach
me until noon. Kate had the
24-hour flu bug or something.
Kate called and said, 'I'm sick,
Linda---will you go on today?'
I rushed down to the theater."
said Noble.
"The cast was very supportive. Nobody knew that I was
going to take over. George
came in and we ran our
scenes together. He said,
'Don't worry about it.' Every
member of the cast wished me
good luck and said they'd tw
right there with me," Noble
recalled.
"It was so great to be able to
act again," she said.
When asked how she feels
about her Broadway debut in
retrospect, Noble replied that
although the debut will open
up some doors and give her
more credibility, she does feel
that her Texas fans made her
feel like the situation has gotten a little out of proportion.
"It will be easier for me to
get in to see certain people
and It gives me credibility but
I'm still an understudy and I
will still write letters, see
agents and audition for parts,"
Noble said.

The struggle to the top is
not over, she believes.
"I'm still learning so much
and still have a lot to learn
about acting," Noble said. "I
have plt:ked up some things
just by watching other actors
and actresses," said Noble.
"You can learn a lot technically and actually watch the performers grow from the beginning of the play to the end.
Noble also learned a lot
from her two years of study at
Circle in the Square Profession a I
Workshop,
a
prestigious school in New
York City.
While a student at PAU,
Noble portrayed a series of
roles.
"Probably my favorite role
at Pan American was when I
played Lu Ann in "Lu Ann
Hampton Laverty Oberlander." It was a woman you saw,
in the course of the play, grow
up. It was hard work, but I
never got tired," Noble said.
"Another production I enjoyed very much was Doris in
'Same time next year,' which
was a student director's project," Noble said. "'Vanities'
was a success, but it was a
hard show for me".

Rio Fest opens art competition
for March 1983 festival
Rio Fest will hold it's second
annual Juried Art Competition March 11 to March 13,
1983 In the Casa de Amtstad
on the Fair Park grounds in
Harlingen.
The art exhibit is sponosred
jointly by the Harlingen Junior
Service League, Harlingen
Chamber of Commerce, and
the city of Harlingen. Entries
into the exhibit must be the
original works of living artists,

executed without supervision,
not previously exhibited at Rio
Fest and completed since
January, 1981.
The media categories have
been expanded this year and
Include paintings (transparent
and opaque of acrylic, oil,
watercolor, and mixed
media), photography, and
sculpture.
There will be a total of
$2,000.00 In awards pre-

Student-of-month
deadline Nov. 12
Deadline for the first student-of-the-month applications Is Nov. 12.
Any persons In the university can nominate anyone who
they feel deserves this award.
Applications may be picked
up at the University Center.
Room 318 and are due on the
third Friday of each month,
said Tomas Gonzalez,
PAUSA vice-president.
To qualify for candidacy a
student must have a GPA of
2.0 or better, be a full time

student and be active In an
organization.
"Student senators will have
applications available," said
Gonzalez.
"Selection is made by a
committee made up of senators, faculty and staff," Gonzalez said. "Award recipients
will be announced at the
beginning of each month."
"We are awaiting for students to come by and pick up
an application so they may be
awarded, Nov. 18," Gonzalez
said.

ALONE&
PREGNANT?
Need someone to talk to?
Call
Catholic
Charities
787-0033
Ask for Vicky.
Our service is free and
confidential.
'

'

• t.

"Also, I did my first musical
and maybe my last, at Pan
American . It was 'Good
News'. It was so much fun
because I loved the character,
Babe". She added, "I also did
'Damn Yankees' but it was a
non-singing part."
Noble's success has also
meant success for the PAU
Drama department. "In some
ways, having Linda as one of
our students legitimizes our
program--lt tells us we must be
doing something right,
teaching the right things. If
nothing else, It makes you feel
real good that your student
has been successful. And also
it gives the student who are
her now a boost, to know that
you really can Jump from
Edinburg to Broadway," said
Doug Cummins, professor
and former director of
Noble's.
As far as advice to others,
Noble stresses determination
and stability. "Make sure you
know where you're going,
make arrangements---don't
just think you can come to
New York and become an
actor---it's hard work, but
hang in there," Noble said.

Linda Noble
CSSISSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS¥SSS

Professor speaks

sented Including a $500.00 on accountant
Best of Show. Last year's Best
of Show was presented to
Mrs. Monnie Burkholder of
Harlingen by Or. Felix de
Dr. Susan Jarvis, assistant
Weldon, one of the 1982 professor of business will preJurors. Mary Katherine sent her program "AccounLoyocono McGravey of tant's Legal Liability" today
forest, Mississippi and Rob Er- during activity period In
die of Denton, Texas also Business Administration 113.
were honored guests of Rio
·or. Jarvis received her
Fest '82 and served as jurors
B.B.A. from Sam Houston
for the Juried Art Exhibit.
Selection of participating ar- State University, her PhD
tists will be by slides represen- from Tulane University,
ting their work in each cate- School of Law, at New
gory entered with on-the- Orleans..
ground jurlng. The deadline
for entry ls January 1, 1983.
Jarvis! membership InInformation and entry cludes the Texas, Louisiana,
forms may be obtained from Federal and American Bar
Mrs. Kathy H,msen of Har- Associations.
llngen-428- ..:20 or by contacting the Rio Fest office, P.
Students, staff and faculty
0 . Box 1105, Harlingen, Tx are welcome to attend .
78551. The telephone num- Refreshments will be served
ber for Rio Fest is immediately following the
512-425-2705.
program.

liability

Power Driven

WHEELCHAIRS

Remember to turn back
your clocks one hour
Sunday

20%

discount

GOLD LAl\JCE
GIVES 'tOlJ

Ca.LEGERIN3S
OF ANE QUALI1Y

by~4~

Complete Sentc:e & part.

Rentals &Sales

Hyatt Jewelers

'

Nine South Main Street
McAllen. Texas 78501

Rentale
World

1314 N. 77 Sunshine Strip
Harlingen, Texas 78550
Phone (512) 423-4748

~
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Brujas fill some Valleyites' needs
Seers use 'gift of God'

By M artha Zazueta
and
Marla de Lourdes Soria

Although we live in a socalled special era of science
and high technology, many
among us still believe strongly
in "brujas"--witches.
Some people view brujas as
a mystical part of some dark
force, but many brujas practice white magic, or as they
say, "a gift of God."
Fiction or reallty?
Fanaticism or ignorance?
What secrets lie behind
these enigmas which have
survived for more than 23
centuries?
As the mystical beliefs of Indians and Spaniards entertwined in the New World, brujas or fortunetellers became
part of the Hispanic culture,
particularly in the Rio Grande
Valley and Northeast Mexico.
With the approach of another All Hallow's Eve, it is fitting to take a closer look at
brujas and at those who consult them.
Some Pan Am students
consult brujas regularly, paying from 100 pesos to 1,000
pesos a visit.

Why? Because since the
beginning of mankind, man
has always sought out answers to questions that logic
doesn't give him. Some hope
the bruja can give insight to
their questions.
There are different types of
brujas and each has a special
technique. Some have studied to learn the art and others
simply have a "gift of God,"
according to one Reynosa
bruja called La Guera, the
blonde.
La Guera, fiftyish with
blonde curls spastically framing her face, interprets the
future by reading water
through a crystal ball.
"People come to me with
different problems," she said.
"I see in the water the symbols
that I write in a notebook. To
immediately interpret them, a
spirit whispers in my ear."
On entering La Guera's
home, the consultant is led to
a tiny, simply furnished room
that is mystical, yet rather
cozy. The consultant feels
confident and secure, according to Marilu L., a student.
"I didn't feel timid or fearful
when I first saw her," Marilu
said. "Her eyes and physical

appearance emanate spiritual
peace and tranquility."
In the room on a small altar,
La Guera has placed Images
of several saints, some red
roses, a notebook, a crystal
ball and crystaUlne water.
"My altar Is simple and
glorifies God," La Guera said,
explaining how she became a
bruja. "I began to feel that
something wrong was happening to me. Odd and weird
voices talked to me, so I went
to see a priest so he could
practice me an exorcism, but
instead he blessed me."
Another consultant, Alonzo
G., also a student, noticed the
spiritual aura of La Guera.
"The first time I went I expected to find a real 'bruja,"'
he said, "but she was not. Instead, I found a beautiful
woman who lives in a normal
house, praises God and the
Hold Spirit." All these made
me feel confident with her."
In contrast to the charisma
of La Guera, some other fortunetellers tend to intimidate
their consultants by asking for
recommendations from previous consultants and limiting
their readings to friends of
previous customers.

Rosalia G., also of Reynosa, reads cards, but limits
her customers to recommended people. She requires an
appointment and has ,been
known to raise the price to a
new consultant as one student
found out.
"She insulted me and called
me a liar because I didn't
know the address of the woman who recommended her,"
Patricia Trevino said. "But
business came first for her,
and she saw In me a new
client. She tried to charge 200
pesos instead of 100 pesos-- I
got mad at her and left."
A stong, fat woman, Rosalia intimidates the conslutant
by cautiously questioning,
"Who told you about me" or
"What does she look like?"
Other fortunetellers use
other techniques, equally intimidating to consultants.
For example, take Ramon.
A tall man in his 40s, Ramon
lives in a big old house which
has been vacant for many
years. The dilapidated house
is rather errie an gives the impression of being bewitched.
Three huge, dirty Great
Danes and a large black owl in
a wire cage in the garage em-
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Tarot cards--The cards have two varied meanings
which are Interpreted by the cards placed around It.
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phasize the scary scene.
Ramon answers the door
shirtless, clad only in red running shorts. His long fingernails are carefully colored with
frosted pink polish.
"I consult only on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays from 8 a.m. till noon,"
he warns a late consultant, as
smoke rises from the cigarette
in his hand.
Ramon's manner definitely
intimidates Jose L., another
Pan Am student.
"The first impression I got
when I saw him was that the
guy was ill, or crazy and that I
was more of an idiot for being
there,., Jose said. "But I
believe In Ramon because he
describes your house, neighbors and closer friends."
Inside Ramon's consulting
room is a skeleton dressed in a
bridal gown flanked with lots
of candles. The scent of wax
permeates the room. Two
more owls complete the
scene.
The owls signify Ramon's
"overall power among people," according to student
Laura A., a regular consultant.
"He demonstrates his dominion in that way," she said.
A visit to another Reynosa
card reader. La Abuela. the
grandmother, revealed that
many people who consult fortunetellers are males. Three
males--two students and a
middle aged man who ap·
peared to be a plumber--were
waiting to consult La Buela.
"In effect, almost half of the
people who come to see me
are males," La Abuela said.
"People come from Monterrey, Guadalajara, Rio Bravo,
and many other come from El
Valle. I accept to talk to them,
but I have certain hours to do
that."
La Buela's name fits her.
She is a robust little old
woman who barely takes care
of herself. Her clothing is
worn, her hair a mess and her
house rather disheveled.
One student did not like her
because she did not concentrate on what she was doing.
"She wasn't reading the
cards, she was guessing about
me," the student complained.
Although her house was
humble and she said she does
not "work with lucrative ex•

Relationships
God Self
Family Dating
Others
Padre Island
Nov. 12-13

Country Western Dancing Nightly
Open 4 p.m. • 12 a.m. Monday, Tuesday
4 p.m. • 2 p.m. Wednesday - Friday
12 Noon - 2 p. m. Saturday
12:15 - 8 p.m. Sunday
(or until the football game is over)
HAPPY HOUR 4-9:30 DAILY

See page 9 - - - - - -

FALL
RETREAT

Just a few steps off Campus
{N. W . Corner of University Dr. & Sugar Rd.}

(Wednesday thru Saturdayf

pectalion." La Abuela's
refrigerator was fu ll of
American groceries, another
student noted.
Besides reading regular
cards, man found another
way to predict his future-Tarot cards. Tarot means the
machine of imagination.
Some books state that the
Tarot originated in the Middle
Ages while others say that it
was created in Egypt.
"The truth Is that Ta rot is
the origin of all the other card
games," Mr~. Neil Walter, a
lawyer, said. "I began reading
the tarot just for curiosity.
First, I read a pamphlet and I
interpreted the symbols. Later
a friend taught me how to do
it correctly.''
The Tarot set consists of 92
cards--22 of them are called
high arcaos, and the other 70
are called low arcanos. Each
card possesses two different
meanings, and the interpretation differs by the influence of
the cards surrounding it.
Contrary to the other card
sets, the Tarot set is displayed
only once because "it will be
the same thing In every display," Walter said.
Still another type of fortuneteller is Lupita Villarreal,
a Rosecruclan.
An educated person, she
does not advertise other than
privately by word of mouth.
Opposite from the other for.
tune tellers, Lupita's home is a
spacious, air-conditioned two
story house with a big garden
Her appearance is that of a
tranquil person, neat and
clean . She dresses herself in a
house robe and her slightly
curly hair is shlney.
"What can I help you with,"
she asked. Her words were
clear and simple.
How did she become a
seer? It was "in the beginning
a game," she said.
"A voice used to talk 1n my
ear, but I used to Joke at it,"
she said. "The voice continued to be with me until I
realized ii was a gift from God,
and I began studying with the
Rosecruclans."
Lupita has been a Rosecrucian for 20 years, and she has
always worked in the same
place.

Cost: $13.00
We Have Special Prices, Video
Games, Football (Cable T.V.),
Dancing.

Deadline - Nov. 3
For more information:
Baptist Student Center
383-7491

Happy Hour

Name _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _

Come Check Ua Out

Address _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ __

Ladle. Are Alwaya Welcomed
Under New Management

Bring this by

B.S.U.
1 :04 W. University

. _ __ .!'!!!'.!!.'1!! !8t7_!9_!_ ______ lj
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Class schedule out Nov. 11

Activity Calendar

Priority registratio~ laid out
The Spring Class Schedule
will be published in the Nov.
11 issue of the Tl\e Pan
American and priority re•
gistration
will
began
thereafter.
.
Departments will adl(ise
students in their major field
during . the latter part of
November.
.
Students should note that
"each department will sche- ·
dule a period for advisement
for their majors," and such
schedule will be for that
department only, not for the
1!ntire university, Linda Ren- ·
ner. assistant director of admissions said.
However, the coun,eling
period in all departments must
close by noon Dec. 3, to allow
for processing of materials.
Some departments will
send out cards to students to
inform them about their adviser. The time that the student meets with his adviser

will not affect his chances of
getting his -preferred schedule,
as all requests will be processed at the same time after the
counseling p.eriod.
Students will receive course
section request forms when
they meet with their adviser. ·
This form .will contain .seven
assignment blocks. each of
which allows the student to
make a first and second
choice of the particular course
and section desired. The student should fill this out in
order of importance.
On or shortly after Dec. 16,
students will receive through
the mail a schedule and fee
statement.
This will be mailed during
the Christmas holidays so
students are asked to make
sure that their local address
will be where they receive
their mail during vacations.
If the student plans to go
home, or will be at a different

address on Dec. 16, an address change form should be
completed at the Office ol Admissions and Records before
Dec. S.
This Is very important as it
can del~y the student from
getting his statement on time
.and may even have it voided
because payment will not be
receil{ed before the Jan. 7.
noon deadline.
Students on financial aid
wiU receive a cash Item along
with their fee statements. The
-:ash item and fee statement
must be signed and returned
to the office of the comptroller
to complete the registration
process.
Students who are not on
financial aid may pay their
registration fee by mail by
returning the fee statement
along with full payment for the
amount indicated. All partial
or late payments will be
returned.

Complete Instructions for
paying for registration will be
included in the. fee statement.
Students should read and follow these instructions carefully
to avoid having their sch~ule
voided.
·
Those student not pat:ticlpattng In priority registration
will register during regular
registration. The Brownsville
campus will not have priority
registration.
Brownsville campus students will all register in
Brownsville on Jan. 11.
Edinburg registration will
begin Wednesday night. Jan.
12 for evening and graduate
students, and continue on
Thursday. Jan 13. Friday.
Jan. 14 will be a dead day,
with classes beginning on
Monday. Jan. 17. 1983.
For further information,
contact the Office of Admissions and Records (SS 108) at
381-2206.

Let,s do the Time Warp, again!

The youth population of
America has always been,
generally speaking, an im·
itative group-this includes all
generations not just the present. The most apparent types
of imitations we can easily
spot is fashion trends and in
some cases slang.
Imitation in this form is not
a form of disrespect or dislike
but is in fact, just the oppositelet's face It, people on college
campuses are into FADS.
One of the fads that has enjoyed a type of cult following
seems to disturb some older
people since it deals with the
ever popular trio of basic
criteria some college students
live by---SEX, DRUGS, and
ROCK N ROLL.
.
The 'Rocky Horror Picture
Show' has become a cult type
film on college campuses. The
best part about this movie is
that the audience can actually
participate and have a great
time without getting thrown
out of the theatre or getting
yelled at for talking.
The script, music and lyrics
were written by Richard
O'Brien, better know and loved as Riff-Raff, the hunchbacked butler In this Heinz
57 mixture of horror movies.
Every year, thousands of
students put on their best drag

apparel, ~ill up their water
guns. make their toast and
practice the pelvic thrust in
pJeparation for the audience
participation that makes this
film one of the all-time favorite
moneymakers available.
Not only is the film popular.
!wt the soundtrack and the
book that actually tells you
whatlo say, throw, or sing en•
Joys the popularity.
"I've seen it about three
times but I'll see it three million
more times," said Nora
Lopez, an avid Rocky Horror
fan . "It's such a blast being
able to participate and get Into
it. The music is great, cause

it's loud Just the way rock was
meant to be played.''
Not everyone agrees with
college students though, Time
magazine's review of the pro•
duction when it first opened in
Los Angeles in 1975 was not
quite as enthusiastic ... "They
are selling decadence short in
this musical. but they are very
bullish on slilliness...The rock
music is well played but
deafening amplification makes
the lyrics unintelligible. It is not
easy to see why thls campy
trash was a long-running hit in
London and a smash success
in Los Angeles, except that
transvestism has always

to

fajlta taco Ale, 10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m. UC Circle. Proceds to offset medical expenses of cancer patient. SponSOC'ed
b~ The Ladles of Camelot, JK's, Alpha Phi Omega, Phi Kappa Tau and their little sisters.

10:35 a .m . · 11:35 a .m . Stand up comic Armin Narro
sponsored bv UCPC at Snack Bar.
'
·
Valley. Symphony Orchestra. 8 p .m. Jacob Brown
Auditorium In Brownsville.

Oct. 29, Friday
Concert plan..t James Raphael, will perform at 8 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Auditorium.
The Rocky Honor Picture Show, in the Ballroom at 8, 10
and 12 p.m.

Oct. 30, Saturday
Carnival of the Great Pumpkin. 7 p.m. in the UC parking
lot. Games, Goodies, and Great Fun!

Rocky Horror Picture Show, Ballroom, 8 p.m . and 10
Change Clocks! they fall back one hour.
Rhodes Scholarship deadline. Must be postmarked by
Oct. 31.

Nov. l, Monday
Financial Aid application deadline. 4:30. Financial aid of-

fascinated the British and the
1..A. scene is almost as
kinkv."
"Kinky---well maybe it is a
little on the kinky side but that
is what is so much fun about
it---you can really let it all
hang out and not worry about
all the rest of the people,
cause they are all doing the
same thing.'' said Andy
Rodriguez.
Students on our campus
will soon have the opportunity
to dress up and 'get into It'.
"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show is one of the more
popular films that is always in
demand." said Gloria
Rodriguez. UCPC president.
"Students tend to be generally
apathetic but when 'Rocky
Horror' comes to town
everyone is ready to do the
time warp again.''

fice.

Thesl• deadline for master's degree. File in dean's office of
respective schools. (Note this is a Sunday. so make arrangements.)

Socialist Worker Candidate Norma Saldana. who Is run•
ning for the U.S. Senate will speak at 1:30 p .m. in LA 101.

Nov. 2, Tuesday
Election Day! Don't forget lo vote.
Meet the Academic VP, Ronald Applebaum, Snack Bar
overflow. 10:30 a.m.
Mau, sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry. in the

Chapel 10:30 a.m.

Bible Study,

sponsored by lntervarsity
Fellowship. UC 306A. 10:30 a.m.

Christian

Nov. 3, Wednesday
Overnight study, sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry
at CCM Center, 1615 Kuhn. Doors close at 11 p.m.

GROWLING ABOUT

GRADES?
Ice Cream, Coffee, Sandwiches,
Hot Chocolate

continued from page :s

"I don't believe in or use
any kind of portions," she
said. "My work has always
been done by praying and
with the advice of that voice
that whispers in my ear."
Lupita, who has a Christian
altar. says she strongly
believes in God.
One thing, is certain.
whether through a "Gift of
God" or other supernatural
forces, as long as many continues to seek answers to
unanswered questions, brujas
will continue lo exlst--explalning the unexplainable.

UCPC Tal~t Show deadline 4 :30 p.m. UC 303

p.m. and midnight, sponsored by UCPC.

'Rocky Horror'enjoys cult
following on campuses
By EU.. de lo• Santos

Today
Yurbook plctures--10 a .m . to 8 p.m. in the LRC Lobby

~----------------------,
I
SPECIAL

I

COME ROARING BACK WITH CLIFFS NOTES
Cliffs Notes help you save time and earn better grades
by isolating key facts in literature assignments . They·re
a last and easy way to review for exams, too.
Available at:

UNIVt:R~ITY
BOOK~TORt:
UNIVERSITY AT 4TH S-raEET

1

I

Hot Sandwich & drinks 2.25

OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 4, 1982
Pl.EASE CUP DOTTED PORTION OF COUPON ONLV

~

I

L-----------------------;
381-5322 Palm Court

787-8016 Twin Palm Plaza

Next to Economy Drive Inn

Pharr

Edinburg

Public Welcome

1

. -,~ .. #~,~~,.~,,,.
,, #, • ,

#

~
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Injuries evident

Greeks play foul
By Karen Russell

The fraternity intramural flag football games that took
place Oct. 17 turned into a little bit more than just flag football.
This type of athletic competition is organized for the fraternities to have fun. It's not supposed to be an "out for blood"
.. rivalry. Sure there are going to be scrapes and bruises, but
stitches and concussions?
One person, Gumecindo Ybarra, was seriously Injured
Sunday afternoon while playing for his fraternity, Phi Kappa
Tau. He was taken into Edinburg General around 2 p.m.
and was released at 5 p. m. with a serious concussion and
stitches on his lower lip. The results of this incident were: (1)
he missed four days of class and (2) another trip back to the
doctor's office.
Another injury that occurred was a knee injury. David
Lopez, also from the Phi Kappa Taus, was tackled causing
his injury. Tackling is not supposed to occur in flag football.

The only falling is of your own account.
A player may end up on the ground when diving for a flag
or he may cause another to fall by running into him when not
looking. These exceptions are accidental and can be accepted as fair play, but tackling is not In the rule book for flag
football.
Wanting to win is a pride instilled in everyone, but when a
game is Just for enjoyment, there Is no reason to get hot
under the collar. If the teams playing unfairly want a
challenge, they should try playing by the rules.
The officials do not get off easy by any means. They are
just as responsible for rough play occurring out on the field as
the players. An official has the authority to stop such actions:
that's why he was given a whistle. The officials should see to
it that the rules are followed.
Next Sunday when the fraternities go out to play flag football, maybe they should take into consideration that their opponents are not wearing any pads or helmets.

l
Block it--The Lady Broncs won one out of two games
last Monday night. PAU beat Laredo J . C.-15-10,
11-15, 15-9 and lost to Texas A&l-14-16, 10-15.
(Photo by Delcla Lopez)

lntramuralfootball--Tackllng ls not supposed to occur
in flag football, but apparently It Is. Names withheld
for the purpose of pointing out the tackling. (Photo
by Hector Saldana)

Blow that whistle--The quarterback ls getting tackled
and the referee doesn't seem to be too disturbed by It.
(Photo by Hector Saldana)

Students and Faculty are invited to join our New Flying Club being
formed at Mid-Valley Weslaco Airport. Join now and enjoy the fun
of learning to Fly and take Advantage now of our low club rates

Bronc Sports Calendar
Oct. 28 to Nov. 3
Men's Soccer
Saturday Oct. 30, Houston Baptist at PAU, 2 p.m.

For more information call 968-9361.

COLLEGE SENIORS- -RECENT GRADS
PRIOR SERVICEMEN WITH DEGREES

Open 24
Hours

Open 24
Hours

Very limited vacancies exist in the U.S. Air Forces'

WHITE FLOUR

highly competive pilot and navigator programs. Ex-

Fourteen Locations to Serve you in Hidalgo County

PATOS

cellent starting salary and benefits, including 30

ECONOMY DRIVE IN IS SUPPORTING

days vacation with pay a year . . . medical and

THE BRONCS STRONGER THAN EVER!

OCTOBER SPECIAL

dental care . . . and graduate education oppor-

Enchilada Plate:

tunities. But you'd better act now. Demand is great,

---------------------------

and current vacancies are expected to be filled

Pay one extra cent and receive an additional piece of chicken

3 ENCHILADAS TOPPED
WITH
CHEESE AND C HILE CON
CARNE, RICE, BEANS,
CRACKERS

ONLY $1.98
for faster service
call in order
383-0725
Aaoss from Pan Am.

within weeks.

Buy one piece of chicken, potatoe, roll for 99~

OFFER GOOD ONLY AT SUGAR ROAD AT HWY 107
OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 3, 1982

For more information contact:
SMSgt Bruce Kobb

4343 S. Padre Island Dr. Suite 112

Pl••H cltp douM portion of coupon only

----------------------------ECONOMY DRIVE IN

Corpus Christi, TX 78411

SUGAR ROAD AT TEXAS 107

(512) 853-7229

24 hr
Game
Room

Eat at EJ Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations/McAllen, Mission
Harlinge,, & Brownsville
A great woy of l,f~

Our Name Says ~t All!
Open Seven Days a Week

24 hr
Game
Room

.,

'.
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Lady Broncs

1982-83 Buketball Schedule
NCAA Dlvl•lon I
Date
Nov. 20
27
30
Dec. 4
11
13
17-18

Jan. 3
8

10
13
15
17
20
24

29

Event
Monterrey Tech University
Louisiana Tech University
Louisiana State University
Air Force Academy
Mercer University
Lamar University
Oil Capital Classic: Tulsa Univ.,
Oral Roberts Univ., Univ. of North
Carolina
West Texas State University
Louisiana Tech University
North Texas State University
Hardin Simmons University
Texas Tech University
University of New Orleans
Air Force Academy
St. Mary's University
Texas Lutheran University

31 Univ. of Southern Mississippi
Feb. 2 Univ. of New Orleans

Edinburg
Edinburg
Baton Rouge,
La.
Edinburg
Macon, Ga
Beaumont

5
9
12
14
19
23
26
28
Mar. 5

Tulsa, Ok.
Edinburg
Ruston, La.
Edinburg
Abilene
Lubbock
Edinburg
Colo. Spgs., Co.
Edinburg
Edinburg

8

17-20
24-27
Apr. 2-4

Southwestern Louisiana Univ.
Univ. of Southern Mississippi
North Texas State University
University of Northern Iowa
Southwestern Louisiana Univ.
Trinity University
St. Edwards University
University of Northern Iowa
Lamar University
DePaul University
First & Second Round NCAA
Regionals NCAA
Finals NCAA

Hattiesburg, Ms.
New Orleans,
La.
Edinburg
Edinburg
Denton
Cedat Falls, La
Lafayette, La
Edinburg
Edinburg
Edinburg
Edinburg
Chicago, II.

Albuquergue,

NM
All home games: 7:35 p .m .
For more information call (512) 371-2221, athletic dept.

Women play for benefit
By Carl Downing
The women's basketball
team coached by John McDowell, has scheduled a
benefit basketball game to be
played, Nov. 9 at 7:30 p .m.,
in the Fieldhouse.

The PAU administration
and faculty led by President
Nevarez and Vice President
Roy Flores will be playing the
Lady Broncs. Tickets will be
sold by members of the women's basketball team and will
cost $1 for PAU students and
kids under 12 and $2 for

..,.

FREE

I

res

4
•

B5CIC,

'15

40__

~-

everyone else.
The game promises to be
an interesting one, because ii
features young ladies In peak
condition and proficient in
basketball against the middleaged PAU administrators who
consider a walk across campus enough exercise for a
week. The administration
team should be warned to
bring their linament. At any
rate everyone will have a great
time and benefit the women's
basketball program as well.
Remember-,Nov. 9 at 7:30
p.m.

.. \

,.0

Pregnancy Test ,

a

~

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG

l,rl

TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

1982-83 Bronc basketball team--(bottom row L to R) Jim Lancaster,(tralner), Robert Kirby (student
assistant), Michael Harris, Jeny Rapp, Andrew Lance, Tom Flepke, Cary Doehring, Tony McDaniel, Lany
Skinner, Kim Owen (student assistant), Aaron (manager). (top row L to R) Lon Kruger (head Coach), Kevin
Wall (assistant Coach), Jose Hurtado, Teny Jones, Mike Hatch, Alan Martin, Bill Moser, David Monroe,
James Ward, Raymond Burkett, Robert Haynie, Bob Ward (assistant Coach), John McDowell (assistant
Coach). (Photo by David Ferguson)

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

PJ' £ati

•

HAPPY HOUR

3:30 to 5:30 P .M.

ALL SOFT DRINKS HALF OFF

r--------------------------------------1
l Try Our Hatnburger Basket
:
:I
:

With A Free Mediu01 Coke
. For $2.15

L-------------------------------------.
EDINBURG, PHARR, MISSION

:I
:
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Sign up by 9:00 p.m . at UCPC Booth
KRGV will be there! Free Giveaways!
Support Your Student Organization

APO Pledge, ............ . . . ................ Car Smash

MENC ................................. .. ..

''

~ ,. '
,•,
~'

PAU Accounttng Soc:t.ty . . . . ....... Great Purrpkln Theatre

....
:: ~

TX. Student Nur,e, Assoc. .. .....•............ Cake Walk

:

APO . . .

.

... ...

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carmel Apples

APO .. , . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

',.·;

Freak Show

BSU . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. • .. . . Food for the World
CAMP . . . . . .. . . • ... . ..... . .... . ..... . Hungry C,,s11e

.. .
..:-·~

Phi Kappa Tau Ul Sistcn .......•........ The Great P0pcorn

''

AKPsl
• . . . • . • . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .... ... Coney Island
DPMA .. . ...... . .. .. ....... . .... Cotton Candy/P0pcorn

'

NAJE .

. . ·, .......... . .................... Fapta,

Delta Zeta .. ,

• .. .. .. . . . . , . . . . . . . . .. Nochoe/Panchos

Delta Zeta Pledges ......... . ... . .. . ........ Frito ChlM Pie

UCPC .. .
. , . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... Photos
1,JCPC . . · . . . . . • . . . Corn/Candled Apples/Pumpkin Pie

..

KRGV ........................ ·· ·· · · ··· ··· · ·
KRGV .................................... .

•<'

ISA . . . . . . . .. , ...........•.... International Gourmet

,
'

PAU Rodeo Club . . .......... . ....... Hambu~r Saloon
C,,tholic Campus Mi nistry . . . . . . . .

..:....
,, '

I •-\, ~

i...• ·,~

• !I'--· ....

.
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111 · " ... -
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Social Work Club . . . .
Ladlel ol Camelot . .
Kappa Delta • , • .
I.AE .

. . . •.

.,,., . ,

, . . . . • . . .. La Llorona Food Booth
.. .... Cotton Candy
. • . . . . . . . . • . . . Sing for • Snock

. . .. .•. , .. .

. . .. . .•. . . . .•. . . . . . . . . .

Fajitas

Camp Alumni Assoc

, . , , . . . . • • . .•. • • Mamoge Booth

Student Engtnfff1ng Soc. . . • . . • . • . . . • . Physics Freak Show
Honor's Society .. . .
IK .... ..

.. .. . . , .. . , . . • Sponge Throw

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EggTooo

II< • .. ,
• . . .. • . . . .. • .. .. .. . . .. Dunking Booth
Ladles ol C,,melot . • • , . . • • •• - ....... " .•••• Mudslide
Phi Kappa Tau • . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Jall
Phi Kappa Tau .. . . . . .. .. • . .. .. • .. . .. .. . . .. . .
Hayride
BESO . . ......................... _.. .. . Coke Booth

CEC . .

. . . .. . • .. .. .. • .. . . • .. . . . • .

. Baseball TO&$

Young Democrats . .. . . . . .. . . . . • .....•• , . . Klsslng Booth
Phi Kappa Theta .. .. . . • .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. Casino
Am. Humanics .... , . .. . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . Roulette
Kappa Sigma ' . .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. . . • . • .

.. ..

Kappa Siga Pledge . .. ............... " .. .. . . . .. .
l're•Law Society . . .. • • • .. . . . .. . . • . . .. . . .. Nickel Toa
RHA .. . , . . . . . • .. .. . . . .. .. .. • ..

. .. Rocky's Delight

II Uttle Sislm

. . . . . . . . . . . .-....... Fortune Tdlng
Mehodlst Campus Ministry . . • . . . . • . .. • . . . . . . . . Fish Pond
Kappa Delta Pl .. . ..
AkPSI Pledge

. .. .. . . .. . .

.. . . . .. . .. .. .

............. • .. .. Stand Up Long Neeb

AKPSI Pledge • .. .. .. .. • .. . . . . . . .. .. BaksetbaD Throw
Trl·B ETA • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Freaks

